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PREFACE

On Decemcar 1,1977 the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board issued a partial initial decision
regarding only the alternative site portion of the Pilgrim Unit 2 Environmental Review. The
decision denied the Limited Work Authorization requested by Soston Edison. Company citing the
inadequacies of the NRC staff's review. This decision necessitated a reevaluation of alterna.
tive sites by the staff. This supplement presents the results of this reevaluation.

The Sceary and Conclusions presented in this supplement are drawn both from the analyses
presented herein and ' rom the Pilgrim Nuclear P0wer Station Unit 2 Final Environmental Statement
issued in September 1974 It sumarizes the staff's analysis of the alternative sites in
relation to the project and contains the staff's conclusions and conditions relative to the
projsct ss now constituted. ,;

'Single copies ef this Statement may be obtained as indicated on the inside front cover.
Mr. Dino Scaletti is the NRC Environmental Project Manager for this project. Should tnere te
any questions regarding the content of this Statement, Mr. Scaletti may be contacted at
(301) 492-8443 or at tne following address:

Director, Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, DC 20555 1
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PILGRIM ALTERNATIVE SITE REVIEW

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSICN

This final sucolement to the final environmental statement was prepared by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

1. This action is administrstive.

2. The proposed action is the issuance of a construction permit to Boston Edison Company
for the construction of Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Unit 2 (Docket No. 50-471)
located in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, near the Town of Plymouth. Pilgria
Nuclear Power Station Unit 1, a 655 MWe net electrical output boiling water reactor,
went into commercial operation at this site in June 1972.

Unit 2 will consist of a pressurized water reactor with a thermal output of 3456 MWe
and a net electrical outout of 1150 MWe. Cooling water and service water will be
withdrawn from Cape Cod Bay through a shoreline intake structure at a design rate of

,

'

about 52 cubic meters per second (cas) and passed back to the Bay through an epen-
channelsurfacejetdischarge. The temperature of the cooling water will be raised
approximately 12 C by passage througn the condenser.

In order to meet the power demands and reliability criteria of the acolf cant's p
service area, the completion date for Unit 2 has been scheduled for 1985.

3. Principal alternatives considered:

a. Alternative sites.
'

4 Summary of alternative sites review:

On Noveecer 30, 1977, the Atomic Safety and Licensin'g Board (ASL8) denied the Limited
Work Authorf4? tion requested by Boston Edison Company (SECo) citing the inadequacies
of the staff's re.?*w of alternative sites for the Pilgrim Unit 2 application.

On January 26, 1978, SECo submitted for staff review a draft siting study entitled,
" Boston Edison Comoany Siting Study for Long-Term Power Generating Capacity Expansion -
1975 to 2000" (1974 siting study). The 1974 siting study was not prepared for the
purpose of succorting the construction of Pilgrim Unit 2 at the Rocky Point site but
rather for the purpose of identifying current and future generating options and
sites to the year 2000. The study assumed that Rocky Pofnt was planned for three
nuclear plants, and further utilization of the site was not considered. The material *

in the 1974 siting study was updated by BEco on May 30, 1978.

Our review of the 1974 siting study consisted of an evaluation of the applicant's
site selection process and an evaluation of the candidate sites. The evaluation of
the site selection process consisted of an examination of the adequacy of the
reconnaissance level information used in selecting the candidate sites and the
methodology of using that information. The assessment of the candidate sites
consisted of an examination of relative merits of these sites in relation to the
proposed Rocky Point site.

Based on its review of the 1974 siting study, the staff has concluded that the
candidate sites selected by the acclicant were all ;otentially licensable and that the
study contained sites that were among the best that reasonably could have been found
within the identified region of interest.

The 1974 siting study was limited to the eastern portions of Massacnusetts and did
not include the largest fresn ater source in the Commonwealth (Connecticut River).
The staff Delieves that acclicant snould have given considerstion to this resource
area.

vil
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To sucolement hat was believed to be a major deficiency of the 1974 siting study,
the staff selected the Montague site as a representative site from the Connecticut
River area to compare with Rocky Point.

With the inclusion of the Montague site, the staff believes that all the major
resource areas in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts have been considered in its
evaluation with the candidate sites among the best representing those resource
areas. After comoaring the environmental attributes of each o' 9e candidate sites
with the Rocky Point site, the staff concludes that none of the candidate sites are
obviously superior to the Rccky Point site.

In response to ALA8-479, the staff has also included an evaluation of the Seabrook
site and the Millstone site and compared them to Rocky Point. The staff concludes
that these two sites are not obviously superior to the Rocky Point site.

5. The following Federal, State and local agencies were asked to comment on the Draft
Environmental Statement:

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Agriculture
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers

,1Department of Commerce '.

Department of Energy.
,

Department of Healtn, Education and Welfare ;.

Department of Housing and UrDan Development
Department of the Interior.

Department of Transportation.

Environmental Protection Agency )Massachusetts Department of Natural Resources
Massachusetts Water Resources Commission

,

Board of Selectmen, Town of Plymouth, Mauachusetts.

6. The Final Environmental Statement and its draft supplement were made availaole to
the pubile, to the Council on Environmental Quality, and to the other specified
agencies in Septamoer 1974 and February 1979, respectively.

7. On the basis of the analysis and evaluation set forth in this final supplement and
the final statement, af ter weighing the environmental, technical and other" benefits
of Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Unit 2 at the Rocky Point site against the alterna-
tive sites, it is concluded that the action called for under the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 19C9 (NEPA) and 10 CFR Part 51 is the issuance of a construction
permit for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Unit 2. +

.
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1. INTRCDUCTICN

On movencer 30, 1977, the ASL8 issaed a Partial Initial Decision regarding only the alternative
sites portion of the Pilgrie Unit 2 environmental review. The ASLS denied the Limited Work
Autharization requested by Soston Edison Company (SECo) citing the inadequacies of the staff's
review of alternative sites for the Pilgrim Unit 2 application. This decision was affirmed my
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board (ASLAB) ALA8-479 (May 1978).

To enable the staff to remedy the inadequacies, BEco sucaitted on January 25, 1978, as part of
their Pilgria Unit 2 application, a draft siting study entitled, " Boston Edison Company Siting
Study for Long-Ters Power Generating Capacity Expansion - 1975 to 2000," Jated February 1974.
The staff concucted a detailed review of this document and an analysis of the alternative
sites issue in the areas of aquatic biology and water quality; terrestrial ecology and land
use; degography; nearby industrial, transportation, and military facilities; hydrology;
socioeconomics; economics; geology, seismology, and geotechnical engineering; and meteorology.
The staff supplemented its review, where appropriate, with data gathered independently.

The information used by the staff in its evaluation was developed from the following:
,

1. " Boston Edison Company Siting Study for Long Ters Generating Capacity Expansion -
1975 - 2000," February 1974.

2. Letter, R. M. Butler to Wm. H. Regan, April 13, 1978.

3. Letter, R. M. Butler to Wo. H. Regan, May 30, 1978.
,

4 Letter, R. M. Butler to Wm. H. Regan, August 2,1978.

5. Letter, R. M. Butler to Wm. H. Regan, August 13, 1978.

6. Pertinent PSARs, FSARs, SERs, site visits, and published literature.

, i
|

F
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2. APPLICANT'S.wETHCCOLOGY

The acclicant's 1974 siting study used a radial accroach to the siting process. Starting at
the center of the SEco service area (Boston), they exoanded radially along resource areas
until the decision was made that a sufficient nuacer of sites had been icentified. The regional
site search was intended to screen out regions undesirable for siting a major electric power
generating plant and, conversely, to focus on regions with good potential for plant siting.
Areas within eastern Massachusetts were Droadly categorized for their siting suitability cased
on the following considerations:

1. Pruent Soston Edison Company System - final choice of new plant sitas must be
compatible with SEco system

2. Land use and demography

a. Present land use
b. Transportation networks and site access
c. Population trends relating to nuclear siting ,
d. Land area requirements for new sites

3. Water resources

4 Foundation conditions

5. Meteorology
.

6. Ecological resources

7. Special requirements of offshore plants
;
*

8. Land and water use planning

The data used by BEco in the regional site search were obtained free maps, aerial
photographs, published sources, and field trips.

The resource areas identified in the sfi: search included: the Massachusetts coastline
from the New Hampshire border to the Cape Cod Canal, Suzzards Bay, and rivers (Merrimack ,

River to the New Hamoshire Border, the Nashua, Blackstone, Concord, and Taunton) as well
,

as the lakes and reservoirs in the area. Areas at greater distances from Boston, such as '

the Connecticut River, were givoi less consideration. The decision to stop with these
resource areas was arbitrary and not based on criteria other than the applicant's decision

|that a sufficient number of sites could be identified. i

|

i

I

i
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|
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3. STAFF ASSESSMENT CF APPu CANT'S 1974 SITING STUDY

3.1 Recion of Interest

In the staff's opinion, the applicant did not clearly substantiate (in the 1974 s'udy) why thet

region of interest was limited to eastern Massacnusetts. However, in response to a staff
inquiry concerning the extent of tne region of interest, SECo su; plied additional information
oy letters from R. Butler to W. Reger on April 13, 1978 (Ref. 1), and August 2, 1978 (Ref. 2),
respectively. The April 13, 1978, response cited the following considerations that restricted
the geograonical scope of the 1974 siting study:

1. Geography

a. Distance from service area / system reliacility
b. Compliance witn objectives of regional power planning agency
c. Cooling water availability
d. Land requirements

'2. Demography

3. Legal, regulatory, and political constraints

Some of the important factors discussed within these areas of consideration were the following:
einimizing transmission costs and increasing system reliability by placing the source near the
load; coordinating with regional power pool planning; water avallanility for plant needs; land
availability for plant needs; choosing low population areas for nuclear options; and examining
the legal and political constraints associated with siting outside the Commonwealth of i
Massachusetts (specifically Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, and Connecticut). j-

The difficulties associated with siting in the State of Maine that were identified by the
~

,

applicant relate to BECo's Indenture of Trust and First Mortgage which would practuce issuance
of bonds for construction of a facility in a state that does not adjoin the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts (Ref. 1). Also, Maine law requires Maine electric companies to own a majority
interest in any generating facilities constructed in that state. The percentage of the !

Pilgrim facility owned by Maine electric utilities is less than 3 percent (Central Maine Power i

Company - 2.35%). I

In the New England States adjoining Massachusetts, with the exception of Rhode Island, the ,

statutes are less clear as to the siting difficulties that would be encountered by a foreign '

utility trying to construct an electric generating facility. Rhode Island statutes require
part ownership by a domestic utility. Because there are no Rhode Island utilities in the
joint ownershfp of Pilgria Unit 2, the attempt to locate and construct the facility in Rhode
Island would be difficult. In the other three states, the requirements of the appifcants to '

show public need, tender adequate service to the public in the conduct of {ts business and a
lack of eminent domain by foreign utilities would make it extremely difficult for the Pilgrim
applicants (mostly Massachusetts based approximately 85% ownership) to site and construct a
facility in these states (Refs. 1, 2).

The August 2,1978 (Ref. 2) submittal dealt solely with the opinions of counsel from resident
law firms in the States of Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and Vermont. The opinions
related to the difficulty of siting in the various states at the time of tre preparation of
the 1974 siting study (1973) and the difficulty that would be encountered at the present time.

The conclusion of the various counsels is that the statutory framework of the four states,
althougn they do not explicitly preclude it, sakes it difficult and, in the case of Rhode
Island, legally imcossible for a foreign utility to site in their respective states.

The staff has reviewed SEco's reasons for not including the States of w ine New Hamosnire,a
vemont, Conrecticut and Rhode Island in the geograonic sccce of the 1974 siting study and
concurs with this cecision noting that with the existing joint ownership it would have been
difficult for the Pilgria Unit 2 applicants to site the f acility outside of Massachusetts in
the 1973 time frame as well as for the present. In addition, the staff has reviewed the
other factors dictating the sopIfcant's region of interest and concurs that tnese key issues
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were appropriate for cosideration by SECo. Mcwever, the staff believes the Connecticut River
should have been given consideration (see Section 4).

3.2 Selection of Candidate fites

The applicant's selection of candidate areas within the region of interest involved evaluation
of areas against the various factors considered fmoortant in the site search. Twenty-six
candidate areas were identified within SECo's identified region of interest (see Figure 1).

Ffeld trips to these areas and preliminary assessments based on literature sources led to the
pinpointing of some 48 specific sites within these areas including coastal, inland, and offshore
locations. Of these, 24 sites were deferred from further consideration for various reasons
including population, site size, residential development, water-related prcblems, and seismicity.
Thus, 24 sites (21 new sites and 3 sites with existing generating stations) remained under
active consideration. The next step in the study was a more detailed evaluation of each site
considering specific plant-site generating concepts (f.e., nuclear, coal, oil, er combined
cycle) and resultant cost, engineering, and environmental impact factors. Nuclear plants were
evaluated only at those sites that afforded a minimum exclusion radius of 0.8 lun and a popula-
tion distribution considered " licensable" based on the guidelines established for use in the
study.

-

The sites identified in the study as potential nuclear power plant sites were Sites 1,1A, 2 {and 2A in the Merrimack River Valley about 50 las northwest of Boston; Sites 18A, ISB,18C.
and ISE all within about 3 km of each other on the coast of Cape Cod Bay about 65 km southeast
of Boston; Sites 19 and 20 on upper Buzzards Bay about 70 km southeast of Boston; and Site 26,
an inland site acout 40 km south of Boston. Site 1A was considered to be analogous to Site 1,
and Site 26 was considered suitable only for dry cooling systems whien have not yet been fully
developed for large power plants. Descriptions of the nine candidate sites are presented in
the staff's analysis section (Section 4). ,

,

i
3.3 Staff Assessment of Apolicant's Reconnaissance-level Information and of Aeolicant's Site i

Comparison Phase *

The NRC staff has examined the Candidate site evaluation and subsequent candidate site compari-
son phases of the site analysis used by BEco for the areas of acuatic biology, and watea
quality; terrestrial ecology and land use; demography; nearby industrial, transportation, and I
military facilities; hydrology; socioeconomics, economics; geology, seismology, and geotechnical {
engineering; and meteorology.

,

i

In general, the identified impact criteria used by the applicant included aspects associated
with site preparation and plant construction (termed "short-term impacts" by the applicant), -

and plant operation. In some areas, impacts associated with offsite areas were not specifically
covered by the criteria.

All information used in the site comparisons under these criteria was taken from published
data information (reconnaissance-level information) rather than using data developed from
onsite investigations (although site visits were made by the site evaluation team). The
following assessments were performed by staff specialists in specific disciplines. The
conclusions for each section pertain only to that portion of the assessment and to that
discipIfne. The staff's overall conclusion is found on page 4-60.

3.3.1 Acuatic Biotocy and Water Quality

The following aquatic environmental impact criteria were considered by the applicant: (1)
imoingement: (2) entrainment; (3) thermal discharge effects on the receiving water, the
dissolved oxygen concentration and the receiving water blota; and (4) the effects of Ifouid
.astes on the natural chemistry of the receiving waters, on potability, on wildlife and on
acuatic biota. The short-ters (i.e., construction phase) impact criteria considered chemical,
anysical and biological acuatic effects and potential effects due to erosion for onsite activi-
ties. The staff juoqes that the selection of the acave iscertant aquatic environmental impact
criteria is reasonacle and that they could be applicable to a wide variety of candidate sites.
The staff also judges tnat the use of these criteria in comparing and contrasting the potential
acuatic imcacts of the candidate site / cooling system options would ce possible based on
reconnaissance-level data and information.

,

,
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Figure 1: Potential Site Areas for Cetailed Study
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The applicant's selection of acuatic impact criteria for comparison of sites is incomolete in
that it did not specifically consider the iscacts due to offsite construction of makeup and
blowdown / discharge afpelines. For the commonly encountered situations, the npacts associated
with these activities are controllable, if not avoidaolo, to acceptable levels with varying
degrees of aftigation. Thus, the omission of this criteria in the comparison of sites cculd
contribute to inaccuracies in the prediction of site-specific impacts in the site-to-site
comparison. However, it is not likely to result in an invalidation of the site selection
p.ocess.

In applying the aquatic impact criteria to the specific sites, the scplicant presuccesed that,
for all liquid-corne effluents, for all short-ters aquatic chemistry effects, and for site
erosion potential short-term effects, the acolication of best-control technology to every
situation at each site would result in no impact. The staff believes that this presupposition
is conceptually incorrect in that application of best-control technology does not necessarily
mean that there will be no impact without approorf ate site-specific analyses.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's use of reconnaissance level information for deteemina-
tion of impacts at specific alternate sites. The data base (reconnaissance level information)
for the impact assessments under the uniform criteria process described aoove is presented in
the bibliography section of the applicant's report. The staff's review of the identification
of the candidate sites indicates that the sites have been identified with sufficient precision
to enaole a reasonanle determination of the likely important specific aquatic environmental
parametirs ' rom reconnaissance level information. The placement of plant structures with i
respect to onsite water bodies, the locations of makeup / blowdown pipelines and the actual
in-water ctructures themselves are not precisely indicated for all of the candidate sites.

3.3.2 Teerestrial Ecology and Land Use

The acclicant af tfzed the following factors in the selection and evaluation of potential
sites: size of the site; topography; railroad, road, and transmission access to site; flora '

and vegetation; fauna; present land use; and proposed use of the land by various planning |
agencies. The information sources utilized in cataining data on the above factors were: USGS
7.5 minute topograpnic maps, Massachusetts Map Cown (Ref. 3), aerial photographs, overflignt,
and actual site visits.

The 1974 siting study data base was updated to include current terrestrial factors, e.g.,
Coastal Zone Management Act, prime and unique farmlands, etc. With the inclusion of these
factors, the staff concludes that the information used was adequate to identify and compare
candidate sites.

3.3.3 Democraeny
,

Two types of population guidelines were used by the applicant in the site-selection process.
The first guideline consisted of cumulative pooulation values as a function of distance which
were obtained from a trade newsletter (Ref. 5) and from an internal working paper of the
Regulatory Staff. The guideline values were expressed as cumulative population levels of
30,000 within 8 km, 500,000 within 32 km, and 2,000,000 witnin 64 km. (These pooulation
values correspond to a density of 249 persons per souare kilometer (400 per square talle).
These values were sucsecuently modified by the staff. See Appendix A for further discussion
of the population guidelines used by the staff.) The second guideline used by the applicant
in the 1974 study consisted of an envelope of population distributions of sites previously
reviewed by the Regulatory staff (e.g., Indian Point and Newbold Island). Acceptacle sites
for nuclear power plants were also required to have an available exclusion area endius on the
order of 0.8 km.

In the initial regional site search, general areas were identified that had (1) population
densities less than the numerical levels noted 40cve, (2) copulation censities greater than
the numerical levels but comparable to the densities of otnee high population density sites
oreviously reviewed by the staff, and (3) population densities that clearly exceed both the
numerical values sea the :oculation densities of other high population density sites reviewed
3y the staff. The data base for the study was the 1970 Census as displayed on a maa of
Massachusetts precared Oy the Commonwealth of Massacnusetts Oecartment of Community Affairs.
Population trends and future growth patterns in the study area were discussed out .ece not
quantified. Seasonal transient populations were also not incluced in the Doculation data
case. (The resalts of the acplicant's initial evaluation are shown in Figure IMI of tne
1974 study and in 3ECo Exhtef t 5-4.)
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The population Information for each of the canoidate sites identified in the 197a study was
updated by the applicant in a submittal dated May 10, 1978. The methodology used in deveiccing
the new population distributions involved a more detailed examination of the 1970 Census data
base. Data from individual Car. sus Enumeration Of stricts were used to estimate the population
in annular rings around each site in 1.6 km increments out to 48 km. Population projections,
based on reconnaissance-level information, were then made for 1985, the expected date of plant
commercial operation, and for 2018, the exoected end of plant life (40 years after an assumed
issuance of a construction permit in 1978). Seasonal transient peoulation was included in the
population projections for sites where it was deemed to be a significant factor (i.e., Sites 18,
19 and 20, the coastal sites southeast of Boston).

The 1974 siting study identifled nine candidate sites within the geographical scoce of the
study as potential sites for nuclear pcwcr plants. The population distributions for each of
the candidate nuclear power plant sites are shown in Tables 2 through 7 (for population
purposes the staff considers Site la to be one site). These sitas cover a range of pcpulation
densities, from those that fall below the population density values listed in Regulatory
Guide 4.7 to those that exceed these values.

We have made an independent evaluation of the pooulation surrounding each of the candidate
nuclear power plant sites (i.e., Sites 1, 2. U, IS,19 and 20) and compared our results to
those reported by the ar,plicant in the 1978 eadate. We obtained an esticate of the cumulative
resident population within 48 km of each site from 1970 Sureau of the Census data (Ref. 6)* and
found that our values were in close agreement with the applicant's pcpulation counts. We also i

compared the applicant's population projections with projections prepared by the Federal
Government (Ref. 7) for Bureau of Economic Analysis Area 4, an area that covers soutneastern
New Hamoshire, eastern Massachusetts, and Rhode Island. The Federal projections indicate that
the population in Econcaic Area 4 will increase at a rate of about 8% per decade between the
years 1980 and 2020. The applicant's projections for the population growth between the years
1985 and 2018 range from a low of aoout 10% per decade for Site 2 to a high of about 17% per
decade for Site 18. These values indicate that the projected population growth rate for each
of the candidate sites exceeds the projected regional growth rate made by the Feoeral Government.

We find that the methodology used by the applicant in the 1974 siting study was deficient in 4

that population projections for the area of interest were not made nor were transient popula-
tions included in the analysis. The methodology used in the 1979 submittal to uccate the
population distributions for the candidate nuclear sites identified in the 1974 study was in
accordance with our current guidance in that population projections over the assumed lifetime
of the facility were developed and seasonal transient populations were included. The identi- j
fication of possible additional alternative sites was not an cDjective of the 1978 update.

'

One criticism of the 1978 update' is that it does not attempt to acceunt for daily recreational
visitors and tourists in the study area. However, we believe that inclusion of these transients
would not alter the population distributions to the extent that the cerclusions of this review ; i

would be affected considering the amount of time on an annual basis that such daily transients i

'would be present.

.

3.3.4 Nearoy Industrial, Transoortation, and Military Facflities

The acclicant stated in the 1974 study that eacn site was examined for the presence of nearcy
industrial, transportation, and aflitary activities and that the potential impacts of such
activities were evaluated to determine whether or not the site should be deferred. However, '

there is very little discussion of this subject in the siting study and no details are given
as to the extant or nature of the evaluations. There is evidence that the applicant was aware

of the incortance of considering such activities and gave them some weight in the site selection
process. The presence of nearby airports and the potential hazards associated wi*h the close
proximity of an interstate highway were among the reasons given for deferring some of the
sites. In the 1978 update of the siting study, the applicant submitted additional information
on the industrial, transportation, and military f acilities in the vicinity of each candidate
nuclear power plant site.

It acoears that the otential iscact on a site of a large, highly visible facility, such as a
major airport, was consicered at least in a cualitative manner during the site selection
process. Hewever, much less, if any, attention was given to the evaluation of other less

.

1970 mooulation data obtained from an edited and comcrossed version of this list; this list
contains the Wsing and pcoulation count for eacn census enumeration district and the
geograonic coccinates of the population centroid for the district.
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covfous hazards such as pipelines and transportation routes (e.g., snipping on the Cape Cod
Canel). We conclude that the siting study was deficient because a thorougn, systematic review

| of all potential external hazards in the vicinity of the candidate sites was not conducted.

3.3.5 Hydrolocy

In selecting the candidate sites, the following hydrological factors wre considered: (1)
local drainage, (2) erosion control, (3) flood protection, (4) pipelines, (5) intanes and
discharges, (6) potentf al contamination of potable water supplies, and (7) water supply avail-
antlfty and use. For the first six areas, acove, the applicant identified resources that
would be necessary to avoid obvious environmental and safety impacts associated with construc-
tion and operation of a nuclear plant. In these areas, for the sites considered, there were
no extremely unique, costly, or severe probless resulting from construction and operation.

From a hydrologic engineering standpoint, the most critical factor in determining the viability
of sites is the availantlity of cooling water. Since the applicant chose sites where adecuate
water was avallaole, we conclude that this fac*.or was adequately considered in estaclishing
the candidate areas and sites. The rejection or acceptance of a site on the basis of an
adequate water supply for a particular type of cooliig system was applied correctly and
reasonably. However, some water supply problems couid be encountered at the Merrimack River
sites (see discussion in staff's analysis on page 4-13).

iWe conclude, in addition, that there are other areas within the State of Massachusetts where a
dependaDie water supply would he available. The site search, which was confined to the eastern
portion of Massachusetts, say not have been extensive enough and procably should have included
the Connecticut River. Althougn acceptable (from a hydrologic engineering standpoint) alternate
sites were selected, other acceptable sites probably exist on the Connecticut River and at
other coastal locations.

Given the sites that were chosen, we do conclude, however, that the sites selected for
consideration as alternatives to the Rocky Point site are realistic alternatives to the propcsed ;

site.
-

3.3.6 Socioeconomics

In the comparison of candidate sites, the following socioeconomic factors were considered:
labor, local spending / investment, community services, recreation, preserved areas, aesthetics, '

adj. cent land value, community economy and residential displacement. In perfor'aing the
candidate site evaluation, *.he applicant considered both the constructional and operational ,

impacts and the onsite and offsite fecacts. The applicant consulted various reviews, reports,
and studies; utilized aerial photographs and topographic maps of candidate sites; contacted i

agencies and officials; and conducted onsite inspections by technical staff.

The staff concludes that the socioeconomic reconnaissance level of information cbtained in the
site-selection process by the applicant was acceptable and that the site-selection process
contained the necessary ingredients to meet the objective of identifying c ndidate sites. -

3.3.7 Economics ,

The detailed site evaluation included various cooling options on each of the identified sites.
Sites with hign cost penalties were generally excluded, such as Site 26 with a design calling
for dry cooling towers.

The candidate sites with the plant type and cooling system combination were subjected to
continued evaluation to detergine an order of preference from an engineering viewooint and an
environmental viewooint. The engineering order of preference involved an analysis of
coaoarative economic cost penalties for major site-related costs. Only capital costs that
varied by sore than several sillion dollars were considered because the level of uncertainty
in the estimates does not per'eit a refined comparison. Rough accroximations were consicered
sporopriate for this level of site cesparison.

The study considered the caoital costs associated with the following aspects of siting: site
develoosent, cooling system, transmission wates, ifcufd waste treatment system, foundation
costs, lacor differential, and const uction access. The staff believes the applicant has

! given accropriate consioeration to economics .a the site comparison phase of the 1974 siting
study.

|
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3.3.8 Geolooy, Seismolecy, and Geotechnical Engineerino

In the review of candidate sites, the apolicant considered the effects of topogrsony, surficial
geology, Decrock geology, and regional geology and seismicity. The regional geology and
seisatetty information is principally contained in the Pilgrim Unit 2 PSAR and forms an adequate
regional basis for comoarison of the alternate sites.

3.3.9 Meteorolooy

'we have reviewed the 1974 Boston Edison comoany siting study dealing with meteorology, and
f!nd it appropriate for the reconnaissance level review being sace for alternate sites selected.
The meteorology section provided generally descriptive climatological information for eastern
Massachusetts derived from currently availaole National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) publications. This type of information is
acceptacle for tnis evaluation, since catailed onsite meteorological data are not availacle at
this stage of review.

!
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4 STAFF EVALUATICN 0F SITE SELECTICN PRCCESS AND CANDICATE SITES

The staff does not suescribe to any single site-selection process or methodology. Rather,
applicants are given considerable latituce in their methodology, as long as their treatment of
key issues is reasonable, logical and consistent and results in identification of reasonaDie
siting options. The staff feels that the 1974 siting study and updates treat the necessary
issues and identify reasona01e siting options for SEco. However, during the staf f examination
of the 1974 siting study, it was determined that the region of interest considerations were
limited in geographical scope to the eastern portion of Massachusetts. BECo excluded western
Messu nusetts escause of transmission distances to their service area. Althougn, the staff
does not melieve it is able to supplement the needs cf BEco with regard to power plant siting,
it does believe that the Connecticut River should have been included as one of the resource
areas considered in the 1974 siting study.

The Connecticut River is the largest source of fresh water in the Comernwealth of Massachusetts
and procably the only river with sufficient flow capable of supporting a facility the size of
Pilgria Unit 2 without augmentation from another water source.

.

In order that the staff assure itself that all sajor resource areas in the Ccamonwealth of
Massachusetts were given consideration, the Montague site was selected as representative of
the Connecticut River resource area for comparison with the Rocky Point site. The Montague
site is located in the Town of Montague, Massacnusetts, and would utilize the Connecticut
River for its source of cooling water.

The 1974 siting study considered the major lakes, reservoirs (including the Quacin Reservoir),
and rivers (Merrimack, Nashua, Concord, Charles, Taunton and Blackstone) in the eastern portion !
of Massachusetts. With the exception of the Merrimack, BEco concluded that the consumptive '

use of water from those sources was not compatible with existing water supply or other usage.
The staff concurs with these reasons (see staff evaluation of Sites 1, 2 and 2A for a discussion i

.

of the Merrimack River). |

The coastal consideration in the 1974 siting study included the north and south shores, Cape
Cod, and Buzzards Bay. Sites located in the north shore region of Massachusetts were eliminated
due to high population densities, land use conflicts, extensive marshlands, with its associated

,recreational usage and its location in an area of higher seismic risk than the rest of eastern
Massachusetts. SECo eliminated Cape Cod as a choice due to heavy recreational use, unfavoraole '

long transmission distances, and land use conflicts. The staff concurs with these reasons.

With consideration of the resource areas in the 1974 siting study by SEco, and with the '

inclusion of a Connecticut River site by the staff, the staff believes that all of the important '

resource areas in Massachusetts have been given sufficient consideration. The candidate sites
selected for evaluation were sufficiently representative of those resource areas to determine
the reasonable siting options for the Pilgrim project.

The other two sites evaluated by the staff, although they are not considered in the 1974
siting study, are the Millstone and Seacrook sites. Both sites are located outside the area
of consideration in the 1974 siting study. Even thougn the staff does not believe that these
sites represent reasonable alternatives to the Dilgrim Unit 2 project as discussed in Section 3
(because of proolens involving siting outside the Commonwealth of Massachusetts), the staff
has included an evaluation of these two sites in response to ALA8 479 (Ref. 8).

The wontague, Millstone, and Seabrook sites have previously undergone extensive reviews by the
staff and have been found acceptable for nuclear power plant locations (Refs. 9,10,11). The
staff's evaluation of these sites begins on page 4-35.

The staff's analysis of the 1974 siting study was divided into (1) an assessment of the site
selection crocess, and (2) an assessment of the candidate sites. The assessment of the site
selection process consistad of examining the acecuacy of the information the welicant used in
selecting the candidate sites and the sethodology employed Jy the applicant in using that
information (see Sections 3 and 4). The staff assessment of the candidate sites consisted of
examining the relative environmental serits of the proposed site in relation to alternatives
to assess whether any of the alternatives is ocviously sucerior to the proposed site (Rocky
Point) consistent with the standard established by Commission case law for comparing
alternative sites.

1
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The staff's assessment of the candidate sites is based on reconnaissance-level inforsation.
This information is availaole from open litersture, published or unpublished reports, existing
records, authoritative sources or information that can be obtained by brief field surveys
perfor' sed by recognized experts. It does not include information that must be octained by
detailed onsite monitoring programs or studies. The site description summaries prepared by
the applicant from the data base are judged to be inadequate in some technical areas for the
determination of the impact due to construction and operation of a nuclear power plant at the
candidate sites. Therefore, the staff felt required to supplement the reconnaissance level
information to aid in conducting its independent analysis of the identified sites.

4.1 Description of the Rocky point site (pilaria station)

The proposed site for Pilgrim Nuclear Station Unit 2 occupies approximately 214 ha presently
owned by the Boston Edison Company. The site is located in the Town of Plymouth, Massachusetts,
aoout 7 lun east-southeast of the town center and acout 60 km southeast of Boston. It is on
the western shore of Cape Cod Bay at a place called Rocky Point (see Figure 2).

The site is presently occupied by Pilgrim Unit 1, a 655 MWe nuclear plant owned and operated i

by Boston Edison Company. The proposed development of Pilgrim Unit 2 at the Rocky Point site
would increase the site's generating capacity to approximately 1805 MWe. Both Pilgrim Units 1
and 2 would operate in once-through cooling mode using the existing shoreline intate and l'

discharge systems. Both units have received the necessary approvals and permits from the
Environmental Protection Agency to allow Pilgrim Station to operate in the proposed once-through
mode, therefore, the staff did not consider a closed-cycle alternative for purposes of comparing
Rocky Point with the alternative sites.

The terrestrial resources of the site consist primarily of a mixed oak-pine forest with small-
to medium-sized trees and small areas of wetlands (Ref. 3). There are aoout 4 ha of prime and j
22 ha of statewide or locally important farmland (Ref.12) within the site boundary. A portion i.

of the site has been classified as "best wildlife habitat other than puDlicly-owned land or i
wetland" (Ref. 13) by the New England River Basin Commission. The site is located in the j
coastal zone as described in the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Program. There will be jino additional land requirements for transmission lines.

i
i

'The 1975 and projected population distributions within 48 km of the site are shown in Taele 1.
There is a significant seasonal transient population in the area that includes bots seasonal'

'

residents and a large nuster of visitors to the historical sites in Plymouth. The total !'

weighted population was computed by multiplying the seasonal and tourist populati' .s by suitable j!
weighting factors to reflect occupancy on an annual basis and then adding the weighted values ,'
to the resident population. '

'The industrial, transportation, and aflitary facilities in the vicinity of the Pilgrim site
are described in the Pilgrim Station Unit 2 Preliminary Safety Analysis Report. State
Highway 3A a two-lane paved road, is located approximately 1 lue west of the site structures.
State Highway 3, a six-lane divided highway is approximately 5 km west of the site. There is -

no railroad line within 8 km of the site. The nearest point at which snips traveling north
and south between Boston and Cape Cod Canal pass the site is over 5 km due east. Plymouth
Municipal Airport, a general aviation facility located about 16 km west of the site, is the
closest airport. Otis Air Force Base, nich is now cperated by the Massachusetts Air National
Guard, is located about 30 km southeast of the site. The nearest Federal low-altitude airway
to the site is V141, which passes aceut 5 km to the northeast. The only facility within 8 km
of the site which processes, transports, or stores hazardous saterial in significant Quantities
is a petrolues storage facility located approximately 6.5 km west of the site. The staff
concluded in the review of the Pilgria Unit 2 construction permit application that none of
these facilities will affect the safe operation of a nuclear plant at the Pilgrim site.

The waters of Cape Cod Bay in the immediate vicinity of the Rocky Point site are designated
Class *Sa" by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Ref.14). The prescribed best uses and
quality criteria for waters in this classification are presented in the Massachusetts water
Quality Standards.

There are no surf ace water bodies immediately adjacent to the Rocky Point site that have
soecial oesignation or water quality classification above that proviced by the Class "SA"
designation.

|
|
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TA8LE 1

IIIPOPULATION O!STRIBUTION - PILGRIM SITE

Peculation Censity
I2) escole/km2 ( ecote/mi2)Ofstance Cumulative Pooulation

km (elles) 1975 1985 2020 1975 1965 2020

0-2 (0-1) 433 559 1005 53(138) 69(178) 124(320)

0-3 (0-2) 2238 3214 6397 69(178) 98(255) 196(508)

0-5 (0-3) 5721 7931 13,879 78(202) 108(290) 189(490)
,

0-7 (0-4) 9030 12.021 20,688 70(180) 92(239) 159(412) h

0-8 (0-5) 16.028 21.104 36,312 79(2;4) 104(259) 179(463)

0-16 (0-10) 53,000 90,673 230,774 65(169) 110(229) 268(735)

0-32 (0-20) 216,124 360,839 956,144 66(172) 110(287) 290(761)
,

0-48 (0-30) 918,502 1,236,562 2,564,934 125(325) 169(439) 349(908) f

.

I

!

!

,

,.

i

(1) Source: diigrim Station Preliminary Safety Analysis and Envir:ncental Re:crts.

(2) Incluces seasonal occulation =eignted to reflect an equivalent permanent population.

|
1
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Existing water quality at the Rocky Point site is generally good. The waters of Cape Cod Bay
and Plymouth Say meet the recuirements of their assigned Class "SA" classification (Refs.14,15).
In addition, examination of water column and sediment quality analyses data collected at and
around the Rocky Point site (Refs.16,17) indicates that the waters meet the "SA" criteria
for all parameters for which numerical limits have been set. A recogni:ed prooles in the site
area, with a potential to adversely affect water cuality near the site, is coastal erosion.
The New England River Basins Commission reports (Ref.18) that areas of " critical erosion"
(i.e., erosion at a rate of 1 m or more per year) have been identified along the Soutn Shore
region (i.e., the region that contains the site) of the Massachusetts coast. Erosion of the
coastline in the immediate vicinity of the Pilgrim plant structures is controlled by the
riprap.

Economically important benthic species found in the vicinity of the Pilgrim station include
Irish moss and lobster (Ref. 19). Lobsters are generally more abundant on the rocky substrates
rather than the sandy substrates, with fisning pressure concentrated on the ledges of Rocky
Point, White Horse Beacn, and Manomet Point as well as several offshore lec;es (Ref. 20).
During the summer, lobstar fishing in the Cape Cod Bay occurs only to a deptn of 18 meters
(Ref. 21) and, in the western part of the bay, as many as 6,200 pots per linear kilometer
within the 9-a contour are common (Ref. 22). Fisning in deeper water does not occur until
late fall (Ref. 20). Larval Icbsters also occur in Cape Cod Bay and near the Rocky Point site
(Ref. 20). The local looster population in the vicinity of the Rocky Point site is not self-
sustaining and relies on spawning elsewhere. Studies conducted in the vicinity of the station

'indicated that Brant Rock, High Pine Ledge, Rocky Point (P11gris Station), and Scorton Ledge
were potentially important hatching areas.

Irisn moss requires solid substrate for attachment and is the dominant subtidal macrophyte in
the site area (Ref. 20). Moss harvesting is generally conducted from mean low water to a
deptn of 2 m (Ref. 20). During 1973, moss harvest in the Plymouth area represented 8 5 of the
total Massachusetts landings (Ref. 20). The largest landings in the area have been from the
Manomet Point-white Horse Beach area (Ref. 20).

1

Imoortant mollusks harvested in the vicinity of the Rocky Point site include aussels, soft- '

shelled class, surf class, and hard class (Ref. 20). Bivalve larvae originating from Cuxbury
Bay say drift in a southerly direction down the coast and toward the Rocky Point site; however,

,

the pattern and distribution are not well defined (Ref. 20). Extensive attachment of mussels
occurs in the rocky areas of the site vicinity (Ref. 23).

The Rocky Point area and Cape Cod Bay support a diverse community of fishes. Forty-one benthic
species have been captured in the site vicinity and are dominated by flounders, ocean pout, <

sculpin, and skates (Ref. 20). Twenty-five pelagic species have been captured and are dominated '

by pollock, cunner, herring, and alewife (Ref. 20). Although 56 species of fish eggs and
larvae have been collected from Cape Cod Say and the Rocky Point area, the bay coes not accear +

to represent a unicue spawning habitat and eggs and larvae of several species may enter the
bay from outside (Ref. 20). Winter flounder pooulations exhibit a seasonal inshore-offshore
migration within localized areas of Cape Cod Say. The adults move inshore to spawn. The
Plymouth Harbor-Kingston Duxbury Bay region is an area near the Rocky Point site in which
intensive breeding takes place for winter flounder (Ref. 24). The adults disperse to deeper *

water after the spawning season. Winter flounder eggs are demersal and do not tend to be
entrained. The larvae however are planktonic and are apt to be suspended in the water column
and, therefore, are subject to entrainment.

Recreational and commercial, fishing occurs for several species in the Rocky Point area.
winter flounder, Atlantic menhaden, and bluefin tuna are fished commercially in Cape Cod Bay
(Ref. 19). In April 1973, the Rocky Point shorefront was opened to provide puolic access for
recreational fishing at the intake and discharge jetties (Ref. 20). Fisning now occurs in an
area where previously there was no public shore fisning. Sixteen species of fisn have been
caugnt at the plant site, with cunner, bluefish, and pollock accounting for acout 82% of the
total (Ref. 20). The rock jetty and breakwater structures serve to attract some soecies, and
the thennal effluent tends to concentrate forage for game species, especially during late
summer and early autumn (Ref. 20).

The Rocky Point site lies within a region of gereral miotic similarity througnout. The souatic
community accears to be af verse and, except for the Irisn moss fishery, does not accear to be
unique witntn the region.

There are no known federally designated critical acuatic habitat or threatened or encangered
aGuatic species innaciting tne offsnore marine or 13rsn-estuary c0molex in the vicinity of
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the Rocky Point site that conceivably could be detrimentally imoscted by construction of a
second nuclear facility at the Rocky Point site.

4.2 Staff analysis of the Rocky Point Site (Pilgrim Station)

The staff's analysis of the Rocky Point site is set forth in the Final Environmental Statement
dated Sectemoer 1974 and the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) datec June 1975 and its sucplements
for the Pilgrim Nuclear Station Unit 2 (Refs.19, 25).

Throughout the course of its review of the af ternative sites, the staff has reviewed current
information relating to the Rocky Point site anc has recently visited the site to confirm that
the analyses and the conclusions presented in previous staff documents and testimony were
still valid. The staff concurs with the previously stated conclusion that the impacts of
construction and operation of Pilgria Unit 2 will e acceptaole (Ref.19).

4.3 Cescriotion of Sites 1, 2 and 2A

Candidate Sites 1, 2 and 2A are all located within 20 km of the Merrimack River and would
utilize this source for makeup to their closed-cycle cooling systems using spray ponds or
natural draft cooling tower (NCCT) at Sites 1 and 2A, and a NOCT at Site 2.

,

Based on assigned water uses, the surface waters associated with these sites have been desig-
nated Class "B" by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The prescribed uses and quality criteria
for these waters are described in the Massachusetts Water Quality Standards. In accition,
pollutant discharge to onsite surface waters is prohibited under the protection of low-flow
waters provision of the Standards.

Historical data (Ref. 25) indicate that the characteristics most seriously af fected in the
Merrimack River near the proposed makeup and discharge points are low dissolved oxygen, high
biochemical oxygen demand, and high bacteria counts. The results of benthic biological studies ;

have characterized the river as " grossly polluted" (Ref. 27).

The most recent State recort (Ref.14) shows that the present water quality of the Merrimack
River is " unsatisfactory" (f.e., not meeting the requirements of the lowest acceptacle state
classification) from the New Hampshire-Massachusetts State line to the Atlantic Ocean. Segment
analysis of the river by the State indicates that high coliform bacteria concentrations, hign '

nutrient levels, and the presence of floating solids are the water quality problems in this
stretch of the river.

Data taken by the State of New Hampshire (Ref. 29) predominantly during the latter half of
each year from 1974 through 1977 at a point on the Merrimack River approximately 5 km upstream
of the State line indicates that Class "B" standards for temperature and dissolved oxygen were
satisfied for all samples. Measurement of metals and pH values of the samples wer? within the
limitations of the standards. Total phosphorus concentrations of the majority of samples were
above the level suggested by the National Technical Advisory Committee (Ref. 29) far the '

prevention of nuisance algal growth in flowing waters. The New S gl:nd River Basin Commission's
latest report (Ref. 26) indicates that ongoing efforts to clean uo the river are. delayed such
that 180 km of river in the basin, including the streten of the Merrimack River proposed for
use in alternative Sites 1, 2 and 2A, are not expected to meet Class "B" Water Quality Standards
by 1983.

At present, the quality of the fishery in the Merrimack River is poor; however, Massachusetts
plans restoration *af an anadromous fishery in the river which would increase the quality of
the resource. In addition, there is the possibility that the shortnose sturgeon exists in the
Merrimack River, although the occurrence of this species in the Merrimack is presently
undetermined (Ref. 30).

4.3.1 Site 1

Site 1 is located in the Town of Dunstable, Massachusetts (see Figure 3). The acoroximate
site boundaries are the New Hamoshire State line to the north, the Boston and Maine Sailroad
on the west, Pleasant Street and the Peccerell town line to the south, and Oak, Broo< and Main
Streets to the east.

'See ~ e:artment of Interior enent, page A-31.
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The site consists of about 1,100 ha. Approximately three cuarters of the site is covered by
sized forest of of ne and hardwoods with most of the trees in the medium-sized class (Ref. 3).
There is the possibility that the site contains prime or state wide or local importance farmland.
Several hundred hectares are currently farmed; logging operations were observed during the :;
site visit. There are three brooks onsite (Untety, Joint Grass, and Hauk), large areas of '

swamos, and several ponds of various sizes. From the air, the small pond just east of the
railroad tracks in the western portion of the site appears to have a floating sphagnum mat.
This would ce classified as a bog, nd bogs have been classified as wetlands with outstanding
visual contrast within this geograonic region (Ref. 31). The site contains a portion of
Unkety Srocs wnich is regularly stocked with trout by the Commonwealth of Massacnusetts. The
western portion of the site has some areas within the 100 jear flood plain of the Nashua
River.

State Routes 111 and 113, the closest hignways, are each located about 2 km from the center of
the site. A Soston and Maine Railrced line runs along the western coundary of the site and
terminates about 1 km to the north. Sports Center, a small commercial afrfield, is located
acout 1.6 km nortN est of the center of the site. Sports Center has a single caved runway
850 meters in length oriented in a northeast-sou Nest direction. There are three light
airplanes based at the field, and the facility is used primarily as a sport parachute center.
The possibility of the airfield being expanded is not considered likely with one of the reasons
being the presence of Boire Fleid, New Hampshire, a large general aviation facility wnich is !ilocated 10 km to the north (Ref. 32). Fort Devens Army Airfield is located acout 15 km southwest s'of the site. The nearest low-altitude Federal airway is V106, which is about 10 km northwest.
A small fuel storage facility is located at the te'rminus of the railroad line acout 1 km north
of the site.

4.3.2 Site 2
|
,

Site 2 is located in the Town of Tyngsborougn, Massachusetts (see Figure 4). The accroximate :
site boundaries are the New Hampshire State line to the north, Middlesex Road to the west, and |
the Merrimack River to the east and south, i

The site consists of approximately 240 ha of which less than one half is covered by a mixed |
pine and hardwood forest of mostly medium-sized trees (Ref. 3). There are 48 ha of prime and
105 ha of farmland of State and local importance onsite (Ref.12). There are two small streams
onsite and that portion of the site abutting the Merrimack River is in the 100 year flood {plain. The site is bordered on the west by Middlesex Read (State Route 3A) approximately *

560 m from the center of the site. The Everett Turnpike (U.S. Route 3), a four-lane divided j
highway, is about 1 km west of the site. A local road runs through the center of the site and '

a Boston and Maine Rafircad line crosses the eastern part of the site. Some hazardous materials,
including chlorine and liquifiM petroleum gas, are carried on the railroad if ne. A chemical ,

plant is located about 3 km north of the site. The plant employs about 200 pecole and stores |

4 quantity of hydrogen cyanide, ammonia, and other chemicals. The closest airfield of signif-
icance is Boire Field which is about 15 km northwest. There are no low-altitude Federal
af rways within 15 km of the site.

,

4.3.3 Site 2A

Site 2A is located in the Towns of Dunstable and Tyngsborough (see Figure 4). The site is
bordered to the north by Pleasant and Lowell Streets, on the west by Massapeag Pond, on the
east by Forest Street, and on the soutn by Chestnut Road.

The above boundaries enclose approximately 730 na, which are predominantly covered by a mixed
forest of pine and hardwoods of mostly medium-sized trees (Ref. 3). There are large swampy
areas, small streams, and at least three small ponds on site (Ref.12). There is a minimum of
5 ha of prime farmland on site. Three orchards occupy about 13 ha. These may be classified
as unique farmland.

State Route 113 is located aceut 1.6 km nortn of the site center. The Everett Turapike
(U.S. Route 3) is acout 4 km to the east. Fort Oevens Army Airfield is a 9ut 15 tm southwest,
and Botre Field is about 16 km nortn of the site. There are no Icw altituce Federal airways
within 15 <a of the site. A radar tracking / communications station is located anout 3 km south
of the site.
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4.4 Staff analysis of Sites 1, 2, and 2A

4.4.1 acuatic fcoloqy and Watee Quality

Construction Isaacts: Each site .as compared to the preferred site with particular attention
directed to the following scocific potential construction impacts: (1) onsite stress diversions
or alterations; (2) changes in site runoff during site development; (3) right of way (RCW) or
water pipeline development; and (4) s11tation due to dreoging for barge facilities,
intake / discharge structures, and pipelines.

From examination of the applicant's preliminary proposed plant layouts at the atternate sites,
major onsite stream diversion during construction is considered likely at Sites 1 and 2A.
Portions of Hauk Swamp, Joint Grass Brook, and an unnamed tributary to Unkety Brook .culd be
destroyed by plant and spray pond construction at Of te 1 and a portion of Black Brock would be
similarly removed at Site 2A. Less severe stream diversions ar.d alteration of drainage patterns
caused by plant construction would likely affect Massacoag Pond and Bridge eadow Srock (tow

only a small cegree for both water bodies) at 5fte 2A. Site 1 contains a stretch of unnety
Brook (approximately 2.4-3.2 las in lengta), wnich is regularly stocked with trout by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Ref. 33). Construction and operation of a power station at
Site 1 would remove this portion of the brook from public access.

Impacts of site development due to increased erosion or suspended solids in runoff from the
,site or in routine discharges during construction are controllable to a large degree and these

impacts can reasonably be expected to be temporary and reversible. Impacts can reasonably be
expected to be more widespread and more difficult to control for those sites proposing to use
spray ponds than for once-through cooling systems such as the Rocky Point site. This could
result in the site construction impacts lasting somewnat longer for the spray pond sites.
Stringent runoff and waste control and treatment measures would Itkely be required at these
sites due to tne commonwealth's anti-degradation provision appitcable to the streams on and
adjacent to the sites,

i
Sites 1 and 2A will require construction of intake and discharge pipelines to the cooling

'

water source that will not be required at the proposed Rocky Point site. This construction |will likely involve crossings of streams protected by an anti-degradation provision of the -

State (Ref. 14). Mitigative st$sures to control impacts, such as stream bank erosion, siltation
and sedimentation in the stream, interruption of flow, and temporary removal of benthic and
water column habitat, to acceptable levels at these stream crossings would be recuired for
development of these sites. These potential sources of impact at Sites 1 and 2A do not exist
at the Rocky Point site due to the lack of a requirement for such pfpelines.

In-river construction activities for placement of intake and discharge structures would likely
be the same for any of these sites. They would be of limited duration and can reasonaoly be

.

expected to produce only localized increases in turtidity. In water construction activities :
at the Rocky Point site for structure placement for Unit 2 are limited to intake structure
placement and sodifications of the existing discharge car al and construction of the barge
facility. Effects of these activities with regard to turbidity and siltation have also been
previously assessed and determined to be localized and temporary (Ref.19). ,

Credging activ.ities associated with the creation and maintenance of a channel to provide.
sufficient pumo head at the intake during low river flows may cause violations of the water
quality standard for turbidity in the vicinity of the site. The violations may recur due to a
need for periodic .saintenance dredging of the intake channel. The temcoral and areal extent
of the "errimack River waters near the site that would be adversely affected will be limited.

The potential for impact to onsite water bodies during construction and the need to place
cooling water pfgelines likely involving stream crossings 're disadvantages for Sites 1 and 2A
as compared to the Rocky Point site. Oredging in the river channel for structure placement,
an activity associated with all of these sites, is also a disadvantage as compared to the
Roc h Point site. Construction of a closed-cycle plant at Sites 1, 2 or 2A is Adged to nave
a grester potential for adversely affecting acuatic resources than construc tion at the Rocky
Potet site.

Intane Effects: Intake effects to souatic biota are crimarily those imcacts associatec nith
imoingem nt or entrainment. A closed-cycle cooling station design is procosed for Sites 1,
2 and 2A. All sites would ithdraw water from the w ~1 mack River in the vicinity of Site 2e
near the present 345kv transmission Ifne crossing. The proposed intake structare and any =tir
or low water das recuired to maintain cooling ater flow during periods of low water .ould be
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located in a stretch of the Merrimack River that possesses a gravel bar (Ret 34). Withdrawal
of water and any river diversions or obstructions would impact those species of fish which use
the gravel bar for spawning. No other gravel car exists upstream or downstream for some
distance. At present, the fishery resources of the Merrimack River are considered to be of
low quality and offer little to the Massachusetts angler (Ref. 34).

Plans to reestaolish an anadromous fishery may result in an increased importance of the gravel
bed. The anticipated impact to the fisn peculation presently innaciting the Merrimack River
due to imoingement and entrainment is judged t3 ce insignificant, primarily because of the
present poor cuality of the fishery.

The decision to choose Sites 1, 2, and 2A (with a single unit plant using, closed-cycle cooling),
or the Rocky Point site (with a once-througn system) depends on the anticipated impingement
and entrainment impacts to the fishery at the Rocky Point site. Since the anticipated incact
to the fishery due to impingement and entrainment at the Rocky Point site is negligible, the
fishery resources of the Merrimack River are considered poor, and no significant environmental
impacts due to the intake are anticipated. Neither the Rocky Point site nor Sites 1, 2 and 2A
can be judged to be superior.

Cepending upon the success of the efforts to improve the Merrimack River fishery and the
extent of in-river structures required to maintain an adequate supply of intake water, this
conclusion may change such that if water Quality is significantly improved, the presence of I

the shortnose sturgeon in the Merrimack River is estanlished, and the reestaclishment of
anadromous fishery is accomplished, the Rocky Point site may be considered environmentally
preferable.

Ofscharge Effects: Operational phase discharge-related impacts to aquatic biota in receiving
waters are primarily those impacts associated with theesal Icading, cold shock, physical
effects (including scouring of the bottom and shoreline) discharge of blocides and other
compounds, discharge of waters differing in quality from the receiving waters, and gas Dubole j
disease (GBD) induced sortality. j

Scour at 5f tes 1, 2 and 2A could be minimized by proper design of the discharge structure. !
Mortality to aquatic blota due to G80 would procably not occur because of the reduced discharge +

flow and the long retention time in the spray ponds associated witn closed-cycle cooling.

Interaction of the discharge plum and the Diota either presently or potentially associated
with the gravel bed in the Merrimack River would have to be examined. The disenarge structure
could also be moved to the southernmost portion of Site 2, thereby avoiding the poten'.f al
gravel bed issue entirely.

As indicated in the description of the various sites, the Merrimack River in the vicinity of
the sites is not expected to meet its assigned water quality classification ey 1983 (Ref. 25).
Examination of available data on existing conditions, as well as consideration of the
anticipated effects of upstream waste treatment reveals that a concentration f actor of five
for dissolved solids in the plant discharge would not likely create receiving water cuality +

criteria violations beyond the immediate vicinity of the discharge. Under the reoutrements of
the EPA Effluent Guidelines for Steam Electric Power Plants, cold side blowdown would De
emoloyed for sucn a plant, theremy minimizing the temoerature differential between the slowdown
and receiving waters. The dissolved oxygen concentration in the cooling tower blowdown would
be at or sligntly acove the saturation point for the temcerature of tne discharge. Dissolved
oxygen stress in the river resulting from plant operation is not expected since current data
show dissolved oxygen levels consistently aeove the 5 mg/l minizia of the standards.

Hign mater temperatures, high avalP e nutrient levels, and low turbidity could combine to
make chlorination of the cooling tow- and service water portions of the cooling system
necessary even if sechanical means were used to clean the plant sain condensers. Chlorine has
been demonstrated (Refs, 35, 36) to be toxic to a wide range of both wars water and cold water
acuatic organisms, and recommended exoosure limits have been set at very low concentrations
(e.g., less than 0.1 mg/1). Adverse effec *s on water quality due to toxic chlorine concentra-
tions are a possibility in the dischar;e vicinity if conventional enlorination practices are
emoloyed at the site. This could adversely affect the anadromous fisheay restoration program
planned oy Massacnusetts for the Moraimack River. Mitigative seasures, such as sodifications
to plant operations (blowdown holduo allowing for residual chlorine degradation) or cochlorina-
tion, are availaole and say be necessary for protection of river water uses at this site.
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Periodic maintenance dredging of the intake channel in the river during the life of the plant
could temporarily adversely affect water quality near the site. The comof nation of the existing
stressed water quality and the potential for high tnermal loading during low river flows is a
disadvantage for the Merrimack River sites as compared to the Rocky Point site. Therefore,
siting a closed-cycle plant at Sites 1, 2 or 24 is judged to have greater potential for adversely
affecting aquatic resources than siting at Rocky Point.

Cold snock induced mortality to fishes would promably not be a prooles at present due to the
low quality of the Merrisack River fishery. Shculd the fisnery imorove, cold shock may become
a potential problem. If t.o units are constructed on a site, the potential for cold snock is
decreased since simultaneous outages would occur less frecuently than single unit outages.

Whether or not $ltes 1, 2 or 2A utilizing closed-cycle cooling are judged to be superior to
the Rocky Point once-througn site is dependent on the anticipated f acact of the disenar;e to
the fishery in the vicinity of the Rocky Point site. Because the anticipated impact due to
tne discharge to the fishery at the Rocky Point site is negligible, and the fishery resources
of the worrimack River are considered poor, retther site can ce judged superior. Geoanding
upon the success of the efforts to improve the Merrimack River fishery, this conclusion may
change such that, if water quality is signif f cantly improved, the presence of the shortnose
sturgeon is established, and tne reestablishment of anadromous species is accomplished, the
Rocky Point site may te considered environmentally preferaole and possibly superior. '

l'
'

4.4.2 Terrestrial Ecology and land Use

The staff has reviewed a variety of factors (dedicated areas, forests, wildlife namitat,
farmlands, coastal Zone, wetlands and flood plains) relating to the analysis of the site's
terrestrial resources. With regard to Sites 1, 2 and 2A, tnere are no Federal lands, natural

,

'

landmarks, State and local forests, or critical haottats located on these sites.

4.4.2.1 ~ Site 1 |

Siting a nuclear power plant anywnere on Site 1 would preemot considerably more forest than !
the 11 ha proposed to be removed on the Rocky Point site. Removing this large area of forest
would also mean preempting this area as wildlife habitat. Therefore, from the point of view
of forest and wildlife manitat, Site 1 is deemed less desirable than the Rocky Point site.

It would be difficult to avoid greemoting all of the =etlands on the site (Ref.12). The i
Iwetlands on the Rocky Point site will be preserved. Therefore, Site 1 is considered less

desirable than the Rocky Point site for this f actor.
,

iThe area's soils have not been surveyed since 1924; this precludes using this factor in the ;

site comparison. Nevertheless, Site 1 has S1 ha in active farmland, whereas no farmland !

occurs on the Rocky Point site. This rencers Site 1 less desiraale than the Pilgris site.
,

The two sites are considered equivalent for all ot P factors.

a. 4. 2. 2 Site 2

Some forest ould undoubtedly have to be cut (kef. 3), therefore, some of this cover type and
its associated wildlife habitat would be preempted. However, because of the uncertainty in
the extent of the area potentially affected, r.o conclusion can be reached in comparison to the
Rocky Point site for these two factors.

Because Site 2 has large areas of prime and statewide or local importance farmland (Ref. 12),
it is considered less desirable than the Rocky Point site by this factor.

Altsougn there are two small streams onsite, there are no ::greciable wetlands to be :reemoted.
Therefore, tnis site is neither better nor worse than the Rocky point site for this f actor. A
portion of the site is in the 100 year floodo. lain of tne terrimack River and a railroad ;oes
th*ougn tne long axis of the site .nich .ould recuire mowing according to preliminary siting
plans. These constraints render Site 2 less desiracle than the Rocky Point site.

The two sites re considered eculvalent for all other factors.
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4.4.2.3 Site 2A

Siting a nuclear power plant anywhere on Site 2A would greemot considersely more forest than
the 11 ha proposed to be removed in connection with Pilgrim Unit 2 at the Rocky Point site.
Also, it wculd be imoossible to avoid all wetlands on the site. Removing this area of forest
and wetlands would also mean preemoting tnis area as wildlife habitat. Thersfure, from the
point of view of these factors, Site 2A is deemed less desirable than the Rocky Point site.

The amount of important farmland on both sites is about the same. Therefore, the sites are
considered equivalent for this factor.

The two sites are considered equivalent for all other terrestrial and land use factors.

4.4.3 Democraony

The population distributions for the candidate alternative sites identified in the applicant's
alternative site study have been concared to the population distribution for the Rocky Point
site. The cumulative populations and population densities for 1985, the assumed date of
initial plant coeration, and 2018, the assumed end of plant life, are shown in Tables 1
through 4 for the Rocky Point site and candidate Sites 1, 2 and ZA. An examination of the

8population data shows that the population densities for Sites 1, 2 and 2A exceed the population
density values of the Rocky Point site both at the assumed date of initial plant operation and
at the assumed and of plant life. Therefore, in accordance with the population considerations
discussed in Appendix A, we conclude that Sites 1, 2 and 2A are not preferred in comparison to
the Rocky Point site.

a.4.4 Nearby Industrial, Tesnsoortation and Military Facilities

The potential impact on the safe operation of a nuclear plant of the industrial, transportation,
and military facilities in the vicinity of Sites 1, 2 and 2A has been evaluated and compared a

to the Rocky Point site.- Of the facilities described in this section, the raf1 road line
through Site 2 is considered to be the most significant. Deveicoment of Site 2 would necessi-
tate the relocation of the railroad line. This would be an aeditional cost factor for Site 2,
but then the railroad should not be a safety hazard assuming the railroad is moved far enougn
from the site so that the effects of postulated accidents on the railroad upon the plant would
be acceptable. We conclude that Sites 1 and 2A are equivalent to the Rocky Point site in that
no significant external hazards have been identified either at the candidate sites or at the
Rocky Point site which would require additional plant design considerations to withstand the
effects of postulated accidents. Site 2 is considered to be less preferable than the Rocky
Point site in that a railroad at Site 2 would need to be relocated. However, once the railroad
is relocated, Site 2 and the Roco Point site would be eouivalent with regard to the risk from
external hazards.

.

4.4.5 Hydrotocy

Sites 1, 2 and 2A would draw makeup water from the Merrimack River. Based on our analysis we
do not consider the Merrimack River to be a dependable year-round water supply. We conclude
that competing water use in the Merrimack River Basin does not justify withcrawal of cooling
water without providing for replacement of water used (Refs. 25, 37, 38, 39, 40, al, 42). A
serious probles for the Merrimack River is the demand being placed on it to provide the urcan
areas of both eastern Massachusetts and southeastern New Hampshire with municipal water supplies.
Potential competition for water sucoltes could occur among users, especially if plans are
implemented to direct water to the Boston Metropolitan District Commission (MDC) and/or coastal
areas in New Hampshire. The river is also being considered as a potential water supply source
for many citfes located uostream. The overall situation is further aggravated by poor water
cuality, by increasing industrial demands, and by potential refinery development. The
Merrimack River is being colluted by raw municioal sewage, combined sewer overflows, and
industrial discharges. Use of river for drinking requires expensive treatment. Recreational
uses are limited by high 300 and low oxygen levels. There are many uncertainties involved
with credicting the facact of water use in werrisack River Basin. The staff has reviewed
studies (Refs. 26, 37, 40, al a2) conducted by State and Federal agencies; however, it is
still not clear how much water is needed to satisfy the water sucoly, recreational, and
collution abatement needs of tre Serrimack Basin.
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TA8LE 2

POPULA7ICN DISTRIBUTION - SITE 1

,

Population Density
Olstance Cumulative population secole/km2 (p. cot./,it)
km (miles) 1970" 1985 2018 1970 1985 2018

0-9 (0-5) 21,429 29,500 38,198 105(273) 145(376) 184(486)

0-16 (0-10) 130,595 193,320 300,959 161(416) 238(616) 370(958)

0-32 (0-20) 711,086 979,176 1,497,799 219(566) 301(780) 4J1(1,193)'

0-48 (0-30) 1,984,102 2,463,497 3,415,875 271(702) 337(872) a67(1,209) 5

i

i i
L

i

i
i

i

h
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|

|
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sureau or tne census Data l
|

|
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TA8LE 3

POPULATICN DISTRIBUTION - SITE 2

Population Density
Ofstance cumulative population cecole/k.a (p.coi.fmia)
lun (eiles) 1970" 1985 201S 1970 1985 2015

0-8 (0-5) 50,336 65,444 85,069 247(641) 322(834) 419(1,084)

0-16 (0-10) 248,843 331,022 462,181 306(792) 407(1,054) 568(1,472)
'

0-32 (0-20) 841,122 1,149,621 1,754,886 259(670) 353(915) 539(1,397)
,

,

0-48 (0-30) 2,774,519 3,328,898 4,400,811 379(982) 455(1,178) 601(1,557) I

i
1

i

I

i

|
e

I
*

!
|

a
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TA8LE 4

POPULATION DISTRIBUTICN - SITE 2A

Population Density
Ofstance Cumulative Pooulation coople/km2 (p.egjef,gt)
km (miles) 1970" 1985 2015 1370 1985 2013

0-8 (0-5) 28,160 38,491 52,226 139(359) 189(490) 257(665)

0-16 (0-10) 239,665 317,269 449,477 295(763) 390(1,01L) 553(1,431)

0-32 (0-20) 815,354 1,117,5c6 1,724.887 251(649) 344(S90) 530(1,373)
'

0-44 (0-30) 2.673,312 3,238,389 4,316,832 365(946) 442(1,146) 590(1,528)
.

t
I

!

!

!

,

e

.

"Sureau of tne census Data
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Although the Merrimack River has an adequate average annual flow of water for closed-cycle
cooling, this water is not always availa01e hen and where it is needed. Flow data for the
Merrimack River at a nearcy gauging station at Lcwell, Massachusetts, which is indcative for
a site on the lower Merrimack, indicates the following flows over the period extendq from
1923 to 1971 (Refs. 41, 42, 43, 44):

7-day 10 year low flow 27.8 cas
Minimum daily flow 5.6 cas
Average flow 200 cas

The above sata indicate that, with an average flow of 200 cas at Low *11, the Merrimack River
is sore tMn cacaole of sucolying a makeup water flow to ecoling towers st a rate of aeout
1 cm. However, the river flow has drooped to -ery low levels--as little as 5.6 cms averaged
over a day.

Because the river flow droos to low levels, an augmentation reservoir (or some other means of
water sucoly) would likely be required to roolace consumptive water loss during periods of low
flow. It cannot now be determined what flow augmentation would be required since it is unclear
what flow is acceptable to maintain the various water needs in the basin. A detailed cost-
benefit analysis is usually required for a utility to determine the design basis for an
augmentation reservoir. While we conclude that a detailed analysis was not necessary for this
alternate site analysis, a study would have to be perfor-ned to determine the frequency of low I

flows, the drought to be designed for (a 50 year drought, for example) and the actual quantity
of water to be stored to replace consumptive losses.

Some care may have to be taken to select plant locations where disturbances to the floodplain
are sinimized. There appears to be sufficient high ground on the site to keep major plant
structures out of the floodplain. Also, care will have to Da taken to select a discharge
location and type of discharge where thermal inputs are minimized during periods of low river

;

flow. During low flow periods, the river may be somewnat shallow, thereby increasing the ipotential for thermal plumes covering a significant portion of the river width. In aodition, -

construction of an intake structure may require dredging (both initial and periodic maintenance) i
and/or construction of a small low-head das to secure adequate head on the pumps.

On the basis of the potential difficulties in securing an adequate water suopl). we conclude
that Sites 1, 2 and 2A are inferior to Rocky Point from a hydrologic engineering point of
view,

f

4.4.6 Socioeconomics
,

4.4.6.1 Site 1

Depending on the exact boundary lines, the disolacement that is excected to occur at this site
includes 20 to 30 residences, a town dump, one industrial establishment and four commercial
establishments (Ref. 12). '

There are no onsite historic or natural features listed in the national or state registers
(Refs. 12, 45, a6). Onsite items of local historic interest include two homesteads, one house
and the Stage Tavern. There are no onsite recreation or scenic areas listed in the state
outdoor recreation plan, and no archaeological sites are reported (Ref.12).

The construction work force is expected to originate primarily from the local hiring halls in
Lowell, Lawrence, and to a lesser extent, free Boston (Ref. 12). The commuting workers would
use U.S. Route 3 and exit at Exit 35 and/or Exit 34 The drivers using Exit 35 would contribute
to congestion at this point and west along Main Street for over 5-6 km leading to the site.
In this situation, the applicant would anticipate tne traffic to impact Union School and some
plan recuiring detouring would have to be considered. The drivers using Exit 3a would contribute
to congestion at this point, west along Dunstable Road and Lowell Street for a km, and west on
Main Street for 2-7 km. Some planning with regard to detouring in the Union School vicinity
sould be needed.

A olant with a natural draft cooling tower and associated plume would be cartially visible
free sur*ounding :oints such as Blanchard Hill, Hollis Depot, and along Route 113 between East
Pepperell and Qunstable, and would be a visual intrusion to the area.
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With resoect to the socioeconomic factors considered, Site 1 is less prefersole to the Rocky
Point site in terms of onsite displacement, traffic impacts, and visual intrusions.

4.4.6.2 Site 2

Decending on the exact boundary lines, the displacement expected to occur at this site incluces
50 to 60 residences and 10 commercial estaolisnments (Ref. 12).

There are no onsite historic or natural features listed in the national or state registers,
and no archaeological sites are reported (Refs. 12,45,46). Of local historic interest
onsite are two homesteads, one nouse and the Stage Tavern. There are no onsite recreation or
scenic areas listed in the state outdoor recreation plan.

The construction work force is expected to originate primarily from the local hiring halls in
Lowell, Lawrence, and to a lesser extent, from Boston (Ref. 12). The workers would use
U.S. Route 3 and exit at Exit 36. Traffic congestion could be expected at tnis point and
leading to Middlesex Road which borders the site.

A plant with a natural draft cooling tower and associated plume would be partially visicle
from surrounding points such as the village of Tyngsborough and along Route 3 and Route 3A as
well as Frost Road across the Merrimack River and would be a visual intrusion to the area. i

With respect to the socioeconomic factors considered, Site 2 is less preferable to the Rocky
Point site in terms of onsite displacement and visual intrusions.

4.4.6.3 Site 2A j
eDepending upon the exact boundary lines, displacement expected to occur at this site includes i

30 to 40 residences and 5 commercial establishments (Ref. 12). There are no onsite historic !or natural features ilstad in the national or state registers, and no archaeological sites are
|reported (Refs. 12,45,46). Onsite items of local historic interest include tnree houses, a ,

homestead, and a cemetery. There are two onsite areas (Wanalanset and Black Brook) listed in
ithe state outdoor recreation plan. Wanalanset is a 12 ha area located on Pond Street with ;

camoground and picnic areas. Black Brook is a 5 ha area of conservation land.

The construction work force is expected to originate primarily from the local hiring halls in
Lowell, Lawrence, and to a lesser extent, Boston (Ref.12). The workers using Exit 35 would icontribute to congestion at this point and west along Main Street for about 3 km leading to '

the site. Workers using Exit 34 would contribute to congestion at this point, west along
Dunstanle Road and Lowell Street for 4 km and south on Westford Road for 0.5 km. |
A plant with a natural draft cooling tower and associated plume would be visible from Dunstable

.

and partially visible from surrounding points such as along Forest Road, Chestnut Road, Route 113
Route 3 and would be a visual intrusion to the area.

With respect to the socioeconomic factors considered, Site 2A is less preferable to the Rocky
Point site in terms of onsite displacement, visual intrusions, traffic impacts and potential
impact on two onsite areas listed in the State Outcoor Recreation Plan.

4.4.7 Geolecy. Seismolocy, and Geotechnical Engineering

Following the tectonic province accroach described in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100, we can
Sake a preliminary determination of the safe shutdown earthouake (SSE) at eacn site based on a
knowledge of regional geology and seismicity. Utilizing the Trifunac-Brady (1975) (Ref. 47)
empirical relation between intensity and ground acceleration, we can assign an acceleration
value to the expected saaimum intensity. The acceleration value corresponding to intensity VII
is 0.13 g, and the value for intensity VIII is 0.25 g.

We find tnat the alternate sites in northeastern Massachusetts ($ltes 1, 2 and 2A) lie within
the Boston-Cape Ann seismic zone. an intensity VIII (m) earthouate, equivalent to the largest
historical eartacuake in the Boston-Cace ann seismic zone, could occur at these sites, we
concluce that the SSE could result in intensity VIII at these sites. Soil columns may amplify
the acceleration values at Sites 1, 2 and 2A.

*
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These three sites are regarded as being less desiracle than the Rocky Point site because they
are located in an area of nigner seismic risk and near a atjor tone of tectonic deformation.
These sites would require a nigner SSE design value than the Rocky Point site and extensive
geologic investigations similar to those previously conducted for Pilgrim Nuclear Station
Unit 2.

4. 5 CescM otion of Site 18 Comolex

The four sites that sake up the Site 18 complex total accroximately 1400 ha and are located in
the town of Plyecutn, Massachusetts (see Figure 5). The accroximate site boundaries are:
18A, Route 3A and Center Hill Roao; 18B, in Bay Shallows between Center Point and Harlows
Landing; 18C, Ship Pond Road, Center Hill Road and Sancwien Road; and 18E, Sandwien Road.
Routes 3 and 3A. Sites 18A and 188 are located entirely within the coastal Zone.

511gntly over one half of Site 18A is covered by a mixed forest of pir.e and harewoods with
most trees in the small-sized class (Ref. 3). There are accroximately 4 ha of prime,12.8 na
of unique (cranberry bogs), and 19 na of statewide or local importance farmland onsite (Ref. 12).

Most of the nonaquatic portion of Site 188 is covered by a mixed forest of pine and Marcwoods '

with most trees in the small- or medium-sized class (Ref. 3). There are about 1.5 ha of :
statewide or local importance farmland onsite (Ref. 12). There are three ponds and a connecting i
brook onsite. Most of Site 18C is covered by a mixed forest of pine and harewood, with most
of the trees in the small-sized class (Ref. 3). There are aoout 3 ha of unique farmland
onsite, most of which are activ? .oamercial cranberry bogs. A portion of the site is considered
best upland habitat (Ref.13). There is one small wetland area other than crancerry bogs.
Most of Site 18E is covered by a mixed forest of p!ne and hardwoods with most trees classified '

in the small- or medium-sized class (Ref. 3). A portion of the site is considered best upland
wildlife haoitat (Ref.13). There are about 24 ha of unique (cranberry bogs) and 1.5 na of

I

,

statewide or local importance farmland onsite (Ref.12). There are five ponds and three '

wetlands areas other than cranberry bogs (Ref.12).

State Route 3, a divided highway and the main access road to Cape Cod from the Boston area,
runs along the western border of Site 18E. The Cape Cod Canal is located about 10 km soutn of
the site. Ship traffic between the Canal and Boston Harbor may approach as close as acout i

2.5 km from Sites 18A and 188, based on information obtained from the U.S. Coast Guard (Ref. 48) :|and inspection of the nautical cnarts for the area. However, it is likely that most of the
ship traffic stays further offshore to provide a margin of safety. The nearest boundary of 'l
the Otis Air Force Base /Caso Edwards military reservation is located about 10 km soutn of the
site. The runways and support f acilities, whien are now operated by the Massachusetts Air
National Guard, are located 4Dout 20 km south of the site. The Camp Edwards artillery ranges
are located in the area between the reservation boundary and the air base facilities, a distance j,

.

of at least 10 km from the site. ,

The four sites would use Cape Cod Bay water for their cooling systems, once through at all
four sites or closed-cycle utilizing spray cond on Sites 18C and 18E. Based on reconnaissance ,,

level information, a nursery area for aquatic organisms may exist near where the Site 18
complex would withdraw water for cooling. There are tidal flats, a salt pond ano associated
salt sarsn located necr the proposed boundaries of Sites 1SA througn 18E. These features
might be important for the development of eggs and larvae of some recreationally and commer-
cially important species inhaofting Cape Cod Bay. The role that the above-identified features
in the vicinity of the Site 18 complex play in the spawning and rearing of important species .I
in Cape Cod 34y cannet be precisely determined from reconnaissance-level data; however, its
value to the Cape Cod Bay fishery is probably at least equal to if not greater than the Rocky
Point site.

One onsite body of water, Savery Pond on Site 18E. could be affected by development on Sites ISC
and 18E. This pond drains to Salt Pond .in E111sv111e Har:or. Cevelopment of Site 188 .ould

i

result in the destruction of the habitat afforded by Center Hill Pond and Black Pond. j

Sased on assigned .ater uses, the surface waters associated with these sites that are suojec*
to the rise and fall of the tide are designated Class "SA* by the State of Massac.wsetts. 1

Similarly, those surf ace .aters associated witn these sites that are not subject to tne rise I
and f all of tre tide are cesignated Class "B.* The prescribed uses and cuality criteria of
these waters are described in tre Massacnusetts Water Quality Stancards,

l
,
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Proolees in Cape Cod Bay continue in general and exist in the form of inadecuately treated
wastes from nearoy deve1coment and uroan centers, astas from vessels, and industrial wastes
that threaten existing aquatic biological resources and aquatic habitat (Ref. 49). However,
the existing =4ter quality at these sites is generally good. The waters of Cape Cod Bay meet
the requirefsents of their designated classification, Class "SA" (Refs. 14, 49). Examination
of water quality and sediment quality analyses data collected at and around the nearby Rocky
Point site (Refs.16,11) indicates that tne waters meet the "SA" criteria for all parameters
for ,91ch numerical limits have been set.

4.6 Staff Analysis of Site 18 Comolex

4.6.1 Aquatic Ecoloev and Water Quality

Construction Impacts: Each site was comoared to the preferred site with particular attention
directed to the following specific potential construction impacts: (1) onsite stream diversions
or alterations; (2) changes in site runoff during site development; (3) right-of way (RCW) or
water pipeline development; and (4) siltation due to dredging for barge facilities,
intake / discharge structures, and pipelines.

Construction activities at Sites 18A,18C and ISE would not result in the loss of any signif-
icant onsite bodies of water. Onsite ponds at Site 18E could potentially be affected by site

iclearing and grading activities, construction of access to the site, or creation of material
storage areas during plant construction. Pond bank erosion, pond sedimentation, increased
turDidity, and habitat alteration or loss are potential adverse effects during construction
that could require mitigation. Construction at Site 198 would result in the oestruction of
three small ponds along the shoreline (Ref. 50).

Makeup and discharge pipelines for Sites 18C and 18E would not be expected to impact surface
water bodies prior to the point where they enter Cape Cod Bay. The construction of intake and
discharge structures and the associated piping and the barge unicading facility is judged to !reouire approximately the same activities with eespect to extent and location for all of the i
Site 18 complex. These activities are judged te be about equal in terms of potential aquatic
impacts and need for mitigation as those associated with the construction of the additional
intake structure for Pilgrim Nuclear Station Unit 2 and the modification reouired to the
discharge structure at the Rocky Point site. The staf f, in FES Sections 4.2 and 4.5.2 for the
proposed Pilgrim Unit 2 at Rocky Point (Ref.19), found the predicted construction isoacts at
the proposed site to be acceptacle with respect to water quality and acuatic ecological impacts
in Cape Cod Bay. In the southern coastal region, areas of the Cape Cod Bay shoreline have
been characterized as " critical erosion rates * areas (Refs.18, 49). Erosion is presently
being controlled at the Rocky Point site by the use of riprap shoreline stabilization as a
result of construction of Pilgrim Unit 1. In the FES for Pilgrim Unit 2 (Ref.19), incacts on
Cape Cod Bay waters due to erosion of the shoreline or runoff from the site during construction
were not found to recuire additional sitigative action. The staff estimates that tne impacts
in Cape Cod Bay due to construction at Sites 18C and 18E could be siellarly controlled.
Sites ISA and ISB are considered likely to have semewhat potentially greater construction
impacts due to the more extensive shoreline alterations required at these sites as opposed to ,

the Rocky Point site, where the bulk of the shoreline alteration has already occurred due to
construction of Pilgrim Unit 1. In addition, extensive filling in of the near shore area will
be required for develcoment of Site 188. Mitigative action would likely be recuired to control
water column turbidity and siltation of the bottom, minimizing temporary loss of benthic
nacitat in nearoy areas (e.g., Salt Pond in Ellisville Harcor).

The proposed Rocky Point site has an advantage over Sites 1SA and 188 because of the lesser
amount of shoreline modification needed to construct the plant. The Rocky Point site has an
advantage over Sites 18C and 18E t'ecause of the absence of a need to place cooling water
pipelines to the water source. With tre gention of the potential isoacts and need for
sitigative actions associated with the t. *Ing in of the nearshore area at Site 188, the
in water construction activities for placte v.t of intake and discharge structures at the Rocky
Point site and ne Site 18 comolex would likely result in aoout the same levels of potential
imoact, which could De controlled to acceptable levels. With resoect to construction iscacts,
the staff believes that none of the alternate sites in the Site 18 complex are environmentally
oreferacio to the proposed site.

Intake Effects: Intake effects to acuatic biota are primarily those imoacts associated .ith
isoingement or entrainment. Sites 1SA, 188, ISC and ISE nave been prooosed for once-througn
cooling. Based on tne anticipated :esign of tne intake, its placement, and an evaluation of
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tne operational data fro.a tne Pilgrim Unit 1 (Ref. 20), imoingement at the Site 18 complex
with once through cooling is not considered to be a significant potential impact. Losses
associated with imoingement at the Site 18 complex should be comoaranle to tnose anticicated
at the Rocky Point site and should have a negligible effect on the Cape Cod Bay fishery.

Sites lac and 18E have also been proposed for closed-cycle cooling utilizing spray ponds.
Impingement losses associated with the operation of either of these propoced sites, due to the
much-dietnished flow rates, would be suestantially less tnan .ould be experienced at the
proposed Rocky Point site. 'whether or not Sites 18C and 18E. with closed-cycle cooling, are
judged to be supector to the Rocky Point once-through site is cependent, however, on the
anticipated imoingement-related impacts to the fishery at the Rocky Point site. Since the
anticipated impact to the fishery at the Rocky Point site is negligible, it is concluded that
Sites 18C and 1SE with closed-cycle cooling are environmentally preferable but not environ-
mentally superior to the Rocky Point site with respect to the impact of plant operation on the
bay fishery.

Studies (Ref. 20) conducted in Cape Cod Bay in 1974, 1975 and 1976 indicated that there .as a
higher density of feester larvae (all stages) just south of the Site 18 complex than at the
Rocky Point site. It is anticipated that losses of locster larvae would Itkely be greater at
the Site 18 complex with once-through cooling than at tne Rocky Point site because of the
higher density of lobster larvae possibly moving northward from the Cape Cod Canal. The

.

'

existene of the nearby E111sville Harbor and its associated salt marsh may also act as a f
nursery g & nd for other species of aquatic organisms. Densit s of eggs and !arvae of
recreationally or commercially important species may be greater near the Site 18 complex than
near tne Rocky Point site.

Based on the type of intake proposed and reported higher densities of lobster larvae, and the fpossibility of higner densities of other important species offshore of the Site 18 complex, -

the staff judges the Rocky Point site with once-through cooling as environmentally comparaole |
or possibly preferable to the Site 18 complex with respect to the operation of the station j
utilizing once-througn cooling on the bay fishery. p

.

Discharge E'fects: Operational phase discharge-related imoacts to aouatic biota in receiving (
waters are primarily those impacts associated with thermal loading, cold shock, discharge of |
biocides and other compounds, discharge of waters differing in quality from the receiving,

'! waters, physical changes in the receiving waters near the discharge, including scouring of the ;

bottom and shoreline, and gas bubble disease (G80) incuced mortality. Once-through cooling F
' has been proposed at Sites 18A, 188, 18C and 18E. All four sites utilize Cape Cod Bay as f

receiving waters. Discharge effects would be similar at all sites since the location of the f
discharge structure would De similar for all site / plant configurations. j

0

The effects of scour or its mitigation would be greater at Sites 18A,188,180 and 18E than at !
the Rocky Point site because Pilgrim Unit 2 would use the existing Unit i discharge structure.
However, if a fully riprapped discharge apron is Constructed, scour would be minimal.

1

The ef fects of GB0 would be about the same for both the $1te 18 cceplex and the Rocky Point 9

site since they both use once-through cooling. Mitigative measures employed in the Pilgrim
Unit 1 discharge could be applied to a discharge structure at the Site 18 complex and n uld I

reduce any potential for GB0 induced mortality to insignificant levels.

The impact to the Cape Cod Bay fishery associated with thermal loading and chemical and oiocidal
discharges eight be greater at the Site 18 comp'ex than at the Rocky Point site should the
nearcy Ellisville Harbor marsh complex prove to be a nursery ground for various fish species.

|This potential could only be determined after extensive biological sampling in the area,
thermal plume predictive studies, and studies o' the exact placement and design of the discharge
structure.

Mitigative measures similar to those employed at Pilgrim Unit 1 could be employed at the
Site 18 comolex to sinisize mortality to fishes due to cold shock. A second unit at the Rocky
Point site is preferable to a single unit at the Site 18 complex since simultaneous outages
would be less frequent than a single unit outage.

Based on the reconnaissance level information availacle (Refs. 14, 49) on the existing .ater
ovality for the Site 18 complex and the Rocxy Point si'.e, and on the lack of definacle diffee- <

ences in existing .ater quality problems tetween these site areas, the physical and cremical
impacts on the receiving .aters of the two areas free chemical discharges including biccices)s
during plant operation are judged to be concaraDie. Sased crimarily on the results of studies
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conducted at P11gris Unit 1 (Ref. 20), the staff's evaluation of the Pilgrim Unit 2 station
(Ref. 13), and avallanle reconnaissance level data for the once-througn sites proposed for
the Site la complex, the Rocky Point site is judged to be environmentally comparaole and
possibly preferable to the Site 18 comolex alta rescoct to disenarge effects.

Sites ISC and 18E were also identified as possible locations for closed cycle cooling using
spray ponds. Imcacts to biota of Cace Cod Bay associated with the suen diminisned discnarges
from these sites .ould be negligible and procaoly imoerceptible. Whether or not Sites ISC
and ISE witn closed-cycle cooling are judged superior to the Rocky Point site with once-through
cooling decenas on whether or not a significant impact is anticipated at the Rocky Point site.
Since tne anticipated impacts to the fisnery from the Rocky Point site are negligible, it is
concluded that a closed-cycle station located at $lta 18 may be environmentally preferable cut
not environmentally superior to tne Rocky Point site with respect to the incact of operation
on the receiving waters fishery.

4.6.2 Ter**strial Ecolecy and Land use

The staff has reviewed a variety of factors relating to the analysis of terrestrial resources
associated with Site 18. There are no Federal lands, natural landmarts, State and local

fforests or critical haoitats associated with the Site 18 complex.
!.

4.6.2.1 Site ISA

Because of its small size, most, if not all, of the forest and accompanying wildlife habitat
would be greemoted by constructing a plant at Site 18A. This represents a consiceracly larger j
area than would be required at the Rocky Point site. Therefore, the Rocky Point site is
considered better by these two criteria.

Because the Rocky Point site does not contain any unique farmland, it is slightly better for
this factor.

The proposed site for Pilgrim Unit 2 is adjacent to Pilgrim Unit 1 and the Massacnusetts CZM |

program (Ref. 51) states that general develcoment is encouraged to locate in already developed
areas or in areas contiguous to them. This indicates that the Rocky Point sita is more desf r- i
able. I

The two sites are equivalent for all other factors considered.

!
4.6.2.2 Site 188 !

Because of its small size, about 30 ha, most or all of the forest and its accomoanying wildlife I
habitat would be preempted. Or, as the acolicant suggests (Ref.12), very little terrestrial
habitat of $lte 18A would be involved if plant Corstruction disturDances were to occur on '

Site 18A. Because the amount of land to be cleared would be much greater tnan at the Rocky
Point site, the Rocky Point site is considered a better choice.

There is considera01y less statewide or local importance farmland on this site than on the
Rocky Point site. Therefore, on the basis of this factor Site 198 is a better encice. ,

The wetlands would nave to be filled in at Site 188. Therefore, the Rocky Point site is a
better choice by this factor.

The entire site is within the coastal zone area that is recommended for designation as an area
for creservation or restoration (Ref. 51). Therefore, by this criterion the Rocky Point site
is preferable.

The two sites are considered equivalent for all other factors considered.

4.6.2.3 Site ISC

Siting a nuclear power plant on this site would creemot the use of tne forest and wildlife
haDitat of a euch large* area than at tne Rocky Point site. Therefore, the Eocky Point site
is prefertole by these two factors.
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Coamercial crancerry bogs could probasly be avoided if a once-througn cooling system is used.
However, if a cooling pond is used, the preemDtion of the Crancerry begs would not be avoiced
according to preliminary siting plans provided by the applicant.

The small metland area could Drobaoly be avoided, tnereby making the two sites equivalent for
this factor.

For all other factors, the two sites are considered equivalent.

4.5.2.4 Site IBE

Use of this site would preemot a larger area of forest and wildlife haoitat than at the Rocky
Point site. Therefore, the Rocky Point site is preferable by these two factors.

The crancerry Dogs and wetlands could probably be avoided if a once-through cooling system is
used. However, if a cooling cond is utilized, the cranterry bogs and wetlands would not be
avoided according to the preliminary siting plans provided by the applicant (Ref. 12).

The two sites are considered equivalent for all other factors.

I
4.6.3 Democraony

An examination of the population data in Table 5 shows that the population density of Site 18
is generally lower than the population density around the Rocky Point site. However, based on
the population considerstions discussed in Appendix A, we find that the populat. u density of
site 18 Is not significantly lower than the population density of the Rocky Point site and,
hence, Site 18 is not prefermd in comparison to the Rocky Point site.

i

I

4.6.4 idearoy Industrial, Transcortation and Militarv Facilities

The potential isoact on the safe operation of a nuclear plant of the industrial, transportation,
and military facilities in the vicinity of Site IS have been evaluated and compared to the
Rocky Plant site. The proximity of the highways to Sites 1SA, ISC and 18E is such that trans-
portation accidents involving truck-slZe snipments of hazardous materials would need to be
considered if a nuclear plant were to be located at these sitss. However, we believe that
postulated hignway accidents should not adversely affect the suitacility of the sites for a ,

nuclear power plant.

!Ship traffic offshore of Sites 18A and 188 may se of some concern and a detailed evaluation of
the hazard posed by shipping would be required if either of these sites were to move beyond
the alternative site selection phase. However, our assessment at this time, based on the
separation cistance of the shipping route from the sites and the general type of hazardous

*materials carried (Refs. 48, 52), is that the risk of shipping accidents adversely affecting
the safe operation of a nuclear plant at Sitas 18A and 188 is sufficiently low that such
accidents would not need to be considered design basis events for the plant.

The separation distances of Otis Air Force Base and the Camp Edwards artillery ranges from the
sites are adequate to provide reasonacle assurance that these facilities will not adversely
affect the sites.

Comparing Sites 18A, 138, 1SC and ISE to the Rocky Point site, we conclude that these sites
are equivalent to the Rocky Point site in that no significant external hazards have been
identified either at the candidate sites or at the Rocky Point site that would recuire additional
safety features or strangthening of plant structures to ithstand the effects of postulated
accidents.

4.6.5 *vorotocv

Sites 1SA, ISC and ISE are crocosed to be sited at an amoreximate elevation of 15+ 3 M5L.
Site 188 has an existing site grace of abr.it elevation C+ m "5L. Extensive filling and flood
protection will be recuired to protect a Disnt at Site 188 from flooding. In accord w e with
Executive Order 11088, Site 188 is located a the coastal floodolain and would likel-, act be
the most practicaole site, since altamatives exist close by which do not recuire extensive
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TA8LE 5

POPULATICN DISTRISUTION - SITE 18

Population Density
Distance cumulative populatica secole/km2 (ceoote/si*)
km (miles) 1970" 1985 2013 1970 1985 2018

0-8 (0-5) 3,430 7,25a 15,710 17(44) 36(92) 77(200)

0-16 (0-10) 30.631 61,440 124,891 38(98) 76(196) 154(398)
'

0-32 (0-20) 138,823 262,347 523,300 43(111) 81(209) 161(417)
1

0-48 (0-30) 587,978 857,753 1,370,555 80(208) 117(304) 187(485)
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sodification to the floodolain. We concluce, tnerefore, that Site 188 is worse than the Rocky
Point site from the point of view of ccmpliance with Executive Order 11988.

For the entire Site 18 complex, cooling water will be withdrawn from the ocean, and no water
sucoly problems are expected. No other unique or significant hydrologic impacts have been
identified. Therefore, the staff considers the Site 18 complex other than Site ISB to be
equivalent to the Rocky Point site.

4.6.5 Socioeconomics

4.6.6.1 Site 18A

Cepending on the exact boundary lines, the staff estimates that construction of an electric
generating facility at this site could cause 30 to 35 residences to be displaced (Ref.12).

There are no onsite historic or natural features ilsted on the national or state registers
(Refs. 12, 45, 46). Thare are no onsite recreation or scenic areas listed in the state outdoor
recreation plan, and no archaeological sites are reported (Ref.12).

The construction work force is expected to originate primarily from the local hiring halls of
Brockton, and to a lesser extent, Boston (Ref.12). The commuting workers would use State ;Route 3 and exit at Exit 42. Traffic congestion could be expected at this point end north of *
the site on State Route 3A.

An electric generating station wo id be visible from points offshore and along the coast such
as Bayside Beach (0.8 km to the rartn), Surfside Beach (1.6 km to the north), Harlows Landing
(1.2 km to the south), and Ellis. ille Harbor (2.5 km to the south) as well as points along i

State Route 3A. A plant with a once-through cooling sode would be a visual intrusion to the
,

area. This would constitute a new industrial complex as conosed to locating next to Pilgrim i

Unit 1, which is an already existing industrial complex.
!
I

With respect to the socioecanomic fac*ers considered, Site 1BA is less preferable to the Rocky |Point site in teres of onsite displacement and visual impacts.

4.6.6.2 Site 198

Decending on the exact boundary lines, the staff estimates that 10 to 15 residences could be j
expected to be displaced (Ref.12). .

There are no o.9 site historic or natural features listed on the national or state registers
.

:(Refs. 12, 45, 46). There are no onsite recreation or scenic areas listed in the state outdoor !
recreation plan, and no archaeological sites are reported (Ref.12). .

The construction work force is expected to originate primarily from the local hiring halls of
Brockton, and to a lesser extent, Boston (Ref.12). The workers would use State Route 3 and "

exit at Exit 42. Traffic congestion could be espected at this point and north of the site on
State Route 3A to the site.

An electric generating station would be visible from points off the coast and points along the
coast such as Surfstae Beacn (1.6 km distant), Bayside Beach (less than 1.6 km distant to the
north), and E111sv111e Harbor (1.6 km to the south). A plant with a once-through cooling mode
would be a visual intrusion to the area. This would constitute a new industrial complex as
opposed to locating next to Pilgria Unit 1, wnich is an existing industrial conclex.

Witn respect to the socioeconcaic factors considered Site 188 is less preferable to the Rocky
Point site in terms of onsite displacement and visual impacts.

4.6.6.3 Site 1BC

Depending on the exact boundary lines, the displacement tnat is expected to occur at this site
incluces 35 to 40 residences and a scout camo several hundred hectares in si:e (Ref.12).

There are no entite historic or natural festares listed on the national or state registers,
and no archaeological sites are reported (Refs.12. a5, a6). There is one onsite area (Camo
Child) listed in the state outdoor recreation plan.
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The construction work force is expected to originate primarily from the local hiring halls of
Brockton, and to a lesser extent Boston (Ref. 12). The commuting workers would ase State
Route 3 and exit on Exit 42. Traffic congestion could be expected at this point and north of
the site on State Route 3A.

An electric generating station would be visible free points along State Route 3A, from points
off the coast, and from points along the coast such as Sayside Beach (less than 1.6 km away),
Surfside Beacn (acout 2.5 km distant), and E111sv111e Haroor (amout 2 k:s distant). The station
would be partially visible from points in the Savery Pond area. A plant with a once-througn
cooling mode would ce a visual intrusion to the area. This would constituts a rew industrial
cceplex as opposed to locating next to Pilgrim Unit 1, wnich is an existing industrial complex.

With resoect to the socioeconcele factors considered, Site 18C is less preferable to the
Pilgrim site in terms of onsite displacement, visual impacts and potential impact on the
onsite Camp Child scout camp listed in the state outdoor recreation plan.

4.6.6.4 Sito 18E

Depending on the exact boundary lines, the displacement expected to occur at this site includes
5 to 10 residences, one landfill, and 3 commercial estaclishments (Ref.12).

There are no ensite historic or natural features listed on the national or state registers i<
(Refs. 13, 45, 46). There is one onsite archaeological site reported that is adjacent to
Savery Pond. There are no onsite recreation or scenic areas listed in the state outdoor

irecreation plan (Ref.12).
1

The construction work force is expected to originate primarily from the local hiring halls of
Brockton, and to a lesser extent, Boston (Ref. 12). The commuting workers would use State
Route 3 and exit at Exit 42. Traffic congestion could be expected at this point and north of
the site on State Route 3A. ,

j
i

The station would be partially visible along State Route 3, which is less than 1.6 km away, '

and free se w vistas around the Savery Pond area (1.6 km distant) and points along the coast |1
(3.2 lua distant). A plant with a once-through cooling mode would be a visual intrusion to the '
area. This would constitute a new industrial complex as opposed to locating next to P11gris '

Unit 1, which is an existing industrial complex.
,

With respect to the socioeconomic factors considered, Site 18E is less preferable to the Rocky I,
Point site in terms of onsite displacement, visual impacts, and potential impact on one reported |;
onsite archaeological site.

!

4.6.7 Geolocy. Seismology, and Geotechnical Encineerinc '

The sites in southeastern Massachusetts (Sites 1SA, 138, ISC and ISE) and Rocky Point lie
within the Pitamont-New England tectonic province. The safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) could -

result in at liast an intensity VII at these sites, depending on the distance from each site
to the Bostadage Ann seismic zone. Soil columns at the sites say also amplify the accelera-
tion values.

From seismic, geologic, and geotechnical engineering points of view, Sites 18A,1SC and ISE
are considered to be equivalent to the Rocky Point site. Site 188 is less desiracle because
considerable earthwork will be required during site preparation, and dewatering is likely to
present problems.

4. 7 Cescrfotion of Sites 19 and 20

Sites 19 and 20 are located on Buzzards Bay and would use the Say for makeup water to the
respective cooling systems. Site 19 is proposed for either a spray cond or a NGCT and Sita 20
is procosed only for a NCCT. Both sites would withdraw water from and discharge to the oay
area near the western terminus of Cape Cod Canal.

Based on assigned water uses, the surface waters associated with these sites are cesignated
Class "SA* by the State of Massachusetts. The prescribed uses and ouality criteria of these
waters are described in t''e Massacnusetts Water Quality Standards.
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The water quality of Suzzards Bay in the vicinity of these sites is considered good. Water
quality surveys condue.ted by the State (Ref.14) in the near snore areas snow that the waters
are setting the requirements of the assigned classification. Localized proDiess have been
noted in the form of high biochemical oxygen demand, hign caliform bacteria counts, and low
dissolved oxygen concentration for areas sucn as Sippican Hareer, the souths of the Weweantic
and Warenas Rivers, and Cnset Bay (pr:gressing from just south of Site 20 to just north of
Sfte 19, *escoctively). Ttese problems are asscciated with recreational boating activities
and suscocted failing or leaching septic systats of the heavy resicential develcoment along |the shoreline. Stressed parameters have not been noted for Buzzarcs Bay procer, however, ;
infrecuent occurrences of oli pollution in tre cay from ships using the Cace Cod Caral waterway |

througn the Day have been experienced.

Studies conducted in northern Suzzards Bay (Ref. 53) yielded the largest concentrations of I

lobster larvae reported on the east coast of the United States. The seasonal mean larval
censities in both southwestern Cape Cod Bay and northern Buzzards Bay were greater than those
obtained in the vicinity of the Rocky Point site. The possibility exists tnat a significant
numoer of larvae sove from Buzzards Bay through the Case Cod Canal to populate the Cape Cod ;

Bay.
,'

Studies conducted from 1976 to 1978 (Ref. 53) have reported 46 species of icthycolankton from
Suzzards Bay, Cace Cod Canal, and the mouth of the Cape Cod Canal in Cape Cod Bay. One station -

was located near Stony Point dike adjacent to Site 19. Cunner, tautog, and yellowtail comprised
79.C% of all eggs collected; cunner and tautog comprised 23.5% and 14.2%, respectively, of all
larvae collectec. *

There are no significant onsite aquatic water booies at either Site 19 or 20.
|

4.7.1 Site 19

Site 19 is located in the Town of Warenas, Massachusetts, in the southeast corner of Great
Nect (see Figure 6). The approximate site boundaries are Widows Cove to the north, a residential
area to the west, Stony Point to the east, and Suzzards Bay to the south. The site is approxi-
eately 182 ha and is covered mostly by a mixed pine and hardwood forest with aoout two-thirds
of the trees falling in the small-sized class and the remainder in the sedium-sized range
(Ref. 3). About 65 ha of the site contains soils of statewide or local importance farmland.
The Stony Point dike is Federal property and the Massachusetts Audubon Society owns 14.4 ha on
the site's northern boundary (Ref. 12). About 25% of the site is occupied by coastal flood
plains, f.e., salt marshes, plus several small freshwater ponds and a red maple swamp. The
entire site is located in the coastal zone (Ref. 51).

The site is immediately adjacent to the Cape Cod Canal on the east. The Canal has a controlling
depth of 9.75 m and in 1974 approximately 7,870 commercial vessels carried a total of about
12,000,000 tonnes of cargo through the Canal (Ref. 52). Included among the cargo were petroleum iproducts, Ifquified gases, and various chemicals.

Otis Air Force Base is located about 11 km southeast of the site. An extension of a routine
departure path passes over the site area (Ref.12). Low-altitude Federal Airway V167 is about
11 m to the south. The artillery ranges at Caso Edwards are located between 6 and 13 km east
of the site.

4.7.2 Site 20

Site 20 is located in the Town of Marion with the approximate site boundaries being Cross Neck
Road, Point Road, Wings Cove and Buzzards Bay (see Figure 7).

Of the 3C4 ha associated with Site 20, aeout half are covered by forest of pine or hardwood or
a comoination of the two with sost trees in the small-sized class (Ref. 3). About 174 ha of
tne site are judged to contain soil of statewide importance for farming (Ref. 12). The site
contains t-o large swamos north of Delano Read, and the entire coastal ;ortion of the site has
been oesigrated a wetlands protective district my the Marion Conservation Commission.

U.S. Route 6, the closest highway to the site, is aeout 3 o to the northwest. The nearest
ratiroad is scout 5.5 km to the northeast. The Cace Cod Canal shiccing chancel is aceut 4 u
to the southeast of tne site. There are no civilian airfields within 15 m of the site. Otis
Air Force Base is about 16 u east southeast and low-altitude Federal Airway V167 is atout
8 u south of the site. The Camo Ecwarcs artillery ranges are over 13 km east of the site.
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4.8 Staff analysis of Sites 19 and 20

4.8.1 aouatic Ecolocy and Water Quality

Construction Impacts: Each site .as concared to the preferred site with particular attention
directed to the following specific potential construction impacts: (1) onsite stream diversions
or alterations; (2) changes in site runoff curing site development; (3) rignt-of way (RCW) or
water pipeline development; and (a) Siltation due to dredging fe* barge facilities,
intake / discharge structures, and pipelines.

Based on examination of the applicant's preliminary site development layout diagrams, construc-
tion of the plant at Sites 19 and 20 would not result in the loss of onsite water bodies.
Impacts on aouatic rssources to Widows Cove, Buzzards Bay, and Wings Cove from site clearing
and construction activities can reasonacly be expected to be controlled to acceptable levels
througn normal construction practices.

In water construction activities for placement of the intake and discharge structures and
their associated ofping, the construction of the cooling pond breakwater (for Site 19), dredging
of the cooling pond area to a uniform depth (for Site 19), and the construction of a barge-
unloading facility and dredged channel to the Cape Cod Canal waterway are likely to be greater
in magnitude (i.e., material to be disturbed), aerial extent, and duration than at the Rocky
Point site. The greater potential exists for necessary mitigative actions to protect the

,aesthetic recreational and productive (i.e., for shellfish) aspects of the surrounding shallow
waters, at Sites 19 and 20 than at the Rocky Point site.

The deeper water immediately adjacent to the site, the lack of intensely utilized aouatic
resources = nose value is dependent upon water quality parameters likely to be affected by the
proposed construction activities, and the lesser amount of in-water construction activities .

associated with the Rocky Point site are judged to reduce the potential for impacts as compared
,

to Sites 19 and 20. The staff believes that neither of these sitts is environmentally preferable j
to the proposed site with respect to construction impacts. j

Intake Effects: Intake effects to aouatic biota are primarily those impacts associated with I
impingement and entrainment. Sites 19 and 20 have been proposed for closed-cycle cooling and -

would withdraw and discnarge water into the northern region of Suzzards Say.

Buzzards Bay is considered to be biologically highly productive and may contribute sucstantially i

to the Cape Cod Bay fishery. Nearby Weweantic and Wareham Rivers, although heavily urbanized, I

may also be important. Movement of eggs, larvae, juveniles and adults of looster and recrea- [
tionally and commercially important fish species from Buzzards Bay through the Cape Cod Canal
would sove past the intake structures for both Sites 19 and 20.

Although the proposed use of closed-cycle cooling at both Sites 19 and 20 would substantially '

reduce sortality related to the entrainment and impingement that would be associated with
once-through cooling, the apparently high biological importance of the northern portion
of Buzzards Bay may result in the determination that even closed-cycle cooling in this region
would still result in significant adverse impacts to the fishery. *

Based on the potential for adverse impacts to the fishery and the negligible impacts anticipated
at the Rocky Point site, it is concluded that an electric generating unit station at either
Site 19 or 20 would not be environmentally preferable to the Rocky Point site due to the poten-
tial for adverse impacts to the fishery from imoingement and entrainment.

Discharge Effects: Operational phase discharge impacts related to aquatic biota in receiving
waters are prisarily those impacts associated with thermal loading, cold shock, discharge of
biocides and other compounds, discharge of waters differing in quality from the receiving
waters, physical changes in the receiving waters near the discharge, including scouring of the
bottcm and shoreline, and gas bubble disease (GBO) induced mortality. I

l

The effects of scour at these two sites can be eitigated through proper design of the discharge '

structure. The impacts due to scour or its sitigation would procably be less at these two !sites than at the Rocky Point site since the use of closed-cycle cooling would result in a
significant decrease in the discharge flow.

Wortality to touatic biota due to GB0 probaoly would not occur because of the reduced discharge
flow and the long retention time in tre spesy pond / cooling tower casin associated .ith closed-
cycle cooiing.

l
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cold shock is not anticioated to be a probles snould Sites 19 or 20 te develoced because of the
small volume of water discharged.

Based on the acclicant's prelisinary plant layouts for these sites, the discharge locations
would be in areas of Suzzarcs Bay where water quality standards are ceing met. Adverse
interactions bet een plant chemical discharges (e.g., biocides, dominera111er wastes, and
concentrated naturally occurring cPemical species from the effects of the closed-cycle cooling
systee) and the localized low dissolved oxygen stress in the near shore and river mouth areas
are not espected.

The low volume of the discharge and the use of a submerged diffuser would act to reduce adverse
effects of biecide discharges from a closed-cycle cooling systes at these sites. However, tne
shallow water, poor circulation and the hign density of aquatic organisms in northern Suzzaros
Bay indicate that a potential does exist for adverse effects to occur during plant operation.

Although no significant incacta are anticipated to the aquatic biota of Suzzards Bay due to
the blowdown from either proposed site, the facts that (1) Sul:ards Bay is biologically highly
productive and contributes to the maintenance of surrounding fisneries, (2) poorer mixing of
the discharge is anticipated at these sites when compared to all other sites, and (3) no
significant impacts are anticipated at the Rocky Point once-througn site, cause the staff to
conclude that neither Site 19 nor 20 is environmentally preferable to the Rocky Point site.

1

4.8.2 Terrestrial Ecoloqy and t.and Use

The staff has reviewed a vart;ty of factors relating to the analysis of Sites 19 and 20
terrestrial resources.

4.8.2.1 Site 19

There are two dedicated areas on this site whereas the Rocky Point site has none. Therefore, I

the Rocky Point site is considered better for this factor. }

Utilization of this site would preemot the use of forest and wildlife habitat for an area
larger than that at the Rocky Point site. Therefore, the Rocky Point site is preferable
considering these two factors.

Both sites contain a similar amount of important farmlands; therefore, they are considered
equivalent in this regard.

Terrestrial and coastal wetlands would be preegeted. The entire site is located in the coastal |rene. Therefore, the Rocky Point site is preferred for these two factors. The two sites are
considered equivalent for all other factors.

.
4.S.2.2 Site 20

A consideraoly larger amount of forest and its accompanying wildlife habitat would be preempted
than at Rocky Point. Therefore, the Rocky Point site is preferaale for these two factors.

Because of the such greater amount of soils of statewide importance for f armland on Site 20,
the Roety Point site is considered preferaale for this factor.

Some of the swamps would be preemoted and the entire site is in the coastal zone. Therefore,
the Rocky Point site is preferable for these factors.

Because Site 20 contains coastal floodplains and the Rocky Point site does not, the Rocky
Point site is preferaele for this factor.

The two sites are considered equivalent for all other factors.

1

4. S. 3 Descornomy |

An examination of the population data in Tacles 6 and 7 shows that the pooulation densities
sur wnding Sites 19 and 20 in general exceed the population density of the Rocky Point Site.

|

|
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TA8LE 6

POPULATICN O!$TRIBUTICN - SITE 19 ,

Population Consity
Distance cumulative population oecole/kad (eeoole/mi8)

'

km (eiles) 1970" 1985 2018 1970 1985 2018

_

0-8 (0-5) 18,620 34,256 66,851 92(237) 158(436) 229(852)

0-16 (0-16) 36,918 71,851 136,317 46(118) 88(229) 158(434) I.
0-32 (0-20) 281.315 406,019 644,897 86(224) 125(323) 198(513)

0-48 (0-30 604,153 835,004 1,303,733 83(214) 114(295) 179(461) I'

i

f;

!

3

|
!
;

!

!

s'
t

.

!

"5ureau of sne census Data

.
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TA8LE 7

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION - SI1E 20

Population Density
Distance cumulative peculation cecile/kma (p.egief,52)
Wu (miles) 1970" 1985 2018 """1970 1985 2018

0-8 (0-5) 12.223 23,771 55,582 60(156) 117(303) 273(708)

0-16 (0-10) 53.145 86,126 156,985 65(169) 106(274) 193(500)

0-32 (0-20) 275,374 373,470 568,744 85(219) 115(297) 175(453) -

''
0-48 (0-T)) 722,207 975,659 1,492,257 99(256) 133(345) 204(528)4

i
t

i

:

.

,

" Bureau of tre Census Oata

,

|
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Based on the population considerations di& cussed in Ascendia A, we therefore conclude tnat
with respect to population, Sites 19 and 20 are not preferred in comparison to the RocW Point
site.

4.8.4 Nearty industrial, Tesnseortation, and Militarv tacilities

The potential impact on the safe operation of a nuclear plant of the industrial, transportation,
and military facilities in the vicinity of Sites 19 and 20 has been evaluated and comoared to
the Rocky Point site.

.

4.8.4.1 Site 19

The presence of Cape Cod Canal adjacent to $lta 19 is a significant feature with the potential
to affect the suitability of the site for a nuclear power plant. It is likely tnat the offseth
(e.g., explosive overpressure, fire, toxic gas cloud) of postulated shipping accicents involving -
hazardous materials would have to be accommodated in the design of a nuclear plant loctted at
Site 19. Another facility that may affect the suitability of the site is Otis Air Force Base.
Although located 11 km southwest of the site, an extension of a routine departure path passes
over the site area. An evaluation of aircraft operations in the site vicinity would be required
to determine whether the risk of an aircraft accident is sufficiently high to be considered as I
a design basis event for a nuclear plant located at Site 19. We conclude that Site 19 is less
preferable than the Rocky Point sita due primarily to the risk posed by shipping activities in
the Cape Cod Canal ard, to a lesser extent, military aircraf t operations over the site area.

I
4.8.4.2 Site 20 l

|
The Cape Cod Canal shipping channel is about 4 km southeast of the site. Otis Air Force Base '

is about 16 lun east-southeart, and an extension of a routine departure path passes approximately
5 km northeast of the site. An evaluation of these facilities would be required to determine
whether the risk posed by possible shipping and aircraft accidents is sufficiently high to
recuire that such accidents be considered as design basis events for a nuclear plant located '

at Site 20. Our preliminary judgment is that the separation distances of these facilities
free the site are acequate to provide reasonable assurance that postulated shipping and aircraft
accidents would not adversely affect the site. Therefore, we conclude that with respect to iexternal hazards, Site 20 and the Rocky Point site are equiva % t.

|
;

4.8.5 Hydrolooy |
|Buzzards Bay has been identified as having shallow water and poor circulation patterns (Ref. 50), ,

which may require the use of cooling methods other than once-through cooling. A detailed '

analysis would be needed to confirm the dispersion capaatlity of Buzzards Bay.
.

.

Portions of both sites are located in the coastal floodplain. To comply with the intent of
Executive Order 11988, care will be required to select plant designs and configurations wnich
avoid significant impacts to the floodplains.

Since the cooling water will be withdrawn free Buzzards Bay, no water availabliity proolems
are anticipated. No other unique or s.f gnificant hydrological impacts were identified. Frem a
hydrologic engineering point of view, Sites 19 and 20 are equivalent to the Rocky Point site.

4.8.6 Socioeconomics

a.8.6.1 Site 19

Deoending on the exact boundary ifnes, the displacement expected to occur at this site incluces
10 to 15 resicences and a seminary (Ref. 12).

There are no onsite historic or natural features listed in the national or state registers
(Refs. 12, 45, 46). There are no onsite recreation or scenic areas listed in the state outcoor
recreation plan, and no arenaeological sites are recorted (Ref. 12).
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The construction work force is expected to originate primarily frem the local niring halls of
New Bedford, and to a lesser extent, free Boston (Ref.12). The worsers .ould use State
Route 25 (southern end) and contribute to traf fic along this streten of road, along U.S. Route 6
east for 0.5 km passing througn developed areas in East warenas and south along Great Neck
Road for aoout 4 km. In this situation, the acclicant anticipates that some traffic control
modification would be needed at the turn onto Great Neck Road as ell as some road upgrading
and widening to facilitate the traffic flow.

A clant with a natural draft cooling tower and associated plume would be visible from points
offsnore, the Cape Cod Canal, and the surrounding communities and would represent a visual
intrusion to the surrounding area.

With resoset to the socioeconceit factors considered, Site 19 is less preferable to the Rocky
Point site in teres of onsite displacement, traffic impacts and visual impacts.

4.8.6.2 Site 20

Depending on the exact boundary ifnes, the displacement which is expected to occur at this
site includes 20 to 30 residences and one commercial estaolishment (Ref.12).

There are no onsite historic or natural features listed on the national or state registers i(Refs. 12, 45, 46). The archaeological site (Great Hill) reported would require an evaluation
and possible mitigating attention if he plant were to intrude on this resource. There are no
onsite recreation or scenic areas listed in the state outdoor recreation plan (Ref. 12).

The construction work force is expected to originate primarily from the local hiring halls of
New Bedford, and to a lesser extent, from Boston (Ref. 12). The workers would use I-95 and I

exit at Exit 20. Traffic congestion could be expected at this point, north on U.S. Route 6
2

for 1.6 lun passing through developed areas in Marion, and south on Point Road for 1.6 km. In i
this situation, the applicant anticipates that some traffic control modification would be
needed at the turn onto Point Road as well as some road widening and upgrading to facilitate
the traffic flow.

i
A Dlant with a natural draft cooling tower and associated plume would be visible from points *

offshore, the Cape Cod Canal, and the surrounding comunities along the Bay and would be a
visual intrusion to the area.

i

With respect to the socioeconomic factors considered, Site 20 is less preferable to the Rocky
Point site in terms of onsite displacement, traffic impacts, visual impacts and potential !

impact to one reported onsite archaeological site. .

!

4.8.7 Geology. Seismology, and GeotecMnical Enoineeeing i

Sites 19 and 20 are within the Pieomont-New England tectonic growince. The safe shutdown
,

earthquake (SSE) could result in at least an intensity VII at these sites, depending on the
distance to the Boston-Cape Ann seismic zone. Soil columns at the sites may also amplify the
acceleration values. These sites are considered to be equal to the Rocky Point site.

4.9 Descriotion of the Millstone Site

The 200-na Millstone site is in the Town of Waterford, Connecticut, on t.ong Island Sound (see
Figure 8). The site is owned by Northeast Utilities and contains two operating nuclear power
plants; Millstone Unit 1 (652 MWe) and Millstone Unit 2 (830 MWe). A third untt, Millstone
Unit 3 (1,150 MWe PwR), is under construction; it has a projected operation cate of 1986. All
three units use a once-througn cooling system.

Development of Pilgrim unit 2 (1,150 MWe) at the Millstone site is considered with a once-througn
cooling systee, and with a cooling towee. If it .ere to be develeced, it .ould increase the
total site generating sacacity from 2,532 We to 3,792 Wo. Essentially, it would te a fourth
Millstore unit, althougn it is assumed herein that it would be c:moleted in 1985, approximately |oro year prior to Millstone Unit 3.

|

The terrestrial resources of the site are limited cue to two ocerating sclear plants and ore
strer uncer construction. There are extensive laydown areas and associated construction

|
|
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facilities. Some forests and grassland areas occur on eastern and central regions of the site
wnica provide habitat for wildlife. An osprey nest, associated fresn water wetlancs, and salt
marsn are preserved and protected by Northeast Utilities and the State (Ref.10). The esprey
is a stata-listed endangered species.

Part of the site is an abandoned horticultural nursery; some hayfields are located east of the
main access road. These areas could contain a few hectares of prime farmlands (Req.10).

Economically important aquatic benthic species are found in the Millstone area. Lobsters are
found in rocky outcrops with scattered hard sand patches existing to tne soutn and east of
Millstone Roint (Ref. 54). Shellfisn occur around tne perinnery of Niantic Say and in Jordan
Cove (Ref. 55). Hard-shelled class, and oysters occur in the area (Ref.10), but the fishery
is not large. Bay scallops are found in the vicinity of the site; however, the harvest is not
significant (Ref. 56).

Total bivalve sollusk larvae are more abundant in the upper Niantic River with decreasing
nuncers at areas proceeding into the lower Niantic River and out into the Bay (Ref. 54). The
Niantic River apparently is an effective concentrating system with a water circulation pattern
that retains planktonic organisms within the river estuary (Ref. 57). This may account for *

the fact that not much of the estuary water flushes past the station intake structures (Ref.10).
,

Studies (Ref. 58) have shown that lobster larvae are concentrated in the western sector of i
Long Island Sound with relatively low larval abundance in the eastern sector near Fisher's .

Island (wnich is southwest of Millstone), despite the large numoer of adult lobsters caught
near the station. Lobster larvae entrained at Millstone may not reflect the larvae produced

-

by the local adult population (Ref. 59); however, the predominance of young larvae suggests |that this young larvae may have hatched in the vicinity of Millstone.

The Millstone area supports a diverse community of shore tone, pelagic, and benthic fisn ;species (Ref. 54). Recreaticaal and commercial fishing occurs for several species in the Long
Island Sound waters of Connecticut. Recreational angling for bluefish and striped bass occurs
nearby throughout the year in tne station's discharge effluent. The rocky areas around Twotree
Island apparently are also good fishing grounds. Comercial fishing occurs for severe 1 species
of fishes, sollusks, and crustaceans in Long Island Sound, however, the area in the vicinity ;
of the Millstone site contributes a small percentage to the total state harvest (Ref. 60).
Commercial lobster fishing is conducted in the vicinity of the site.

.

OThe Millstone site area of eastern Connecticut lies within a region of general biotic similarity ;
throughout. The aquatic community appears to be rNeerous and diverse with. little apparent i
uniqueness within the region.

;

i
The waters of Long Island Sound adjacent to the site area are designated Class "SA" Dy the [Stata of Connecticut. The prescribed uses and quality criteria of these waters are described :
in the Connecticut Water Quality Standards and Classifications. O

Jordan Cove and Niantic Bay have been recognized by the New England River Basins Commission k(Ref. 61) as hign quality shellfish areas in need of protection from both point and non-point
pollution sources.

The existing water quality in Long Island Sound in its eastern end is considered goed (Ref. 62).
Scecific water quality problems in the vicinity of the site have not been identified to the -

extent that individual parameters are listed as stressed (Refs. 10, 61, 62). UrDan development
of the coastline and drainage basins of the Niantic River, Niantic Bay and Jordan Cove, and
intense recreational use of the area by watercraft have raised concern over the future ability
of the waters near the site to meet their classification requirements. This concern has been
extenced to the entire eastern coastal waters of Connecticut (i.e., from the Connecticut River i

eastward to the Connecticut-Rhode Island State line) (Ref. 61).

Station effluent and general area water quality studies have been concucted in relation to the l
coeration of the Millstone Nuclear Power Station. Review of recent data (Refs. 53, 64) snows ;

that the existing units are operating without evidence of water cuality related imoacts near i

the site. Effluent sonitoring curing 1976 and 1977 sv Utt waters entering Twotree Islanc
Channel from the discharge quaray .ere within the 11C t of te Environmental Tecnnical
Scecifications for pH and residual cniorine. Stud'd the surrounding area have not shown
deleterious effects on water cuality due to cha-g 'n . 4, cMressed dissolved oxygen concen-
tration, or the presence of heavy metals (Rr't if *y
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The 1970 and projected population distributions within 48 km of the site, based on data obtained
from the ellstone Unit 3 PSAR, are given in Taole 8. The coastal area of Long Island Sound
near the d te attracts a large nuncer of seasonal residents and daily visitors. The Millstone
Unit 3 acclicants estimated that in 1970 approximately 25,000 seasonal transients could be
found on an average summer day within 16 km of the site. We comcuted the population figures
given in Tacle 8 by multiplying the seasonal and daily transient populations by suitable
weighting factors to reflect occucancy on an annual basis and then added the weighted values
to the permanent resident population. We also assumed that the transient peculation increasec
over the years at the same rate as that projected for the resicent population.

The Millstone site is traversed by a double-track mainline railroad whien passes about 725 m
north of the Unit 3 containment structure at its closest point of accroach. Some har rcous
material is carried on this line. A fuel storage terminal with eacacity for 166 cubic meters
of fuel oil,166 cubic meters of gasoline, and 477 cunic meters of propane is located about
2.5 km miles northeast of the site. The closest airport to the site is New 1.ondon Airport
which is located about 6.5 km to the north. New London Airport is a general aviation facility
with a maximum runway length of 580 m. The nearest airport with commercial air service is
Trumoull Airport in Groton about 10 km east of the site. Trumeull Airport has three runways,
the longest of which is 1,525 m. The Federal icw-altitude air route nearest the site is v5?,
which passes about 8 km northeast of the site. The nearest shipping lane in Long Island Sound
is about 4 km to t', south, and a reef southeast of the site prevents ships from coming closer
to shore. The major port facilities in the area are on the Thames River in New London about
6.5 km east-northeast of the site. There is no significant amount of commercial shipping in I

Niantic Bay west of the site.

4.10 Staff analysis of the Millstone Site
.

4.10.1 huaticBiologyandWaterQuality I

Construction Impacts: Each site was compared to the preferred site with particular attention
directed to the following specific potential construction impacts: (1) onsite stream diversions
or alterations; (2) changes in site runoff during site development; (3) right-of-way (ROW) or
water pipeline development; and (4) siltation due to dredging for barge facilities,
intake / discharge structures, and pipelines.

The staff has previously examined the potential for imoact and the need for mitigation
associated with plant construction at the Millstone site (Ref. 10). No water quality or I

aquatic blota impacts requiring special sitigation were anticipated. (Precautionary measures i
for turbidity reduction during intake cofferdam construction were recommended.) The staff |believes that additional construction at the Millstone site, usir.g practices and controls e

similar to those used on Millstone Units 1 and 2, could reasonably ?e expected to result in
minor and temporary effects on water quality localized near the site.

Intake Effects: Intake effects to aouatic biota are primarily those impacts associated with
imoingement or entrainment. The magnitude of the intake effects associated with the oceration
of a fourth unit at Millstone is cependent on the cooling mode selected and ils interaction *

with the two existing ur.its and the additional unit already under construction at the site. *
The incremental operational effects of adding Unit 3 as an open-cycle system to thos. of
Units 1 and 2 were evaluated in the 1974 FES (Ref.10), which predicted acceptacle impacts for
once-through cooling, but it was recommended that further study be made with emphasis on the
entrainment of winter flounder ichthyoplankton.

Since monitoring began in 1972, continuous daily monitoring has shown that between 1972 and
1977 a total of 103,692 fish and 66.915 macroinvertebrates have been impinged at the Millstone
Units 1 and 2 intakes (Ref. 65). At least 90 species of fish and 16 species of inverteerates
have t'een collected. Winter flounder has been the ecst abundant, constituting about 46% of
the total for all years studied (Ref. 65).

Acoroximately 9% of all inverteorates collected for all years studied were lobster and 3% were
blue crac.

With Unit 3 approved for once-througn cooling, total station impingement losses might doucle
or possibly increase to higner losses than tnose of Units 1 and 2 comeinec, since the oceration
of Unit 3 will result in almost a coucling of the station's water withdrawal. An additional
closed-cycle unit with a ater withcrawal rate of only 1.8% of the comoined flow rates for
Units 1 through 3 would not result in any significant incremental imoingement loss. The
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TA8LE 8

C1)POPULATION DISTRIBUTION - MILLSTCNE SITE

Population Density
Distance cumulative population (2) o,coi.fg 2 (e cat,/miz)

km (miles) 1970 1985 2010 1970 1985 2010

0-2 (0-1) 148 218 394 18(47) 27(69) 48(125)

0-3 (0-2) 4,991 7,446 12,983 153(396) 228(591) 398(1,030)
'

0-5 (0-3) 13,052 19,123 32,136 178(461) 261(676) 439(1,136)

0-7 (0-4) 30,241 41,138 64,464 232(602) 316(819) 496(1,294) ?

0-8 (0-5) 50,648 65,585 97.342 249(645) 322(835) 478(1,240)

0-16 (0-10) 106,279 155,377 211,249 131(338) 191(495) 260(673) ,

f0-32 (0-20) 275,355 393,392 604,876 85(219) 121(314) 186(482)

0-48 (0-30) 456,552 659,602 1,024,676 63(162) 90(233) 140(363) ,

.

I

!

1

!
4

I

:

.

,

|

,

[1) Saseo on cata from the Millstone Unit 3 Pre 11sinary Safety Analysis Report.
l

j (2) Incluces seasonal poculation weighted to reflect an ecuf valent permanent scoulation.

|
|

|
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addition of a fourth once-through unit would increase the total flow rate through the station
by almost 50% and say result in a localized reduction of the population of certain species.

Of particular interest would be overall station impingement upon the winter flounder. During -

the period 1973-1977 there has been a steady decrease in the yearly trawl mean catch-per-unit
effort of winter flounder in the Millstone area, and during the period 1975-1977 there has
been a 53% decrease in the estimated winter flounder population site for fishes greater than
155 mm in length in the Miantic River (Ref. 66). During 1977, the weignts of imoinged flounder
are estimated to have been approximately 6.5% of the commercial harvest in the State of
Snecticut's statistical area encomcassing Millstone, and the numcers of impinged flounder

e estimated to equal acout 6% of tne Niantic River population of fisn larger than 155 mm
Ong.

Based on an evaluation of the operational data from Millstone Units 1 and 2, and the design
data for the second Pilgrim Station, impingement at the Millstone site with a fourth once-
through unit may have the potential for a significant impact to the nearcy fishery. It is
concluded, therefore, that the Rocky Point site is environmentally preferable and procably
environmentally superior to the Millstone site with respect to the imcac's associated with
impingement.

i

Impingement losses associated with the operation of a fourth unit utilizing CMsed-cycle !

cooling at the Millstone site, due to the much diminished f'ow rates, would be pestantially B

less than would be experienced at the proposed Rocky Point site. Whether or not t4.0 Millstone '

.

site, with closed-cycle cooling, is judged to be superior to the Rocky Point once-throwgh site
is dependent, however, upon the anticipated imoingement-related impacts to the fishery at the
Rocky Point site. Since the anticipated impact to the fishery is negligible, it is concluded
that the Millstone site with closed-cycle cooling is environmentally preferable but not
ervironmentally superior to the Rocky Point site with respect to the impact associated with
imoingement on the nearcy fishery. *

Entrainment of planktonic organisms has been studied at the Millstone station since 1970.
Units 1 and 2 entrain approximately 4% of the tidal volume of Niantic Bay (Ref. 65). Millstone |Units 1 through 3 will entrain approximately 6% of the flow through Twotree Island Channel !
(Ref. 10). An additional unit would increase the entrainment percent of by a factor equivalent t
to the amount of water withdrawn. A fourth unit utilizing once-through cooling would increase
the entrainment percentage to aoproximately 9% of the flow through the channel

,

t
beept for larvae of lobster, the other mercolanktonic zooplankters probaoly would not De :

impacted by the operation of a fourth once-through unit due primarily to their low abundance j
and rapid reproductive tur.nover times. The accaren* stress to looster populations as a result ;

of hign exploitacion mates the potential impact of station operation of some incertance. ;
Coupled with the impingement of small numeers of juveniles, entrainment of larvae would be of I
concern with respect to a fourth once-througn unit at Millstone. !

Cnce-through cooling of a fourth unit at Millstone is judged to be less environmentally
preferable than a second unit at the Rocky Point site due primarily to the possibility of a

significant imoacts of impingement and entrainment to the winter flounder and lobster fishery
at the Millstone site. ,

A fourth unit at Millstone, utilizing closed-cycle cooling, would probably have an inW'f'=t
-incremental impact on the entrainable stages of the locster siner the flow througn the station

would be increased by only 1.8% over the comoined flows of Units 1 through 3.

Whether or not the Millstone site with a fourth unit utilizing closed-cycle cooling is judged
to be superior to the Rocky Point acce-through site is dependent, hor 6ver, on the anticipated
impingement and entrainment related incacts to the fishery at the Rocky Point site. Because
the anticipated imoact to the fishery from the Rocky Point site is negligible, it is concluded
that a fourth unit at Millstone utilizing closed-cycle cooling is environmentally preferaele
(a reduced numcer of aquatic organisms is effected) but not environmentally sucerior to the
Rocky Point site with respect to the imcacts of operation on the source water's fisnery.

Discharge Effects: Operational phase discharge related imoacts to water quality ana acuatic
Diota of the receiving waters are primarily those incacts associated with the af scharge of
biocices and other compounas, discharge of waters differing in cuality from tne receiving
waters, thermal loading on the fisheries of the receiving waters, and mortality to the fishery
due to gas buccle disease (GBD) and cola shocx. The magnitude of the effects of tre discharge
on the .ater quality acd aquatic biota of the receiving waters is decendent on the cooling

j a-al
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mode selected. Disetcrqes from a once-through cooling system would have a greater impact on
the fisheries than fr a the closed-cycle system.

Estimates of discharge cencontrations of chemicals in tne ecmoined diserarge of the Millstone
station from the addition of Unit 3 (of similar size and type as the unit proposed for Pilgrim
Unit 2) have been made for this site (Ref. 10). The predicted increases over background
levels in the discharge using once-through cooling from such sources as demineralizer regenera-
tion and steam g nerator blowdown are small, and no adverse effects on the quality of the
receiving waters are anticipated. Using the preoicted discharge characteristics, water quality
degradation or criteria violations would not be expected from these sources during operation '

of the socitional Pilgrim open-cycle units at the Millstone site.

The anticipated low concentration factor for dissolved ancient constituents, reduced discharge
volume, and good available sixing in the discharge area commine to indicate that oceration of
the Pilgrim unit with closed-cycle cooling at the Hillstone site would not reasonably be
expected to cause water quality criteria violations.

The a;olicant has previously indicated that total residual chlorine would be held to a maximum
,

of 0.1 mg/l in the discharge from the Pligrim station. A similar limitation has been in ,

effect at the Millstone site under both the NPDES permit and the NRC Environmental Technical i

Specifications. However, in addition, when intake water temoerature is between 7'c and 13*C,
continuous, simultaneous chlorination is permitted at the plant to control bio-fouling due to i
mussels. The staff believes that it is reasonable to assume that these practices would be
employed if the additional unit were located at this site. The increase in the discharge flow
rate from the site if the open-cycle Pilgrim unit were located there would increase the volume
of water affected by residual chlorine. This could cause areas of the receiving water to not
meet the water quality criterion on harmful chemical constituents. Review of data collected
during a one- and two unit chlorination practice study at the Millstone site (Refs. 63, 67, 68) i

indicates that the plant discharge has consistently had a residual chlorine concentration i
below the 0.1 mg/l limit. The staff concludes that site-specific studies of the comoined !

'discharge would be necessary to quantify the area, volumetric extent, and location of areas
that may be in violation of water quality standards if a fourth open-cycle unit were sited at
Millstone.

The addition of the Pilgrim unit with closed cycle cooling to the Gilstone site is not |
anticipated to cause water quality impacts due to chloritatic wecause of its small contribu-
tion of discharge ecmpared to the already-present Millstone units' disenarges (120 cas). j

The existence of nearby valuable aquatic resources and citation of these areas as being in '

need of water quality protection could require sitigation of chlorine discnarges in ocen-cycle !

cooling systems. The existing good water quality and good available sixing characteristics of
the receiving water near the discharge make the Millstone site suitable for placement of the |Pilgrim unit with closed-cycle cooling. $1 ting of the Pilgrim unit with closed-cycle cooling
at the Millstone site would have small and acproximately equivalent effects on water quality j
when compared to siting at Rocky Point. ,

:
'Thermal effects from discharge into Twotree Island Channel were evaluated in the 1974 FES

(Ref. 10). Three units with once-through cooling could create a surface plume of 33.4 hectares '

with temperatures 2.2*C or more above amoient and a plume of 344.8 hectares with temperatures
0.8*C or more above amotent (Ref.10). The only effects predicted from thermal discharges
were in the immediate vicinity of the discharge, where some species shifts could occur.
Species shif ts in the discharge vicinity have been ocserved (Refs.10, 54) but ef fects appear
to be localized. An additional once-through unit would increase the discharge flow rate by
about SC% and has the potential for incrorental thermal effects. The staff concludes that
because of the already high thermal loading in the vicinity of Millstone station and the
significant acuatic resources located nearcy, in additional once-through unit would not be
environmentally preferable to the Rocky Point site.

Whether or not the Mil' stone site with a fourth unit utilizing closed-cycle cooling is judged
to be sucerior to the Rocky Point once-througn site is decendent, however, on the anticipated
thermal loading related impacts to the fishery at the Rocky Point site. Since the anticipated
iscacts to the fishery at the Rocky Point site are negligible, it is concluded that a fourth
unit at Millstone utilizing closed-cycle cooling is environmentally prefersole but not
environmentally superior to the Rocxy Point site with rescect to the impact of unit operation
on the fishery of the receiving maters.
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The staf f has evaluated the potential for mortality to fishes due to G80 and cold shock in the
vicinity of the discharge at the Millstone site. Mitigative measures emoloyed during oceration
of Units 1 and 2 have reduced the incidence of G80 and cold shock mortality to insignificant
levels. Utilization of the same measures would procably insure the absence of significant G80
or cold shock-induced mortality after Unit 3 is operational and probacly would be effective
even if a fourth unit, either with once-through or closed-cycle cooling is employed. Furthe r-
more, an additional once-through unit at the Millstone site would result in a lessening of any
potential for cold shock since simultaneous outage of all four units would be less frequent
than a three unit outage.

Since mortality associated with G80 can be effectively controlled by the use of mitigative
devices at both the Millstone and Rocky Point sites, the Millstone site with respect to GB0
cannot be judged superior to the Rocky Point site.

4.10.2 Terrestrial Ecolocy and t.and use

The Rocky Point and Millstone sites are considered equivalent for all terrestrial factors
considered.

4.10.3 Democrachy
;

An examination of the population density data in Taoles 1 and 8 shows that the population
densities surrounding the Millstone site are greater at almost all distances than the popula-
tion densities surrounding the Rocky Point site at both the assumed date of initial plant
operation (1985) and end of plant life (2020). Therefore, based on the population considera-
tions discussed in Appendix A, we conclude that the Millstone site is not preferred in i

comparison to the Rocky Point site.

I4.10.4 Near$y industrial. Transportation and Military Facilities
{

The review of the industrial and transportation facilities in the vicinity of the Millstone
site indicates that the most significant factor is the railrced ifne through the site. Since ,

the most Ilkely location of the add'tlonal reactor units would place theda closer to the
railroad line than the reactor uni's now onsite, postulated railroad accidents would have more
severe consequences for tne new un ts. Cepending on the actual location of the plant structures
in relation to the railroad, a detailed study of the traffic, and the possible effects of the
postulated accidents (e.g., explosice overpressure, fire effects) on the plant's safety, it ,

may be necessary to require additional plant protective features to mitigate the consequencesof postulated ratiroad accidents. Th* fuel storage terninal located 2.5 km from the Millstone i
site is judged to ce far enough away,,iased on previous staff analyses of siallar facilities, !-
so that postulated accidents at the ter31nal will not affect plant design. We conclude that,
with regard to external accidents, the p5ssibility of a railroad accident be:oming a design

i

basis event weighs against the Millstone ?f te when compared with the Rocky 'oint site and for
this reason we find the Millstone site leso desirable. ,

4.10.5 Hvdrolocy

The cooling tower sakeup water flow of about 2 cas could possibly te incorporated into the
present intake and discharge structures with very little modif' ation. The existing discharge
channel is capable of handling this increase in flow, and a new discharge system would procaoly
not be required, other than those additions required to route discharge flows to the channel.

Because cooling water is withdrawn from the ocean, an adequate water supply can be made
available for ocen- or closed-cycle cooling. No significant hydrologic impacts are associated
with the construction and operation of a nuclear plant'at this site.

The staff Concludes that the Millstone site and the R0cky Point site are equivalent from a
hydrologic engineering standpoint.

1
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4.10.6 Socioeconcmies

No onsite displacement activity is anticipated (Ref. 69).

There are no onsite historic or natural features listed in the national registers (Refs. 45,
46, 69). An archaeological survey taken of tne site indicates that there are no significant
archaeological remains in the site area (Ref. 70). There are some ba'.1 fields (basecall and
football) located onsite, which are presently leased to the Town of waterford, and certain
construction activities could possibly disrupt activities in these fields.

The construction work force is excected to originate and commute mainly from the various
conmiunities of southeastern Connecticut, wnich includes such counties as New London, New
Haven, and Middlesex (Ref. 10). Workers driving from the west and using I-95 would exit at
Exit 7: and use State Route 156, to the site. Workers driving from tne east would use
U.S. Route 1A and State Route 156. The major congestion points would be at the Millstone Road
and State Route 156 area of the site and along Niantic River Road leading to and from I-95.

The Millstone site is situated on a peninsula wnich constitutes the eastern side of Niantic
Bay. The existing station is clearly visible from various beach vantage points. Some station
structures are partially visible, depending on the extent of tree cover and other structures,
along Route 156, at Harkness Memorial State Part, and along parts of Route 213 in New London.
Locating Pilgrim Unit 2, with a once-througn cooling mode, on the existing Millstone site I
would not appreciably decrease the existing visual amoience. A plant with a thermal draft
tower and associated plume would be visible from off shore and the surrounding communities and
would be a visual intrusion to the area.

With respect to the socioeconomic factors considered, the Millstone site is less preferable to ,

the Pilgrim site in tarms of traffic impacts and visual impacts related to the cooling mode
(NCCT). p

|
4.10.7 Geolecy. Seismology, and Geotechnical Encineerino !

The Millstone site is in an area of seismic risk similar to that at Rocky Point. However,
being a bedrock site, it is regarded as being more favorable for plant siting than the Rocky
Point site.

!

4.11 Descriotion of the Montacte Site j

The Montague Site, approximately 770 ha in size, is located in the Town of MonMgue, !
Massachusetts (see Figure 9). The site is owned by Northeast Utilities which proposes to j
develop it for two nuclear power plants, each with a generating capacity of 1,150 We. These
would be boiling water reactor powered units with natural draft cooling towers. Projected
completion dates are estimated to be in the early 1990s, although the schedule is not definite.

.

Development of Pilgrim Unit 2 (1,150 % P%R) at the Montague sia is considered with a natural
draft cooling tower. Essentially, it would be the first of three Montague units and would
contribute to a total site generating capacity of 3,450 Mwe. The source of cooling water
would be the Connecticut River.

This site is predominantly (greater than 90%) mixed cutover/ burned forest of relatively young
stands (less than 50 years old). The sandy soils of the glacial outwash support pure stands
of both scrub cak and piten pine uncommon for this region. A bald eagle, an endangered species,
was observed as a transient. The osprey is a summer resident (Ref. 69).

The site contains about 10 ha of prime farmland; 0.2% of the site. Some 75% to 80% of the
site is covered by Henkley sandy loam, with 0% to 15% slope. This soil has been classified as

i

farmland of statewide or local iscertance by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS). However, '

the SCS Soil Survey of Franklin County (1967) states that because of drougnt, this soil is
poorly suited to general crops, hay, or pasture unless it is irrigated, dithout irrfgation,
it is best suited for use as woodland or wildlife haettat.

There is a small .etland area of about 12 ha on site.

Thirty-sis scecies of fish are known from the Holyoke Pool of the Connecticut River. The
Holyoke * col fish community is comprised of resicent, catacromous, and anadromous scecies.
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Figure 9. Montague Site with Pilgrim Unit 2 |
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Within the Holyoke Pool, the imoortant anadromous species are the American shad, bluecack
herring and the Atlantic salmon. Atlantic salmon, an imcortant recreational fishing species,
has been recently reintroduced into the river as part of the anadromous fish restoration
program (Refs. 9, 71). The sost important species in Holyoke Pool is the shad, which does not
require stocking to maintain an annual migration (Ref. 72).

At present the upstream area of the river most accessible to migrating shad and other anadromous
scocies is the Holyoke Pool because fish passage facilities are not yet complete at Turners
Falls Cam. Upon successful completion of the fish passage f acilities, shad and other anadromous
fishes can be expected to utilize the Montague vicinity of tne Holyoke Pool for both upstrear,
and downstream sigrations and spawning. Future fish passage facilities could increase the
numcer of migrating shad at the river mouth from the 1970 figure of 419,000 to more than one
million by 2020 (Ref. 73).

American shad utilize Holyoke Pool for spawning. In addition, eggs and larvae of at least
14 fish species have been collected within Holyoke Pool (Ref. 71) including carp, minnow and
shiner, white sucker, catfish, killifish, white perch, sunfish, rock bass, yellow perch, and
walleye (Refs. 9, 71).

Fishing on the Connecticut River within the Holyoke Pool segment is entirely recreational
(Ref. 71). An angler census conducted in the Holyoke Pool during 1965-1966 showed that the ,

major species taken were channel catfish, black crapple, yellow peren, and white perch (Re . 71). Ic

Walleye and yellow perch are taken nea- Turners Falls, channel catfish are taken from Dec.rfield
to Holyoke, and shad are taken near Holyoke (Ref. 72).

A commercial shed fishery exists in the Connecticut River but is restricted to the State of
Connecticut.

.

1

The shortnose sturgeon (Acicenser brevirostrum), a Federally designated endangered species, j
is known f rom the Connecticut River. Since 1964 a reproducing population has been identified jinhabiting the Holyoke Pool (Ref. 74). Tagging studies indicate that a population of less ;
.han 500 sturgeon inhabit the Holyoke Pool with all life stages having been captured (Refs. 9, |
71,72). The shortnose sturgeon is not known to come from Turners Pool at present but may !inhabit the pool following installation of the fish passage facilities at the Turners Falls !
Project.

The shortnose sturgeon is defined as a benthic feeding carnivore (Ref. 75). Spawning reproduc- {tion and early maturation for this species is poorly known. A study (Ref. 75) conducted in i
the St. John River in New Brunswick, Canada, indicates that spawning took place between May 15 t
and June 15 in the main river during peak flood in extremely tureid water. The water temoera- '

ture at the time of spawning was approximately 10*C. Adults acoear to choose spawning sites ;
.n the upper estuary ad|acent to deep turbulent sections of the river. The eggs have been i
found to be demersal anf achesive (Ref. 76). Studies indicate (Ref. 75) that young shortnose '

sturgeon are difficult ;o catch because they live in the deep channels where strong currents -

make sampling impossibli.
.

Based on assigned water uses, the waters of the Connecticut River in the vicinity of the site
are designated Class "B" by the State of Massachusetts. The prescribed best uses and quality
criteria for waters of t. is classification are presented in the Massachusetts Water Quality i
Standards.

There are two surface wate.' bodies adjacent to the Montague site that have water uses requiring
special designation and wat'r quality classification. Green Pond and Lake Pleasant are part
of the municipal water suop1.' for the Turners Falls Fire District, wnich supplies the villages
of Montague City and Turners Falls and sells water to the Millers Falls water District and the
Lake Pleasant Water District (Ref. 71). These waters are Class "A" under the State regulations
and are designated as sources of pualic water supply. The cuality criteria for these waters
are presented in the Massachusetts Vater Quality Standarcs. There are no municipal water
sucalles withdrawing water from the Connecticut River (Ref. 71).

The existing water quality in the Connecticut River near the site meets the recuirements of
tne Class "B" classification for all parameters excect for collform bacteria (Refs.14, 77).
Sewer overflows and storm drain discharges into the upstream Turaers Falls power canal are
cited as the reascns for noncomo11ance. Upgrading to secondary treatment for wastes entering
the Connecticut River near the site has been planned (Ref. 78) Ucon completion of these
facilities, the Connecticut River waters near the site are expected to meet all Class "B"
criteria.
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Site-soecific studies submitted by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company in the Montague ER have
been cited by the State (Ref. 77) as cause for conceri over heavy metal concentrations in the
river. Over a 1 year period from May 1973 to Aoril 1974, maximum observed concentrations for
cadmium and mercury exceeded the EPA-recommeded water quality criteria, although the average
of the recorded values did not exceed these limits.

The 1970 and projected resident population distributions, based on data obtained from the
Montague PSAR, are shown in Table 9. Transient population in the vicinity of the site does
not significantly alter the resident population distribution.

There are a nuncer of relatively small industrial facilities in the area, but none are engaged
in ocerations involving large cuantities of hazardous materials. There are no fuel storage
ter'ninals within 4 km of the site, and the closest pipeline is a 10-cm diameter low-pressure
gas pipeline 2.5 km from the site. There are several railroad lines that lie *o the east,
south, and west of the site, the closest of which is accroximately 2 los from the center of the
site. A Boston and Maine Railroad switchyard is located about 3 Ica to the west. The nearest
hignways to the site are State Highway 63, wnich is 2 km southeast, and State Hignway 2, whicn
is about 3 km northeast. Interstate Highway 91 is located about 6.5 ice west of the site. The
Turners Falls Airport is located accroximately 1.6 km north of the site and has a single paved
runway 915 m in length. There are no scheduled air carrier services at the field wnicn is
used primarily by general aviation aircraft having normal leaded weights of less than 3630 kg. ,

Approximately 35,000 operations were recorded at the airport in 1974 The closest airport to I

the site with scheduled air service is located in (eene, New Hampshire, 45 km north-northeast
of the site. Federal low-altitude airway V93 passes approximately 4 km west of the site.

4.12 Staff Analysis of the Montaque Site
j

4.12.1 Acuatic Biolocy and Water Quality
J

Construction Impacts: Each site was compared to the preferred site with particular attention !directed to the following specific potential construction impacts: (1) onsite stream diversions !
or alterations; (2) changes in site runoff during site deve1coment; (3) right-of-way (RCW) or i
water pipeline development; and (4) siltation due to dredging for barge facilities, i

intake / discharge structures, and pipelines.

The staff has previously examined the potential impacts of construction for a two unit nuclear
plant using closed-cycle cooling at the Montague site (Ref. 9).

The comoination of the applicant's construction practices and proposed measures to protect the
aquatic environment were judged by the staff as likely to result in only minor imcacts to the
Connecticut River during in-river construction and operation of the Montague units. |

'!
Likewise, runoff from the site, due to flat topography, sandy soil at the site, and planned !

runoff control procedures, was judged to produce negligible offsite acuatic impacts. No
adverse effects on Green Pond or Lake Pleasant were anticipated. Staff-recommended mitigative i
actions to control aquatic impacts during construction were limited to control and treatment
of precoerational cleaning waste solutions prior to release. It is the staf f's judgment that ,

these commitments and the additional staff-recommended limitettons could be acclied to the
construction of the Pilgrim unit at this site. Construction of the Pilgrim unit at the Montague
site could reasonabiy be expected to produce similar minor and temporary ef fects on water
quality localized at the site.

Intake Effects: Intake effects to aquatic biota due to the operation of the Pilgrim station
would be those incacts associated with imoingement and entrainment. In evaluating the intake
structure the design of the structure is assumed to be similar to the intake structure proposed
for the Montague station.

The shoreline intake structure would be locat'ad along a region of the river where the river
64..nel sweecs along the east bank, wnica consists of an exposed, steep, rock ledge. The
bottom substrate in this area is rock, cobble, and sand. Location of the intake in this
regi n s11cws water to be withdrawn from a relatively coep portion of the river that would be
less heavily used for fish spawning (Ref. 74). The intake structure is flush with the
shoreline at minimum river water elevation, has lateral fish passageways and has a maximum
velocity comconent toward the screens of 7.5 cm per second.
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TABLE 9,

POPULATION DISTRIBUTICN - MCNTAGUE SITE *

Population Oensity
Distance Cumulative pooulation : ecole /km2 (eeoole/mi2)
km (miles) 1970 1985 2020 1970 1985 2020

0-2 (0-1) 147 163 191 1S(47) 20(52) 24(61)

0-3 (0-2) 2.892 3,181 3,744 89(230) 97(252) 51(132)

0-5 (0-3) 8,734 9,598 11.296 119(309) 131(339) 154(399)

0-7 (0-4) 16,708 18,351 21,601 129(333) 141(366) 166(430), 3

0-9 (0-5) 26,436 29,028 34,167 130(337) 143(370) 168(435)

0-16 (0-10) 40,563 45,350 53,091 50(129) 56(144) 65(169)

0-32 (0-20) 146,364 175,339 229,256 45(117) 54(140) 71(183) !
;

0-48 (0-30) 454,923 505,396 660,246 62(161) 69(179) 90(234) i
!
.

,

|
t

.

"Saseo on cata from the Montague Prelisinary Safety Analysis Report.
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Based on the anticipated design of the intake, its placement, the use of closed cycle cooling,
and tte density and distribution of organisms in the river near the proposed location, impinge-
ment is not considered to be a significant potential impact. Losses associated with impingement
should have no detectacle effect on resident or anadromous species.

The impact of a single closed-cycle station on the aquatic resources of Holyoke Pool due to
entrainment has been determined to be insignificant. The icw density and widely scattered
distribution of eggs and larvae of fish species spawning in Ho' yoke Pool preclude the pos-
sibility of detectacle impacts from entrainment.

A worst case analysis of the impact to American shad from entrainment due to operation of the
two unit Montague station indicated a loss of less than 0.2%, of the total Connecticut River
shad run (Ref. 9). A one unit station would reduce this estimate to less than 0.17, of the

total run. Losses of this magnitude would not seasuraoly reduce the shad population of the
river.

Pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Soecies Act of 1973, the USNRC sought consultation
with US Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisneries Service (NMFS), for a threshold
determination of effects of construction and operation of the deferred Montague NPS upon the
shortnose sturgeon. On Novemoer 28, 1977, NMFS replied (Ref. 79) stating that the threshold -

examination " revealed a probable impact" on the species but the data available were "insuffi-
cient to form a complete biological opinion."

i

The USEPA has reviewed the potential effects of the deferred Montague NPS on the shortnose
sturgeon of Holyoke Pool. In an April 1978 response, EPA stated "concerning the possibility
of shortnosed stuageon mortalities, it is still the power plant review group's position that
no intake structure can be allowed in the Holyoke Pool because of predictable egg and farvae j
entrainment" (Ref. 30). EPA also cited the lack of adecuate biological information. The data i

on the distribution and acundance of shortnose sturgeon eggs and larvae in Holyoke Pool,
inforsation on the life history of the species, and the proposed desim and placement of the
intake structures for the one unit Pilgrim alternate have been evaluated. It is the staff's
opinion that althougr some egg? and larvae may be entrained during the life of the station, no
detectable impact to t he Holyoke Pool population of shortnose sturgeon will occur.

Due to the lack of information, the effects of im;:ingement and entrainment on Atlantic salmon,
should this species become fully reestablished in the Holyoke Pool section of the Connecticut

[JRiver, have not been evaluatea.
:

Whether or not the M:ntague site, with a single unit, utilizing closed-cycle cooling, is
judged to be supericr to the Rocky Point once-througn site is dependent, however, on the *

anticipated imoingement and entrainment related iscacts to the fishery at the Rocky Point
site. Since the anticipated impact to the fishery at the Rocky Point site is negligible, and |the possibility of an adverse impact to the Atlantic salmon population exists, it is concluded
that the Montague site with closed-cycle cooling may be environmentally preferable but not |
environmentally superior to the Rocky Point site.

|

Dischar;e Effects: Operational phase discharge related impacts to water quality and aquatic
biota of the receiving waters are primarily those imoacts associated with the discharge of
blocides and other concounds, discharge of waterb differing in quality from the receiving
waters, thermal loading on the fisheries of the receiving waters, and mortality to the fisnery
due to gas bubole disease (G80) and cold shock. The magnitude of the effects of the discharge
on the water quality and aquatic biota of the receiving waters is dependent on the cooling
mode selected. Olscharges free a once-through cooling system would h..e a greater ime set on
the fisheries than the closed-cycle system.

Effects of coeration on water quality from a two-unit nuclear power plant using closed-cycle
cooling at Montague have been assessed by the staff (Ref. 9). An estimate of the chemical
discharges from the Montque plant design is presented in the Montague FES using a concentre-
tion factor of 5. The operation of the Pilgrim unit at the Montague site utilizing similar
waste treatment schemes .ould be expected to produce similar effluents. The amount of wastes
over a given oeriod of time would be expected to be smaller for the Pilgrie unit, due to the
reauction of plant size at the site to one unit. Because of the concentrating effect of the
closed-cycle cooling system on constituents in the incoming cooling water, metals such as
iron, aluminum. cacmium, zinc, and cooper could be present in the plant discharge at concen-
trations that have been found toxic to aquatic organisms (Refs. 9, 77). Adverse .ater cuality
conditions in tne vicinity of the discharge could occur. *be affected area is not anticioated
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to be either large or conducive to prolonged habitation by aquatic biota. Adverse impacts, if
any, are likely to be small. The projected minimum river flow at the site wnen a plant could
become operational is 40 cms (at Turrers Falls Dam) plus the flow of the Deerfield River.
Plant blowdown flow is expected to be on the order of 0.3 cms or less. The staff has found
that resultant mixed concentrations of the above metals would only be slightly amove ambient
conditions (approximately 3% to 5% concentration increase at the above flow under maximum
concentration conditions). These increases have been judged as not having " adverse toxic
effects on the biota of the river (Ref. 9). In its review of the water quality impacts froma

operation of a nulcear plant at the Montague site, the State concluded that adverse effects
would not be expected (Ref. 78). Based on the small concentration increase and the anticipated
effects af upstream waste treatment in reducing ambient levels of metals in the Connecticut
River, water quality criteria violations are not expected as a result of plant operation.

Discharge of residual chlorine from plant biocide treatment at the site was predicted to not
have adverse impact on receiving water quality due to mixing in river afforded by the discharge
design and the large available Connecticut River water flow at the site (Ref. 9). The proposed
Montague Plant design differs from the Pilgrim design in that a mechanical cleaning system
would be used for condenser defouling in the Montague design versus heat treatment and biocide
used in the current Pilgrim design (Refs. 9,19). The EPA recommended water quality standard
for residual chlorine in a freshwater warmwater fishery is 0.010 mg/l (Ref. 81). Under the
sinimum anticipated controlled flow at the site, with complete mixing and making no allowance .

for degradation to chloride ion, discharge concentrations of residual chlorine up to three j
times the planned Montague design level of 0.25 mg/l total residual chlorine could be tolerated
without exceeding the water quality standard. This is greater than the discharge concentration
considered likely to be necessary even if chlorination were used for cleaning the condensers
as well as the remainder of the cooling water systems. Biocide usage at the site would not 'I
then be expected upon complete mixing to cause water quality criteria violations in the
Connecticut River.

The discharge concentration used in this analysis, 0.25 mg/l is above levels considered to be
toxic to some freshwater blota (Ref. 36) and, therefore, adverse water quality conditions in
the immediate vicinity of the discharge could occur. This area is not anticipated to be
either large or conducive to prolonged habitation by aquatic biota, so that adverse impacts, j
if any, are likely to be small. $lte-specific studies of the performance of the discharge, ;
the chlorine demand that exists in the Pilgrim plant design system under operating conditions,
the chlorine demand of the Connecticut River water, and residual chlorine effluent levels may
have to be performed to determine the size of the mixing zone in which this constituent is ;
above toxic levels. Mitigative measures are available to reduce concentrations and impacts in !

the receiving waters from this source so that this would not preclude siting the Pilgrim unit
|at Montague. ;

The comoination of ambient metals concentrations in the intake and receiving waters and the hconcentrating effect of the closed-cycle cooling system is a potential disadvantage for the .

Montague site as compared to the Rocky Point site. Siting a closed-cycle plant at the Montague
,

site has no apparent advantage over siting at Rocky Point with regard to water quality.

The effects of the thermal discharge from the cooling tower blowdown for the Montague Nuclear h

Power Station Units 1 and 2 were evaluated in the FES (Ref. 9). No adverse imcacts due to N
thermal discharges were predicted due to rapid mixing and a hign discharge velocity a.3 mos
(Ref. 9). The Connonwealth of Massachusetts similarly predicted no thermal impacts upon
fisheries (Ref. 99).

.j
Due to the high velocity of the discharge and its small volume in relation to even minimum 5
river flow, fish, if attracted to the plume, would net maintain themselves in the plume for ;

sustained periods. For these reasons, neither cold shock nor gas bubble disease (GBO) related
mortality would be significant, and furthermore, thermal blockage of the river would not occur
(Ref. 9).

abether or not the Montague site with the Ptigrim alternate unit utilizing closed-cycle cooling ,

is judged to be environmentally sucerior to the Rocky Point once-thr0ugn site is dependent, j
however, on the anticipated discharge-related imcacts to the fishery at we Rocky Point site.
$1nce the anticipated incacts to the fisnery at the Rocky Point site are negligible, it is
concluced that a single unit at the Montague site utilizing closec-cycle cooling is environ-
sentally creferaole but not environmentally sucerfor to the Rocky Point site with respect to )
the incact of unit operation on the fishery of the receiving waters,
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4.12.2 Tereestrial Ecology and Land use

There are no Federal lands, national landmarks, State and local forests or critical hacitat on
the Montague site. However, siting a plant on the Montague sita would greemot the use of a
larger area of forest and wildlife haDitat than it would at the Rocky Point site. Therefore,
Montague is not preferaole to Rocky Point.

Because there is more important farmland onsite than at Rocky Point, the Rocky Point site is
preferable for this factor.

The two sites are equivalent for all other factors.

4.12.3 Democeschy

An examination of the population density data in Tables 1 and 9 snow'. that the Montague
population densities are, with some exceptions, lower than the Rocky '' int population densities.
However, based on the population considerations discussed in Accendix A, we find that the
population density of the Montague site is not significantly lower than the population density
of the Rocky Point site, and therefore, we conclude that the Montague site is not pnferred in
comparison to the Rocky Point site with respect to population.

4.12.4 Nearoy Ind .strial, Transportation and Militarv Facilities

A review of the industrial and transportation facilities in the vicinity of the Montague site
indicates that the only facility of significance is the Turners Falls Municipal Airport 2 km
north of the site. The staff found acceptacle the Montague applicants' proposal to design the
plant safety-related structures to withstand the impact of an aircraf t weigning up to 5800 kg
provided that there were no more than about 100 operations per year of aircraf t weighing
greater than 6800 kg. It would be necessary to verify that the safety-related structures of a
plant could withstand the incact of a 6800-kg aircraft if a plant were to be located at the
Montague site. We believe that an analysis would show that the plant's safety-related struc-
tures could withstand the impact of a 6800-kg aircraf t and, further, assuming that the applicants
could obtain similar agreements with the airport operators concerning aircraf t weight limitations
and flight patterns, we believe there is reasonable assurance that the Pilgrim design would be
acceptable for the Montague site. We conclude that with regard to external hazards, the
Montague and Rocky Point sites are equivalent in that no significant external hazards have
been identified at either site which would require additional safety features or strengthening
of plant structures.

4.12.5 Hydrolocy

Since 1930, the United States Geological Survey (USGS) has maintained a gaging station at
Montague City, about 2.5 km upstream from the proposed plant intake structures. Flow records
through 1971 for the Connecticut River at this location are as follows (Refs. 43, 44, 71, 32).

Average annual flow 380 cas
Minimum daily flow 6 cas
Minimum 7-day flow of record 37 cas
7-day 10 yr low flow 49 cas

The Connecticut River Basin Coordinating Committee, in conjunction with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, recommended that the Turners Falls Project (a hydroelectric das snd reservoir located
just upstream) be required to discharge at all times a minimum flow equiv'. lent to 2.2 x 10 3 cms
per souare kilometer of drainage area.

Escause the drainage area of the river is 18,552 souare km at the Se, the minimum flow
requirement would te a0.6 cms (Ref. 83). In a letter to the FeGral Power Commission (FPC),
the Western Massachusetts Electric Co. , owner of the Turners ' alls P-oject, indicated its
intent to comply with this recommendation. A sinimum flo. of 40.7 cms culd therefore be
provided by continuously discharging througn the geeerating units at the hydro station to
supplement normal leakage. The Turners Falls Project, in effect, is an augmentation reservoir
for the Montague project. It is possible, however, that maintaining the minimum flow require-
ments of 40.7 cas may be difficult to acnieve during rare periods of extended low flows. It
is reported (Ref. 72) that nodification to hydroelectric generation at umstream dams may be
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necessary to meet the recommended minimum flow requirements. The minimum flow past the site
under worst-case conditions would be aoout 39.7 cas (Ref. 72).

Because there will be a sinimum of 40.7 cms flowing past the site at all times and the plant
would consumptively use only aoout 1.7 cm, it is exoected that this flow reduction would not
significantly affect downstream water use (Ref. 72). The river is not used downstream for
municipal supply, and other consumptive users do not materially affect river flows (2efs. 3, 79).

We conclude that the Connecticut River will provice an adequate water supply and consumotive
water use impacta will be minimal. No flood protection is required, since the site is located
well above the river. No unusual intake or discharge proolems are expected.

Based on the acove, we conclude that there is no basis for favoring either the Rocky Point or
Montague site over each other with regard to hydrologic engineering factors.

4.12.6 Socioeconomics

No displacement activity and no onsite historic resource intrusion is anticipated (Refs. 4$, 69).
An archaeological survey was conducted and the potential archaeological resources and artifacts
within the site boundaries are to be recovered under an established program (Ref. 71).

I

The Montague site is situated on the Montague Plain which has been nominated for designation
to the National Registry of Natural landmarks. Such designation, however, does not restrict
change (Ref. 9).

The construction work force is expected to originate and commute mainly from the various
communities in central and western Massachusetts as well as communities in southern Vermont '

and southern New Hampshire (Ref. 71). The potential traffic situation has been analyzed by a
number of studies (Ref. 9). A study performed for the Montague acclicant analyzed anticipated

,

traffic flows from all directions (Ref. 84). Seven major areas of potential flow restrictions j
were identified and involved substandard road designs and intersections related to the nearoy j
communities of Greenfield, Millers Falls, Sunderland, North Amherst, and Turners Falls.

.

Pilgrim Unit 2, with a natural draft cooling tower and associated plume, located alongside the
area set aside for the proposed Montague Units 1 and 2, also witn natural draft cooling towers,
would produce a visual intrusion into the area. The staff earlier concluded in its analysis ;
of the proposed Montague Units 1 and 2 with natural draft cooling tcwers that the towers would a

produce "significant, long-term intrusive visual... impacts to the Montague area" (Ref. 9). *

Visual contacts could be expected from the historic Mohawk Trail, state parks, transportation
corridors, and from residential, commercial, and institutional areas.

,

With respect to the socioeconomic factors considered, the Montague site is less preferaole to
the Rocky Point site in terns of visual impacts and traffic impacts.

,

4. 12. 7 Geolocy. Seismolecy, and Geotechnical Enciaee H no

The Montague site is in an area of seismic risk similar to that at Rocky Point. However,
because Montague is a bedrock site, it is regarded as more favorable for plant siting than the
Rocky Point site.

4.13 Descriotion of the Seabeook Site
,

1

The 293-ha Seabrook site is in the *.own of Seacrook, New Hamoshire, near the Atlantic cean
(see Figure 10). The site is owned by Public Service Company of New Hampshire and the other
joint owners of the Seabrook project, which propose to develoo the site for two pressu.ized
water reactor (NR) powered electric generating units, each with a capacity of 1150 Wo. The
units wili use a once-through cooling system. Projected oceration dates for the units are
1982 and 1984

Develcoment of the Pilgrim Unit 2 (1,150 We) at the Seabroom site is considered both with a
once-througn cooling system and with a natural draft cooling tower. If developed, it would
increase the total site generating cacacity from 2,300 We to 3,a50 We in 1985.
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There are no Federal lands, natural lancmarks, State and local forest or critical habitat
onsite. Uncleared portions of the site are preccminantly uoland mixed forest. Salt marshes
occur on the north, east, and south of the site. Vegetation interfact bet een salt marsn and
upland forests is comprised of flora normally subjected to a high salt environment. ]
Upland site habitat is not unique for this coastal region except for a small area sucporting a |
hemlock riverine community. Ham 0 ton Marsh is a highly valuable habitat for migratory birds. '

The site contains a small area (4 ha or less) supporting a hemlock-ravine plant community to
be preserved. j

l

The Hampton Marsh-estuary complex supports a wide variety of acuatic organisms. Within the j
State of New Hamcshire, the only other estuarine area of significance to aquatic resources is ,

the Piscataqua River-Great Bay complex to the north. This complex, however, has only a few ;
fringing marshes. (Ref. 85). Harvesting of Icbster, green crab, soft-shelled class, and imarine annelids occurs in Hampton marsh. (Refs. 11, 86). In the State of New Hampshire, 1

soft-shelled class are taken primarily from the Hamoton marsh, with the Piscataqua River-Great 'l
Say estuary of relatively minor importance.'

Scecies of fish of economic importance that use the marsh for spawning include winter flounder
(Refs.11, 87) and rainbow smelt (Ref. 87). Alewife and blueback herring are anadromous ,

species known to utilize the upstream area of Taylor River for spawning (Refs. 37, 28, 89). >|
Recreational fishiag occurs within the marsh conclex (Ref. 88) from the Route 1A bridge, and [free the north jetty at the harbor entrance (Ref. 90).

Preexisting aquatic stresses upon some fishery resources exist due to high commercial
exploitation rates. The inshore lobster population in the Gulf of Maine is commercially
exploited beyond its maximum sustainable yield and the soft-shelled clam populations of
Hampton Marsh are belig overharvested (Ref. 91). +

,

Based on assigned water uses, the surface waters associated with the Seabrook site have been
designated Class "B" by the State of New Hampshire. The prescribed best uses and quality
criteria of these waters are described by the Use Classification and Water Quality Standards

,

for the State of New Hampshire.
{
#

Existing water quality along the New Hamoshire coast a.d coastal tidal water basin in the
vicinity of the Seabrook site is generally good. Current and previous studies of the area
show that the water quality parameter of concern has caen bacteria count and, to a lesser
extent, dissolved oxygen concentration (Refs. 15,92,93). Point source discharges of '

untreated eunicipal and domestic wastes to coastal waters are cited from the towns of Newcastle,
Rye, and North Hamoton (Ref.15). In a 1975 report (Ref. 93) raw comestic sewage discharges
totalling 566 cubic meters per day were cited for the towns of Rye, North Hamoton, and Hamoton.

Comparison of data contained in the 1975 and 1978 reports of the NHWSPCC (Rafs. 92,93,94) f

show improvement in the bacterial water quality of Hampton Harbor and Hampton River to the :;
extent that these aters now meet the Class "B" standards for this parameter. Available

'

recent infermation indicates that the seawater caliform bacteria levels along the entire ,;
coastilne af the State are within the limits established for Class "A" waters (Ref.15). In
recent studies conducted for the applicant (Ref. 95), offshore dissolved oxygen concentrations
at the cischarge site were shown to be high (ranging from 7.0 mg/l in Nceemeer to 11.6 mg/l in
Maren 1975). Saturation percentage values were consistently hign (only one sample indicated a
value below 20%). Variations were related to planktonic photosynthesis, temperature and
salinity, with homogeneous distribution within the water column noted for any given time of
the year. It is estimated that all of the waters of the State n the coastal basin will meet ;

Class "B" standards by 1983 after application of planned abatement measures (Ref. 15).

The Doculation distribution and population density within a 48-km radius of the Seabrook site !

are given in Table 10. The population figures shown in the table include the permanent resident
population olus the seasonal population within 8 km of the site weighted with accropriate
occupancy factors to reflect an equivalent permanent oopulation.

,

I
The nearest industrial f acility to the site is the Bailey Division of the USM Corocration, i
located acout 1.5 km west-soutNest of the site. Liquid propane is stored at the Bailey plant j
in two storage tanks, each containing 57 cuate seters. The other facility in the vicinity of
the site = nose ocerations involve hazardous material is the Rockingham Fireworns Manufacturing
and Disolay Comcany, .nich employs 3 persons and is located about 2 km soutNest of the site.
The amount of ha:arcous saterial stored at the fireworts comoany is limited by State law. The
nearest ofceline to the site is a 10-cm-aiameter gas line a:out 1 km to the .est. !

|

' "See Ce:ar*. ent of Inte*f or corr:ent, sage A-31
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TA8LE 10

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION - SEA 8RC0K SITE (1} ,

Distance cumulative pooulation(2) ,,,,,ulation Density
Pop

,fg;,2 g,,,,i,f,,23

lus (affes) 1970 1985 2018 1970 1985 2013

0-2 (0-1) 473 944 2,457 58(151) 116(301) 302(782)

0-3 (0-2) 5,980 10,224 20,667 183(475) 313(811) 633(1,640)

0-5 (0-3) 12,306 20,132 42,582 168(435) 275(711) 581(1,505)

0-7 (0-4) 20,567 32,C89 70,193 158(409) 247(639) 539(1,395)
,

0-8 (0-5) 30,901 50,486 111,164 152(394) 248(643) 547'(1,416)

0-16 (0-10) 81,657 154,810 293,704 100(260) 190(493) 361(935) i

*

0-32 (0-20) 303,650 514,432 1,171,621 93(242) 158(410) 360(933),

0-48 (0-30) 957,550 1,445,957 3,039,221 131(339) 198(512) 415(1,075)

4

(LJ Pcpulatic cased on data from Seacrook preliminary Safety Analysis Report.

(2) Includes dasonal population witMn 5 sites of site adjustec to reflect an ecuf valent
permanent population.
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The Boston and Maine Railroad line that passes tnrough the exclusion area annroximately 550 m
, from tne plant structures is the closest transoortation route. The railroad term nates 10 km

south of the site and is used infrequently. The nearest major hignway is U.S. Route 1, which
is located 1.6 km west of the site. Interstate 95 passes 2.5 6 to tne west, and U.S. Route 1A
runs along the coast about 2.5 2 east of the site. Hamoton Harbor is not a deepwater port
and tne nearest snipping lane to the site is over S lua offshore.

T M nearest airport to the site is Htmoton Airport, a privately owned general aviation facility
located about 7 km north-northeast of the site. The airport has a 610-s turf runway and is
used primarily by light, single-engine aircraft. The owner estimates tnat there are currently
about 10,000 operations per year at the airport and has also confirmed tnat there are no plans
to physically expand the airport (Ref. 96). The most significant aviation facility in the
area around the site is Pease Air Force Base, wnich is located about 18 km to the north.
Certain flying patterns at Pease, primarily radar-controlled approacnes to runway 34, result
in ellitary aircraft passing over tne site area. The staff has perfortred a detailed study of
the aircraft coerations at Pease during the Seacrook construction permit proceedings.

a.14 Staff analysis of the Seabrook Site
il

4.14.1 Acua*.fc Biology and Water Quality
I,

Construction Impacts: Each site was compared to the preferred site with particular attention
directed to the following specific potential construction impacts: (1) onsite stream diver-
sions or alterations; (2) changes in site runoff during site development; (3) right of-way
(RCW) or water pipeline development; and (4) siltation due to dredging for barge facilities,

iintake / discharge structures, and pipelines. i

!
The construction of the Pilgrim Unit at the Seabrook site is expected to be accomolished
within the confines of the existing site boundaries for either an open-cycle or closed-cycle
cooled plant (Ref. 69). In addition, construction of the Pilgrim unit's closed-cycle cooling
system and its attendant structures at the Seabrook site would involve the same kinds of

.

activities as for the once-through cooling system plant design. Because of this similarity in i
the construction activities and the affected area, the staff cor.cludes that the potential !'
water quality imcacts associated with construction of the Pilgrim unit with either an ocen-cycle '

or a closed-cycle cooling system at Seabrook would be of the same types and comparaole in
magnitude to those previously considered by the staff in the Seabrook FES. Requirements for

,

I;
measures to mitigate these impacts would likely be the same as those described in the FES. }|Therefore, application of these mitigative control measures at the closed-cycle cooling system ;'
construction sites could reasonably be expected to preclude adverse impacts to offsite water

iquality. :
i

Intake Effects: Intake effects to aquatic biota are primarily those impacts sssocated with ;!
impingement or entrainment. The magnitude of intake effects associated with the operation of ):

a third unit at Seacrook is dependent upon the cooling mode selected. The selection of the
once-through cooling option would require the construction of a new intake structure similar ii

to the structure proposed for Units 1 and 2. The location of this structure would probably be ,|
nearby the location of the intake for Units 1 and 2. The velocity cap designed fo the new
intake, and the offshore location of the intake (accroximately 2150 m), would minimize intake i
associated imoacts.

,

3ased on the review of the life history data of tne resident aquatic scecies and predictions ;l

as to the potential for entraoment/ impingement of organisms due to Seabrook Units 1 and 2 |

Intake structure, it is concluded that the incremental impingement losses associated with Ieither once-througn or closed-cycle cooling for a third unit is not significant.

Whether or not the Seabrook site with either closed-cycle or once-through cooling is judged to
be environmentally superior to the Rocky Point once-through site is decendent ucon, however,
the anticipated f acingement/entracaent related imoacts to the fishery at the Rocky Point site.
Since the anticioated imcact to the fisnery at the Rocky Point site is negligible, it is
concluced that the Seabrook site is environmentally creferacle, primarily due to the cesign
and placement of tre intake structure, but not environmentally superior to the Rocky point
site with respect to the impact of imoingement/entra: ment losses on the nearby fishery.

Based on a review of the life history data of resident acua'ic species that are susceptible to
entrainment, and a review of the predictions as to the ;oteetial for entrainment-related
incacts due to the operation of Seabrook Units 1 and 2 (4'r. 95), it is concluded *.nat the
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incremental entrainment-related losses associated etth either once-through or closed-cycle
cooling for a third unit are not significant.

The impact of pumped entrainment, plume entrainment, and periodic backflusning on the sof t-
shelled clam (La arenaria) would be minimal with a projected conservative estimate of loss of
less than 2% of the annual harvest due to the operation of three once-through units at Seabrook.
Pollock (Po11acnius virens) are reported to have an imoortant spawning area nearty; however,
estimates of tne naturai mortality rate of larvae are high (on the orcer of 5% to 10% per day)
and the additional mortality associated with punced entrainment, plume entrainment and
backflusning sould probably be undetectable except perhaos in toe immediate vicinity of the
intane and discharge structures (Ref. 95). No impact on the population inhabiting the Seacrook
area due to the operation of three once-through units at the site is expected.

Losses to aquatic blota due to the operation of a third unit at the Seabrook site utilizing
closed-cycle cooling would not be significant and probably undetectanle because of the small
volume of water entrained.

Whether or not the 5( Took site, with a third unit utilizing either once-through or closed-
cycle cooling, is judy superior to the Rocky Point once-through site is dependent upon,
however, the anticipateo entrainment-related impacts to the fishery at the Rocky Point site.
Since the anticipated impact to the fishery at the Rocky Point site is negligible, it is
concluded that the Seabrook site with either closed-cycle or once-througn cooling is possibly ,
environmentally preferable, again primarily due to the design and placement to the intake
structure, but not necessarily environmentally superior to the Rocky Point site.

Discharge Effects: The evaluation of discharge effects at the Seabrook site for Unit 3 is
limited to a discussion of blocides and other compounds, discharges of waters differing in
quality from the receiving waters, thermal loading, and mortality to aquatic organisms from
gas bucole disease (GED) and cold shock.

Olscharge-related impacts on offsite water quality at Seabrook resulting from a two unit t
configuration utilizing a closed-cyc'e cooling system have been evaluated by the staff in the &

FE5 (Ref. 11). The impact categories considered were oxygen availability, chemical effluent ;
effects on water quality, and effects on aquatic biota. They were found to be qualitatively ;
the same as or less than those for the once-through cooling system alternative at Seabrook.

,

Neither cooling system type would likely interfere with State water quality management
,oDjectives at the site and vicinity. ;

Operation of the Pilgrim unit with once-through cooling at the Seabrook site could reasonaoly |be expected to produce effluents similar to those considered by the staff for the Seabrook 5

plant in the Seabrook FES. tow-volume chemical wastes (e.g., comineralizer regeneration
wastes, primary and secondary coolant system wastes, and their makeup water treatment systee ;
wastes) would be discharged in the cooling water at very low concentrations as compared to [ionic species concentrations in the receiving waters. No adverse effects from a third once-
through unit on site water quality are expected from these sources.

Sfocide treatment of the Pilgrim unit under the once-througn cooling system option with a
separate discharge at the Seabrook site could reasonably be expected to be found to require
the same Ilmitation on discharge concentration as was found by the staff in the Seabrook
analysis (f.e. , 0.1 ppm total residual chlorine or less at the diffuser outfall) (Ref.11).
Adverse effects on water quality would not be expected from this source using a submerged
diffuser.

.The magnitude of the effects of thermal loading on the fisheries resources near the discharge
structure are dependent upon the cooling mode selected. The discharge from a once-tnrougn
cooling systes potentially has a greater probability of adverse impacts on the nearcy fisheries
than the closed-cycle systes. The impact on the fisheries resources due to plume entrainment
of organisms from the Seabrook site fall into three categories (Ref. 95): (1) the possibility
of indirect effects resulting frcm brief exposure; (2) sublethal sysotoms of prolonged exoosure;
and (3) imcact of passive plume entrafement at various stages in the life histories of certain
acuatic species. The effects of plume entrainment due to the operation of the two units have
been found to be acceptable (Refs. 11, 95). The operation of a tnird unit with aceut one-half
the flow rate acd the same IT as the comeined discharge from Units 1 and 2 may also be found
to be acceptacle. The staff, however, is unanle to precisely evaluate the level of imoact cue
to the lack of exact location of the discharge structure which determines interactions between
the discharges and thermal plume isotherms. It can be concluded, however, that because of the
existence of the marsh-estuary complex in the vicinity of the Seaorock Station, and the large
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tidal flushing of this estuary, it is unlikely that the location of a third once-through unit
at the Seacecot site .ould be environmentally prefersole, much less superior to a second unit
at the Rocky Point site.

Operation of an additional unit with a closed-cycle cooling systes at Seabrook would result in
higner discharge concentrations of naturally occurring chemical scocies due to the concentrating
effect of the evaporative cooling system. This would af fect only a small area in the vicinity
of the discharge cue to the small discharge volumetric flow rate of the Pilgrim unit as compared .

to the two Seaorook units, the low concentration f actor (e.g.,1.5), and the disenarge design
whicn provides for rapid mixing. Detectable adverse effects on water quality and acuatic
biota .oulo not be expected. Sfocide discharges from-a ciosed-cycle cooling system would
likely result in blocide presence for a longer time for each application as compared to an
open-cycle cooling system because the discharge rate is small relative to the cooling system
volume. For a concined discharge, the small anticipated increase in the size of the receiving
water area affected by the additional Pilgrim unit with the closed-cycle option, along with
the dispersion provided by the discharge, provides mitigation against toxic effects.

Whether or not the Seabrook site with a third unit utilizing closed-cycle cooling is judged to
be sucerior to the Rocky Point once-through site is dependent, however, on the anticipated
thermal loading related impacts to the fisnery at the Rocky Point site. Since the anticipated
impact to the fishery at the Rocky Point site is negligible, it is concluded that a third unit
at Seacrook utilizing closed-cycle cooling is environmentally preferadle but not environmentally [superior to the Rocky Point site. >

The staff has evaluated the potential for sortality to fishes due to GB0 and cold shock for
Units 1 and 2 at Seacrook (Ref.11). The staff concluoed that mortality in the vicinity of

.

the discharge for Units 1 and 2 would be minimal due to the hign discharge velocity resulting i
in rapid mixing and the preventing of fish from remaining for long periods in areas of high j
gas concentration and becoming acclimated to elevated water temperatures. The same conclusions
can be mace for a third unit utilizing closed-cycle cooling at the Seabrook site, since the
velocity and AT would be approximately the ssee. Furthermore, an additional once-through unit
at the Seacreek site would result in a lessening of any potential for cold shock, since
simultaneous outage of all three units would be less frequent than a two unit outage.

Due to the small incremental flow increase due to operation of a third unit utilizing closed-
cycle cooling at the Seatroot site, no significant incremental lapact due to G80 or cold shock i
above that postulated for Units 1 and 2 is expected to occur.

Since nortality to aquatic biota associated with GB0 and cold shock can be effectively
controlled by the use of mitigative devices at the Rocky Point site and it is postulated that
no significant losses to aquatic biota due to GB0 or cold shock would occur at the Seabrook

,

site with a third unit utilizing either closed-cycle or once-through cooling, the Seabrook i
site, therefore, cannot be judged environmentally preferable or superior with respect to GBD {or cold shock to the Rocky Point site.

t

4.14.2 Terrestrial Ecolocy and Land Use

The staff considers Rocky Point and Seabrook to be equivalent for all terrestrial factors.

,

4.14.3 Demograony

An examination of the population density data in Tables 1 and 10 shows that the population
densities surrounding the Seabrook site are greater at almost all distances out to 48 km than
the population densities suf riunding the Pilgrim site both at the assumed date of initial
plant operation (1985) and at 'he end of plant fife (2020). Therefore, based on the peculation
considerations discussed in Appeadix A, we conclude that the Seacrook site is not preferred in
comparison to the Pilgrim site.

4.14.4 wearev Industrial, Transeortation and wilitarv Facilities

The most significant facility in the area around the site is Pease Air Force Base, .nich is
located aoout IS km to the north. The staff performed a detailed study of the aircraft
ocerations at Pease during the Seabroek review and concluded, based on a structural analysis
.nich demonstrated the cacacility of the containment structure to withstand the imcact of an
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FB-111 type of aircraft weigning 37,140 kg and flying at 515 km per hour, that the procanility
of an aircraft accicent having consequences greater than the design easis accidents at the
Seacrook Station is sufficiently low so as to present no significant hazard to the pooulation
in the area surrounding the site. We conclude that, with regard to external hazards, the
Seacrook and Rocky Point sites are equivalent in that no significant external hazards have
been identified at either site which would require additional safety features or strengthening
of plant structures.

4.14.5 Hydrolocy

Since cooling water is to be withdrawn from the ocean, no sucoly preolems are expected.
Adequate flood protection can be provided. No unusual hydrologic proolems have been identified
related to construction and operation of a plant at this location. Overall, no basis exists
for favoring the Seacrook site over the Rocky Point site from a hydrologic engineering i

staidpoint.
)

4.14.6 Socioeconomics

9Pilgrim Unit 2 could be located next to Seacrook Units 1 and 2 with no anticipated disolacement J
activity. There are no onsite historic or natural features listed on the national registers il
(Refs. 45, 46, 69). An archaeological survey of portions of the Seacrook site revealed material
remains at five sites. Excavations were later conducted at tnree of tne archaeological sites
by the Department of Sociology and Anthropology of the University of New Hampshire for further
analyses (Ref. 97).

.

I
The construction labor force is expected to originate and commute sainly from nearby areas '

such as Hillsborougn, Rockingnan, and Merrimack Counties of New Hampshire, and Essex, Middlesex, |Norfolk, and Suffolk Counties of Massacnusetts.
j
iWorkers driving from the north or south on I-95 would use Exit 1 and continue on State Route 107 [to U.S. Route 1. Workers coming from the west would use a variety of roads intersecting with f

U.S. Route 1. The major congestion points would be at the intersections of U.S. Route 1 and N

the two access roads located to the north and south of Rocks Road.

The Seabrook site is situated on a peninsula of land known as The Rocks, which is located on |the western side of the tidal marsh called Hampton Flats. The station is clearly visible from i
various vantage points such as tocke Point, The Willows, Great Boars Head and points along

|Route 101E. The station is partially visible at points along Route 1A south to Saliseury -

Beach, Massachusetts.
|

Locating Pilgrim Unit 2 with a natural draft cooling tower alongstae Seabroen Units 1 and 2,
which are using once-through cooling modes, would increase the visual impact. The cooling
tower over 150 eeters hign is more than twice the height of the tallest station buildings.
The tower would be partially visible from the Governor Meshch Warenouse, which is about 2 km .

from the site and listed on the National Register of Historic Places and the recently nominated
Edgerly Archaeological Site, wnich is less than 2 km from the site. The tower would also be
partially visible at points along U.S. Route 1 depending on the tree cover and other structures
costructing the view, t.ocating Pilgrim Unit 2 with a once-througn cooling mode alongside
Seaeroot Units 1 and 2 also using once-through cooling modes, would not appreciably decrease
the existing visual ancience.

With respect to the socioeconomic factors considered, the Seabroot site is less preferacle to
the Pilgrim site in terms of visual impacts relating to the cooling tower mode.

4.14.7 Geolocy, Seismolocy. and Geotec9.nical Encineerino

The Setorook site lies within the Boston-Cape Ann seismic tone. The staff has previously
assi;ned the Seacrook site an intensity VIII and an acceleration value of 0.25 g (1975)
(Ref. 99). However, the Rocky Point site has an acceleration value of 0.20 g. !ased on seismic
risc, the Seabroca site is not consicered more suitable than the Rocky Point site. |
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4.15 Conclusion

Table 11 is a summary of the staff's perception of the environmental impacts at twelve sites
based on reconnaissance-level information and the preceding discussions. Qualitative descriptors
are used in this summary to briefly inform the reacer of the staff's judgment of the degree of
impact for those site and regional f actors that entered into the staff's assessment. The
comparative environmental evaluation uses the following rating:

(-) a greater degree of impact than would be encountered at the Rocky Point site-

(0) acout the same degree of impact as would be encount eeed at the Rocky Point site-

(+) a lesser degree of impact than would be encountered a t3e Rocky Point site-

Table 11 shows that only in two technical areas have sites been rated with a (+) indicating a
lesser cegree of impact than would be encountered at the Rocky Point site. These areas are:
terrestrial ecology and land use (soils); and aquatic ecology (!moingement, entrainment, and
discharge effects).

The staff's review of soils at the various sites indicates that Rocky Point has more land with
'

the designated soll type than at Sites 188, 18C and 18E. :,
1The (+) rating for the aquatic categories relates directly to the nuncer of organisms being -

impacted. The (+)s are assigned to some of the sites with closed-cycle cooling systems. The
reduced flow rate for the closed-cycle systems would imoinge and entrain fewer organisms. The
discharge would also imoact a smaller area than would the discharge for the open-cycle system
proposed for Pilgrim Unit 2 at Rocky Point. The (+)s assigned to the open-cycle mode at the i

Seacrook site relate to the location of the intake structure. The staff assumed that the i
Pilgrim station located at the Seabrook site would use an intake of similar design and location '

to that proposed for Seabrook Units 1 and 2. The offshore intake would impact fewer organisms
than the shoreline intake proposed for Pilgrim Unit 2 at Recky Point. The (+)s do not bear on
the significance of the impacts at the Rocky Point site, but relate only to the nuncers of ,

organisms that could be impacted. Pilgrim station has previously been found to have a negligible [impact on the fishery at the Rocky Point site. ;
,

With regard to the comparison factors considered in the staff's evaluation, none of the 12 sites [reviewed exhibit characteristics that make them superior to the Rocky Point site; in fact, imany of tne sites appear to have comeined deficiencies that would make them inferior to the
}Rocky Point site. The staff, therefore, concludes that none of the sites reviewed are oeviously !

superior to the Rocky Point site. !

!
!

e

5

6
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5. D!$CUSSION OF CCMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE ORAFT SUPPLEMENT TO THE FINAL
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

Pursuant to 10 CFR Part 51 the Draf t Supplement to the Final Envi~anmental Statement for the
|Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Unit 2 was transmitted in Feoruary 1979, with a request for

connents to:

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Agriculture
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
Department of Commerce
Department of Energy
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Department of Transportation ;

Environmental Protection Agency
Massachusetts Department of Natural Resources
Massachusetts Water Resources Commission
Board of Selectmen Town of Plymouth, Massachusetts

In addition, the NRC requested coments on the Draf t Supplement to the Final Environmental
,

Statement from interested persons by a notice published in the Federal Register on i
Feo ruary 21, 1979. In response to the requests referred to aoove, connents were received

!from:
|

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economics, Statistics and Cooperatives !
Services ( AGRE)

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service (AGR) '

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) i
U.S. Depar*Junt of Comerce (00C) I
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

|Commonwealth of Massachusetts Attorney General's Office (AGCM) . t

Federal Energy Regulatory Comission (FERC)
.U. S. Department of the Interior (INT) f

The coments are reproduced in this Statement as Appendix A, which is reserved solely for them. i

The staff's consideration of the coments received and its disposition of the issues involved
are reflected in part by revised text in the pertinent sections of this Final Supplement to the
Final Environmental Statement and in part by the following discussion. The comments are ,

referenced by the use of the abbreviations indicated aoove; also, the pages in Appendix A on
which copies of the connents appear are indicated.

5.1 Fisn tills at Rocky point (00C, A-5)

The staff has reviewed the fish kills resulting from the operations of Unit 1 at the Pilgrim
~

site and find that they do not invalidate the conclusion present in the Pilgrim Unit 2 FES.

5.2 Transportation of Radioactive Materials and Emergency planning (EPA A-6)

Both transportation of radioactive materials (FES page 5-19) and emergency planning (SER page
13-6) have been considered by the staff for the Pilgrim site. Both issues were given con-
sideration very early in the review process for Pilgrim Unit 2. Althougn ooth are important
issues and need to De addressed for the proposed site, the staff does not believe that they
need to De addressed is an environmental comparison of sites based on reconnaissance level
information.

5.3 !meacts on water Use (Epa A-6)

The construction water requirements have been evaluated as part of the review :rocess for the
pilgrim Unit 2 apolication and found to present no proolem to the planned local water supply
(FES page 4-2) .

.
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With regard to the alternative sites, neither the staff nor the applicant directly considered
avallan111ty of construction water supply. However, there are many alternate methods of

~

securing fresh water at a site, and any difficulty in securing an adequate supply can be
overcome. The resolution of any preolem would likely involve greater expenditures, but
adequate engineering could be developed such that the problem would not likely impose environ-
mental impacts to local mater supplies. J

5.4 Transoortation of Commnents (EPA A-6) a|
Although the applicant did give consideration to the shipnent of large plant components in .!
their siting study, the staff did not. The staff is aware that all of the andeveloped sites .|
would require construction of access facilities for construction workers and large components. j
At the inland sites large components could be delivered by rail and rail spur. All coastal I

sites are f avored in this regard due to accessibility to the site by barge.

5.5 Comment: "The staff's analysis of the Boston Edison (BECo) site selection process does
not conform to NRC standard review practices nor to the approach recommended by the staff in .

the recent NRC Workshop on Alternative Site Rulemaking and applied by the NRC Staff in its L
SeaDrook Alternative Site Study (NUREG-0501)." (AGCM A-7). :

Res ponse:

0
'

In Seabrook, th'e staff was presented with a slate of' 23
sites and had to develop a method by wnich to screen these sites to an acceptable nuncer. In

,

the Pilgrim review, the staff had as a starting point a siting study that had been prepared for [BECo (see FS FES, Section 2). The staff's independent review of the appiteant's siting study i

is consistent with the staff's implementation of all other aspects of its NEPA analyses. Since }
the NEPA responsibility to consider alternatives to the proposed action is ultimately the ['federal agency's responsibility, the staff must critically evaluate the site selection process

'of the applicant and assure that reasonable alternatives have been studied and develo;td. The
staff believes they have done this in the Pilgrim review. ;

The NRC does not currently have regulatory requirements that impose a particular site selec- j
tion methodology on applicants, nor doetthe staff believe the so-called * redundancy" criterion 4

an essential element of site screening. It is not the staff's responsibility to screen ,
?:

candidate sites within resource areas. The staff has the responsibility to evaluate the ;
~*

selection process and to compare the candidate sites to the proposed site. The " redundancy" !
criterion or resource areas screening adds only in that it reduces the nuccer of sites for
final comparison; it does not affect the quality or completeness of the review. In f act, the
fact that some sites within a resource area are redundant to each otner provides added assuance '
that a representative site from that resource area has been presented. In the Seacrook review
the staff was required to screen sites in order to reduce them to a manageaDie nuncer in the
final comparison with Seanrook.

The staff made no recommendation in the workshop on alternative site rulemaking it only present-
ed a staff study document for consideration which listed various options for resolving the seven
discussion topics. The staff did not subscr% to any one comination of options. The wcrkshop
was organized as an information gathering device to assist the staff in developing a proposed
rule.

5.6 Connient: *Had the criteria outlined in the standard review plan and used in the Seaerook
study oeen properly applied, the staff conclusion would have been that BECo's slate of
candidate sites is inadequate because it does not provide genuine environmental alternatives to
Pilgrim 2." ( AGCM A-7).

Resoonte: The standard review plan was prepared to give guidance to reviewers of an
applicant's alternative sites study. The Seacrock review was carried out =ithout an
applicant's siting study and, therefore, did not follow the standard review plan.

The two determinations required to be made by the standard rev'ew plan are (1) whetne the
candidate sites are among the best that could reasonaoly be fcund and (2) wnether the re is af
alternative site =nich is coviously superior to the propose 1 site. Tne Pilgrie ..dw did
utilize the standard review plan and the two recuired conclusions ere made. (See pages
vii-viii, FS FES)
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The concept of evaluating sites =nich reeresent genuine environmec l alternatives is implicit
in all of the aIternative siting reviews under*.aten ny tne staff. tn :ne Ptigrim *eview, tne
staff consicered stverse and genuire environmental alternatives to tne Rocky Point site
diversity gererally from the stand:cint tnat all major water medies and tne associated
terrestrial resources, in Massacnusetts and ecst of New England were consicered (Seaccast,
Suzzaros Bay, Merrimack River, and tne Connecticut River) and genuine from tne stancootnt tnat
all sites were potentially licens nle.

5.7 Cement: "The staff's responsiht11ty, in the first instance, is to conduct an indeoendent
review of tne appiteant's slate of candidate alternative sites and tne metnodology oy anten
these sites were selected. If the slate does not represent a realistic range of diverse and
potsntially licensaole sites, the staff snould reject tne selection as inacequate.* (AGCM
A-9)

Res ponse: The staff had no reason to reject the acolicant's siting study. The stucy crosented
a range of diverse and potentially ifcensaole sites (see response to Comment 5.2). The reason
for the staff's going to the Connecticut River are stated in Sections 3 and 4. ,i

5.8 Coement: "The Region of Interest and ;esource Areas Considered do not Recresent a 31 verse
and Genuine aange of alternatives for Candidate Site Selection-.* ( AGCM A-10) _

aesconse: The staff believes tne applicant's siting stucy provided tne needed environmental
.

4 versity from availaole water bodies and associated terrestrial resources expanding tne region |
of.interes,t would not offer significant advantages in siting options.

~-It is currently the staff's position tnat tne starting point for catermining Me regten af
,interest sna11 normally se tne service area of tne sop 11 cant and tne service areas of t e 3'

principal (20*, ownersnis) utility participants in tne =rojects. In situations =nere tne j
service area of the applicant (s) is not cefined, the State in whicn tne ::roposed site is t

located SM411 De the region of interest. The staff allows for adjusting the size of the region '

of interest to se eitner larger or smaller depending on environmental diversity, institutional -

factors, and cost considerations.

For the purpose of defining the region of interest, environmental diversity refers to the types
of major water bodies availaole within the region (upper or lower reaches of large rivers, -

*lakes, bays, and tne oceans) and tne associated terrestrial resources.

The easic forces motivating the staff's position are: i

1. The necessity to protect the environmer.t from uncue ac' verse environmental
impacts by providing an acequate enoice of candicate sites representing -
reasonaole environmental alternatives, and +

2. The realization that a relatively uncounded search for alternative sites
is costly and generally has not appeared to provice significant accea
environmental protection.

5.9 Coment: "The staff's initial conclusion was that this limitation was aroitrary, and
that tne region of interest did not include a sufficient nuncer of resource areas frca .nicn to
select candidate alternative sites (OS Sections 2 and 4)." (AGCM A-10)

Resconse: The staff Delieves that tne resource areas (major water bodies 1 considered by the
staf f and tne apolicant were SJfficiently re;resentative of the region of interest and New
England not to searen for a ners. The staff is also unaware (by its association witn otner
alter 9ative sites reviews witnin New England) of otner resource areas in Massacnusetts or in
New Ogland that ould Significantly increase environmental diversity.

-5.10 Comeat: "presumaoly, the staf f's conclusion was reached af ter finding that tne
,

candidate slate of sites from ne inree *esource areas icentified oy tne scolicant sta not I

represent a reasonaole range of siverse and genuine alternatives to pilgrim 2.* (AGCM A-10)
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#es ponse: The staff did not say this; see FS FES page 4-1.

5.11 Coment: "The only one of these six factors (justification of applicant's region of
interest) ciscussed by the staff in more than a sumary fasnion is the institutional carrier of
siting a nuclear facility in neigteoring New England states."

Res ponse: Cetailed discussions of the other five factors can be found in the 1974 siting
stucy, references 1 and 2 and FS FES Section 3.3.

5.12 Coment: "The staff assumes, without any supporting documentation, tnat the existing
joint ownersnio agreement is a permanent treaty unien dictates the degree of legal barriers to
me encountered in siting a facility in a sister state." ( AGOM A-11)

:
Res ponse: The Pilgrim aplication has been evaluated as s@mitted to the NRC. Present ownership i
of tne facility is clearly relevant to the ouestion of wnat institutional barriers would be ;

presented for siting in particular locations. Precisely because ownership agreements are not j
permanently fixed, we do not rely soley upon this structure and resulting siting difficulties

'

,

in determining the appropriate region of interest.

5.13 Coment: "The staff concludes 'because there are no Rhode Island Utilities in the joint '

ownersnip of Pilgrim 2, the attempt to locate and construct a facility in Rhode Island would be
difficult.' This conclusion is simply wrong. New England Power Company, which presently owns
11.161 of Pilgrim 2, includes Rhode Island within its service territory." ( AGCM A-11)

Resoonse: The New England Power (NEP) company is a wnolesaler of electric power and oces not
nave a retail service territory. Althougn NEP does wholesale power to R.I., there are no
domestic electric utilities among the participants in the Pilgrim applications. A domestic
utility would be required to construct in R.I. (Reference 2). In the NEP Co. application, a
domestic utility is involved. The applicant's might be able to make arrangements to involve $

a R.I. domestic utility. We do not mean to imply that sucn arrangements are impossible, but
that they do not currently exist under the Pilgrim 2 joint ownersnip agreement.

5.14 Coment: "Using New England as a region of interest, the staff in Seacrock was aole to
enerate a slate of environmentally diverse alternatives wnich were potentially licensaole."
AGOM A-12)

Gesconse: The staff estalished no region of interest in the Seerook review. The review was
conoucted starting with a given nunter of sites. The Pilgrim review did presee a slate of
environmentally 41.erse alternatives (see Section 4 FS FES and response to Content 5.6). >

5.15 Coment: "Even given BECo's limited region of interest to the borders of Massachusetts,
the staff fails to consider all the available resource areas within the Comonwealth. For
example, the staff does not even mention the northern Connecticut River region in Massachusetts
as a potential resource area. Nor does it consider the Deerfield River System." (ACCM A-12)

,

Gesconse: The staff has examined the flow rates of the Deerfield River, at the USGS gauging
station in Claremont, Mass. located aoout 10 miles downstream of the Bear Swamp project, the
daily low-flow of record is 0.8 CMS (28 cfs). The-lowest mean monthly discharge was 2.2 CMS
(78.1 cfs). The staff has concluded that the flows in the Deerfield River would not supply
the year round water needs for a facility the sf u of Pilgria unit 2 without flow sugmentation
of some type. The staff also believes as it is a tributary of the Connecticut River, and
having a lower flow rate, the Deerfield River offers no significant diversity over the
Conrecticut River for power plant siting.

It is also the staff's understanding that the Comonwealth of Massachusetts Energy Facilities
Siting Council has reservations as to the viao111ty of the Deerfield River for large scale
power reduction frem a aater availanility perspective (see Appendix D).

The staff believes tnat the wontague site is representative of the Connecticut River in
nortnern Massachusetts. It has the advantage of seing aole to place the intake structure in
eitner the Holyoke Pool as indicated in Section 4.12 or in tne Turners Pool =hich extends
northward across the Massachusetts border. It has previously undergone a detailed examination
for nuclear siting and it has no site specific flaw to count against it in ecmparison to Rocxy
Point.
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5.16 Coment: 'While tnat potential defect has yet to be detemined conclusively, the enoice
of Montague to represent the Connecticut River resource area is contrary to the criteria of
eliminating candidate sites unich appear to have serious environmental defects. (AGCM A-13)

Res ponse: The staff does not agree tnat Montague has a serious defect (see staff evaluation of
Montague site, page 4-49). In any event, since the staff has not penalized the Montague site
because of the presence of the Short-nosed sturgeon, tne analysis was not prejudiced by it. In
other words, Montague was not found ooviously superior even when considered without a defect.

5.17 coment: *0tner potential candidate sites -itnin tais resource group nave been identified
'no reviewed in environmental impact statements. For example, tne Marsmos site, located soutn.

of Montague on the Connecticut River, nas been assessed by both the NRC and the Massachusetts
Energy Facilities Siting Council. 51tes just north of Montague and the Holyone Pool nave also
ieen evaluated and found suita le. The Staff does not even consider these alternative'

C6nnecticut River sites.* ( AGCM A-13)

hs ionse: Tne staff chose to evaluate the Montague site because it nad previously undergone as

ceta tied evaluation by the staff for tne proposed Montague plant.
,

The Maramos site located in Connecticut was considered by the staff in the ontague review. Itw

was concluded that the site was not superior to tne Montague site.

See response to Comment 5.15.

5.18 Coment: " Staff was ut.d. * wnetner sites 1, 2, and 2A could ever se viaole sites.' ',
(AGCM A-les i

aesconse: Tne staff did not say this. It said augmentation would likely be required of $tte !
I, a, and 2A. (see Section 4.4.5) The need for flow augmentation does not necessarily ;

decrease the licensacility of a site. In fact, many sites have been 11 Censed in Cases where
flow augmentation was needed.

5 .19 coment: " Staff did not know tne extent or feasibility of flow augmentation required to '-
prevent unacceptely hign tnermal inputs during low flow nor did staff know if sucn augmenta-
tion would be cost Denefic141.* ( AGCM A-13)

Resoonse: This type of infomation is not required to do a site comparison. Based on
reconnaissance level information, the staff concludes that, if needed, flow augmentation could
be provided on a cost beneficial basis.

5.20 Com ent: "In the absence of suen infomation it is impossible to detemine whether the
"errimacu River is a legitimate resource area within Massachusetts. See Seaorock Alternative *

Site Study (Dec., 1978), 11-1-2. However, based on tne information presented, the Staff should
nave eliminated sites 1, 2 and 2A on tne basis of not meeting the 'potentially licensele'
standard." ( AGCM A-14)

Res ponse: The fact tnat augnentation is needed does not preclude licensing of a site. As
inoicated by the staff in Section 4.4.5 a detailed analysis would be required to determine if
augmentation was necessary in event the site were to be developed.

In the Seerook review tne staff found the 1.itchfield Site (Merrimack River in New Hampsnire)
to be essentially ecuivalent or to nave only sma)1 envirormental disadvantages to Seaoroot
(see Seaoroot testimony. page V!-2). The water use for the Seaorock plants would be twice tnat
of the pilgrim plant. The water availaole at sites 1, 2 and 2A is greater, since the sites are
downstream and have a larger drainage area than tnose considered in the Seacrook review.
Tne staf f did not do a detailed cost benefit analysis for flow augmentation at tne 1.itenfield
site, nor was it needed to detemine the potential licensantlity of tne Seaoroot Litenfield
site or the Pilgrim 1, 2 and 2A sites.

5.21 coment: 'In tems of demograpry, Tales 2, 3, and 4 of the 35 indicate that all three
sites suostantially exceed Reg. Guide 4.7 population density trip levels at almost all radial
distances from the plant, both st times of initial operation and at end of plant life. While
the trip levels are not esolute sensures of acceptacility, they do serve as a ;uideline for
screening candidate sites. See ALA8-471, 7 NRC 477, 508-10." i AGCM A-la)
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aesconse: Based on ALAB-471, the staff is cautioned against the use of population density to
screen out sites if those sites meet the Consission's population siting criteria nnien are
contained in 10 CFR Part 100. The 'ollowing is a quote from ALAB-471, 7 NRC 477, 509-10:

*0n this score, we have taken great pains, in a nuseer of decisions in wnien
we were called upon to apply tne Commission's population siting critaria, to
explain the purpose benind those regulations and how they operate to assure safety.

'

And we have rejected atte'apts by intervenors to disqualify an applicant's proposed
1

site on the grounds tnat, wn11e it met Commission regulations, it was not in coa.pliance
with ' guidelines' set forth in staff position papers. Nonetheless, the staff nas
persisted in urging Itcensing boards to dismiss possible alternative sites wnese
surrounding population exceed the ' trip levels' adopted by the staff.

"We must, therefore, say even more forcefully than before that this approach is
illegal, that it undermines the Commission's regulations, and that we will not

,countenance it. To be sure, as earlier stressed (see p. 493, supra), alternative isites: all other things being equal, it is better to place a plant further from,
rather than nearer to, population concentrations. But as all other things rarely
are equal and cannot se taken as equal witnout far more explanation than exists
here-the population factor alone cannot justify dismissing alternative sites unica

,meet the Commission's regulations. This is particularly true in this case, where !

tne nearty concentration of transient population at Seacrook is itself so hign."
|

The staff is in agreement with the Board's directive and does not use population density !
as a single elimination factor to screen out sites whicn otnerwise meet the Commission's I
siting regulations. Review of reconniassance-level population data, inspection of topograpnic |maps and aerial pnotos, and site visits including helicopter overflights indicated that tne
amount of open land and the population density in the vicinity of eacn site were such that -

a nuclear plant similar in design to the P11gria Unit 2 plaat could meet the criteria of
10 CFR Part 100 at eacn of the candidate alternative sites, t'ased en previous analysis of

,similar plant designs licensed at other sites. It is the staff position that a site wnica |
exceeds the population density guidelines of Regulatory Guide 4.7 can be selected and approved |
if, on balance, it offers advantages compared to other av41121e alternative sites when all ,
of tne environmental, safety, and economic aspects of the proposed site and the alternative i

sites are considered (see discussion in Appendix B of this report).

5.22 Conwnt: " Reconnaissance level data indicated tnat even with closed-cycle cooling
.

'

towers, a plant the size of Pilgrim 2 would produce significant adverse impacts on the aquatic
biota in Buzzards Bay. Clearly that is a serious environmental defect of the resource area
wnien should have triggered the elimination of sites 19 and 20 as candidate sites." (AGCM ,
A-15)

Res ponse: The reconnaissance level infonnation ind? cates that taere is a potest'al for adverse
effects to the aquatic biota at sites 19 and 20. The tetrimental aspects of the sites listed
on page 4 32 result in the sites being judoed less envimomentally preferacle to the Rocky
Point site. It is conceivale after the evaluation of detailed site specific. data, which are
not availacle and the use of proper mitigation, the construction and operation of a station at
these sites could be accomplished without unacceptacly impacting the aquatic biota. Futher-
more, even if the impacts are not mitigatable, this is not a criterion for rejection or
elimination, but ?s a reason for finding that these sites are not preferaole to Rocky Point.

5.23 Cemogracny and Accident Considerations (AGCM A-20/A-3C,INTA-31)

In Part !! of the coments submitted by the Ccmonwealth of Massacnusetts, the
Comonwealth states as its major comment:

"Secause of the densely peculated area surrounding the
precosed Rocky Point site and its unicue site
characteristics, a Class 9 accident risk analysis should
have teen undertaun as : art of tre NEPA review process."
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In sucport of this basic czment, the Commonwealth also states that the criginal assertion
of the proposed Annex to 13 CFR Part 50, Accendix 0, that the likelihood of Class 9 accidents
is too remote to warrant consideration of their consequences in the NEPA review process
has been substantially repudiated by recent NRC decisions and changes in regulatory policy.

The Cc.imonwealth goes on to state that in detemining whether the population density trip
f ews's of Regulatory Guide 4.7 were exceeded, the data base and methodology used by the staff
imcemissibly reduce the Rocky Point figures.

Finally, the Commonwealth comments that the unique terrestrial and demograchic characteristics
of the Rocky Point site, including the recreational areas around Plymouth and C4:e Cod,
as well as the transportation corridors Itnu.7 Cace Cod which may imeede a promet evacuation
of the Cape Cod area, require that a Class 9 accident analysis be undertaken.

As a general response, the staff states that an assessmen of the Pilgrim site and the alterna-
tive sites has been made in the 05 FES, efeh compared t'.e relative differences in accident
consequences, for accidents including Class 9 events. Itis review, based upon reconnaissance- ,

level information, has used the pcoulation and populatiet density in the vicinity of a site
as a measure of the relative magnitude of potential consecuences, and the staff has detemined
whether there are sites that have significantly lower accident consequences than the Rocky
Point site. Consequently, although the staff has not perfomed a detailed evaluation of
Class 9 accident consequences using a computer cede such as the Reactor Safety Study conse-
cuences model (CRAC code), the staff believes that its assessment has been in keeping with
requirements of NEPA that a realistic evaluation of the impact be made. ?

The staff believes that the Commonwealth has focused unduly upon the perfomance of an analysis
of Class 9 accident consequences, using the CRAC code as was done in the Perryman review, ,

for example. For a number of reasons the staff considers that relying upon the results !
of a CRAC analysis is inacpropriate and may be misleading as well. These reasons are outlined
below:

(1) Both the aCR$ (letter dated August 8,1979 from Stephen Lawroski to Josech.M. Hendrie) ,

'and the Comission (memo dated January 18, 1979 S. Chilk to L. Gossick) have advised
the staff that the CRAC code, while offering insight on Class 9 accident consequences, ;

ihas significant limitations and should be used with caution,

In this regard, the ACR$ advised as follows: !

"The studies to date have shown that the CRAC Code can
provide additional understanding of the impact on the public
health of auident consequences exceeding tne limits of 10 o

CFR 100. However, there are many factors influencing the
acclication of the Code that have imcortant bearing on the
computational results but which the Code does not address
adequately. These include regional meteorology (particularly
for coastal and river valley sites), plume geometry, and
effluent particle size distribution- In addition, the Code
does not address the behavior of radionuclides within contain-
ment prior to release.

Because of these recognized limitations, the ACRS recommends
that caution be exercis&J in tne use of the Code in alternative
site evaluations. In addition, efforts should be continued
to develop improved input data for the code."

Similarly, the Ccamtssion stated the felicwing: |
"The RSS consequence model shall ne+ be used as the basis for
licensing decisions regardiag indivicual nuclear power plant
sites until significant refirements aad sersitivity tests are

;

ac tor'cl i shed. However, the consecuence model may be used for
relative comoarisons rovided that such estimates are act the

,

'

orimary basis for such reviews and provided that exDlicit
consideration is given to the criticisms of the various ele *ents

,

of the mocal as set forth in the Report of the Risk Assessment
|Review Group."
|
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(2) The acquisition and preparation of input data for the CRAC
Code requires extensive on-site meteorciogical data. 'ah il e
this data is available for some of the sites considered, it
would have to be acquired for others and put into a fem
suitable for camcuter usage for all the sites. This is con-
sidered to require infomation signiffeantly beyond the scoce
of a reconnaissance-level' of review associated with an
alternative site review. The staff has considered peculation
distribution and meteorology as the primary factors anica affect

,

accident consequences. The same factors are taken into account i

in the CRAC Coce, however, in greater detail.

(3) In assessing the overall monetized cost of a Class 3
accident, and taking into account actte and latent
fatalities, health effects and property damage, staff
experience gained from the use of the CRAC Code in the
Perryman site review, and detailed in SECY 79-137, .

showed that the long-term latent fatalities and health
effects dominated the overall consequences. The costs
associated with these long-tem effects differed by less
than a factor of two between the sites although the
population within 30 miles differed in some cases by as
much as a factor of five. The staff believes that the
relatively small variation in health-effects fra site .

to site in the Perryman review is attributable to the I

fact that the health effects were discernable at distances I
of 100 to 150 miles away from a site, so that an essentially I

similar population data base existed for the Perryman |
alternate sites. The staff notes that a similar situation i
exists for the P11gr*m site and its alternatives. Hence, '

the staff expects that a CRAC Code analysis for the Pilgrim
site and its alternatires would show relatively little jdifferences in long-tem health effects'for ary of the
sites. However, the staff is aware that severe conse- |
quences such as acute fatalities, would be confined !

to much smaller distances and the staff, therefore, believes
it appropriate, in an effort to elucidate significant
differences between the sites, to examine the population

,

density over distances of about 30 miles fra the site. !

The Commonwealth questions the data base and methodology used by the staff in comoaring the
i

Depulation density of the Rocky Point site against the trip levels of Regulatory Guide 4.7.
The principal sources for the Rocky Point population data were the Pilgrim Unit 2 Preliminary
Safety analysis Report (PSAR) and the Enviremental Statement (ES) which the staff utilized
during the construction gemit review to develop the population results reported in the
Pilgrim Unit 2 Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG-75/054, dated June 1975. The peculation figures
for the Rocky Point site include pemanent residents, seasonal residents, and tourists visiting
the historical sites in Plysuth. The seasonal resident population was estimated to be
sporoximately 7,000 within 5 miles,19,000 within 10 miles, 81,000 within 20 miles, and 168,000
within 30 miles. The seasonal population within 5 miles was assumed to remain constant over
the Iffetime of the plant. This is based on the assumption that seasonal housing is being
converted to permanent residences. These converted residences are assumed to be accounted for

'
in the projected growth of the pemanent peculation within five miles of the site.

9econnaissarce-level infomation consists of infomation that is available from
ocen literature, puolisPed or unpublished reports, existing records, authoritative
sources, or that wnich can be cotained by brief field surveys cer'or ed by
recognizec experts. It ..es not include information that must be obtained by
detailed onsite monitorMg programs or studies.

'

.
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The seasonal occulation beyond 5 miles was assured to increase at the sarna growth rate
projected for the resident population. The seasonal :cculation within 30 miles of the site
was projected to be approximately 277,00 in 1985 and !98,000 in 2020. The numoer of tourists
visiting the historical sites in Plymouth was projected to increase to 342,000 in 1935 and
1,598,000 in 2020.

The total population for the site was computed by multfolying the seasonal and tourist
transient peculations by suitable weighting factors to reflect occupancy on an anm al basis
and then adding the weichted values to the resident population. Weighting factors of
1.0 (full-time) occupancy for permanent resicentr. 0.25 (3 months per year occumancy) for
seasonal residents, and 0.0033 (1.2 days per year occupancy) for tourf sts were used.

The acclicant provided additional peculation information in a May 30, 1978 response to
questions in support of the alternative site study. The staff reviewed the methodology *

employed by the acclicant and fcund it acce table. The staff did criticize the 1974 study,
as stated in the Oraft Supplement, in that it did not include daily tourists, or day tef ppers.
However, we concluded that this omission did not invalidate the population distribution
information in that day trippers to a certain extent re: resent a shifting of peculation in
an area rather than an influx and, in addition, wnen weighted to reflect occupancy on an
annual basis, do not contribute significantly to a populatien distribution unless a very
large numcer are located within the first few miles of a site. Sfte visits including
helicopter overflf ghts and discussions with local planning officials indicated that no such
concentrations existed in the Vicinity of the Rocky Point site (Cther than the visitors to
the Plymouth historical sites which are accounted for in our population values) nor in the
vicinity of,any of the candidate alternative sites.

The 1978 population submittal showed that the projected peculation densities for the Rocky
Point site were either icwer er did not significantly exceed the population values developed
by the staff in the construction permit proceedf ngs. As noted in the applicant's res:ense
of Septemeer 8,1978 to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts f nterrogatories, the 1973 updated
information was not intended to supercede the detailed information provided in the licensing
documents (f.e., PSAR and ES) for Pflgrim Unit 2. The 1978 population estimates were based
on reconnaissance-level f nformation and consequently, differences with the more detaf f ed
estimates of the earlier licensing documents were to be expected.

The population distributions for the candfdate alternative sites shown in the Craft Su ple-
ment were cetaf red fran the applicant's 1978 submittal. These distributtons were based en
1970 Census data projected by grewth factors developed from tewn-level population data and
projections. Seasonal residents, weighted for occupancy on an annual basis, were
included in the populatten distributtons where they were deemed to be a significant
factor (i.e., the Rocky Point site and Sites 18,19, and 20, the coastal sites
southeast of Boston).

The Canmorwealth states that the staff has chosen to ignore the most recent pcpulation
figures for the Rocky Point site which are containeo in a draft preprietary study ano that
these figures call into question those contained in the Draft Supplement. In fact, the
population ff gures referred to by the Comrionwealth are in error.

As a check of the population data in the Pilgrim Ifcensing doeurents and in the 1978 submittal,
the staff made independent compilations of the 1970 Census populations for each of the sites
and com ared the projected grewth to projections made by the Bureau of Economic Analysts
(U.S. Depart. Tent of Correrte) and the Economic Research Service (U.S. De:artment of
Agriculture). Site visits were also made in 1978 to the Rocky Point site and the other
candidate alter 94tive sites. In addition, the sttff contacted various state and lccal planning
agencies ard gathered additional population information as cart of the alternative site
review. This information, devele:ed independeetly by the staff, led us to conclude that the
population data in the licensing decurents and in the 1973 recort were reasonable re resenta-
tions of the peculation distributions for tne ;roposed Rocky Point site and the candidate

alternative sites.

I

l,
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The concept of wef gnting transient regulations according to their fraction of annual occupancy
which, in e#fect provfdes an annual average of the peculation, is in accordance with the
guidance of Regulatory Guide 4.7 and in ketoing with the objective of making a realistic
assessment of all factors in an environmental review. In Regulatory Gufde 4.2, for example,
regarding the evaluation of accidents for envircrvnental reports, it is stated that "assump-
tions as realistic as the state of kncwledge ; emits shall be used." This a:proach is in
contrast to the evaluation of design basf 5 accidents in safety analysis repor*.s in which very

, conservative assumptions are used. Thus, in assessing an alternative site, the staff considers
that ;erforming evaluations based upon either unusually low or unusually hfgh population data
nould be misleadirg, and, therefore, inappropriate. The weighting scheme used by the staff
provices an snnual average peculation around the site in recognition of the fact that an accicent
is no more likely to occur in the sumer than in the winter; in the daytime or night. For sites
with no substantial transients, the pemanent resident population is the same as the annual
average population. Hence, the weignting of transients, as given by Reg. Guide 4.7 not only
provides a means for obtaining an annual average population for s.given site, but affords a means
for assessing the population around different sites in an objective and even-handed manner. It :
should oe uncerstood that neighting of transteats is strictly for the purpose of obtaining an
annual average population for site assessments. For emergency planning considerations, for
example, the time-decendent pattern of the population variation around a site is fully considered,
and plans must be shown to be comparf ble with the maximum numcer of persons that might be in the
vicinity.

Similarly, the desire to make a realf stic assessment of the envircreental impact of accidents
is also the basis for the staff's approach to coluating the ;opulation distribution for -

coastal sites. In detemining the population dendty at a radial distance from a site, the |entire area surrounding the site including the offshore water area is divided into the '

cumulative population at that distance. To do otherwise, i.e., use only the land area, would i

weigh against coastal sites .n comparison with fnland sites and discount a distinct advantage
of coastal sites in that no people are at risk on one side of the site.

A tacit assumption in this methodology is that typical. S :* - 9teorology exists and that
roughly half the time the wind is blow |ng offshore. An ed Mfon of onsite meteorological '

data for the Rocky Point site indicates that, on an annus' cam, this is indeed the case.

The Commonwealth has cuestioned why 30 miles was used as the scoce of the study area rather
than 40 miles. The selection of a 30 nile radius for the scope of the study area was made in
accordance with Reg. Guide 4.7, dich indicates that this distance is to be used in detemining
whether the population density of a site exceeds the trip levels of the guide. The choice of
a 30-m11e value in Reg. Guide 4.7 was based upon staff judgment that the most severe conse-
ovences of large accidental radioactivity releases would be significantly reduced beyond .

distances of about 20 to 30 miles.

The Commonwealth has commented negatively on the staff's use of the " factor of two" population
density c#parf son. Prior to the recent Seabrook alternative site review, no means existed for
coccaring the significance of population differences between a proposed site and candidate
alternative sites. The staff, therefore, develoced a guide to assist in judging wnether an
alternative site has a population density significantly towa* than a proposed site. The results
of the Perryman risk analysfs (re:orted in SECY 73-137) as well as experience gained in use of )the consequence model (CRAC) from the Reactor Safety Study were utflized in developing the

Iguide. In the Perryman study, the monet12ed costs of fatalities, injury, and procerty damage
for Class 9 accidents at each of five sites were compared. This comcarison shewed that a
poculation density difference of about a fac*or of five resulted in a difference in the
monetired cost of Class 9 accidents of less than a facter of two. Based on this, and consider-
ing the many other factors involved in detemining the actual consecuences of a Class 9 accident
(e.g.. characteristics of the accident, meteorolegical conditions offsite mitigative actions),
the staff concluded that occulation density differences of at least two or more would be
eequired before differerces in residual risks could ressorably be ex:ected. As with othee
population gufdelices, the factor of t%o was not meant to be an aosolute cutoff value, ratner
it was intnced to te used in formirg a judgrent. In additfon, the staff believes that
close-in ecoulation censity should be given greater weight than cor*esconding diffe-eaces
in Oopulation density at greater distances. Accordingly, we have modified our discussion
of po ulation considerations in Accendix B of this recort.
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The Commonwealth states that the ;otential of having to evacuate the Cace Cod resort area at
the height of the tQurist season over inadecuate transportation routes c0nstitutes a unioue
site characteristic which should have required a Class 9 accident analysis. The staff
observes that while the nearest boundary of Ca:e Cod, the Cace Cod Canal, is about 10 miles
from the Rocky Point site, the majority of the seasonal :encentrations of ;oculation on " ape '

Cod, are 20 or more miles from the site. A recent joint NRC and EPA task force re ort (If
indicates that beyond about 10 miles taking shelter in conventional structures is ecually as
effective as evacuation as a mitigating action and should be the preferred initial protective

'
measure. The staff consequently believes that promet evacuation of the Cace Cod area would
be unwarranted even in the event of a large accidental release. |

L

,

e

s

(I * Planning 3 asis for the Ceveletrent of State and Loca', Governrent Racioicgicall
Emergency tes:ense Stans In Sue: ort of Light Water 'luelear Power Plants",
NUREG-0396 and IP4 520/1 78-016, Cecameer 1978.
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form a complete biological opinion. The NMFS feels that*

! 8- additional information is still needed, and that it is un- Gloucester, Massac6 asetts 01910, ,

f
j justified at this stage for the DEIS Supplement to conclude . March 15, 1979 twt 62aRR

,

that, *t.onses associate <* with lapingement should have no effect I,

|
on resident or anadromous species" (p. 124), or *...no .

detectable impact to the Holyoke Pool pop alation of ab *tnose to: EC - Richard ,Let an
st ur geo a will occut* (p. 126).
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k FNE SUBJECTS NMFS Comments on Draft Supplement to FFIS - Pilgrim
FNE71 Nuclear Power Station Unit No. 2 -- CEIS 87902.31 g

The Draf t Supplement to the IEIS that acccampanied your ,
'memor a ndum of Ma r ch 1. 1979, has been seceived by the National. . .

i

Marine Fisheries Service (NtFS) for review and comment. The,

l supplement has been reviewed and the following comment s are
,, offored for your considerations
t' * ;

General comments ;
a

1

The re eated assertions in the supplement that anticipated I
I* impact to a e fishery at the Rocky Point site is neglible should

- be more qualified, given the uncertanties of projecting long-tern
impacts. Fish kills have occurred at the Rocky Point site during
operation of Unit No. 1, and although they are not large enough -
to indicate significant impact on the fisheries at this time,
they are matters of serious concern to the NNF$.

,

Moreover, although the level of analysis is sufficient for
.the present purpose, further investigation, review and conment -
would be required should the future bring about proposed develop-, '

; g. . ments of any of the alternative sites for pouer plant or other
'

,
purposes.

' i rt

!8
.-.. .- . . . . .

,

i(
.- .

specific commentsI ' -

e L -

* * P_ age 30 par d s The statement appears here that there'is}r pa the possibilaty that the shortnose sturgeon exists in the Merrimack
, * River. The NMFS feels there is a high probability that shortnose

, ,, * sturgeon can be ce!!ected in the Merrimack River, given the,p
presence of the shortnose in estuaries connectir J to the river.

- { .
s P, ages 119-126 This section includes several statements*
.; .

j
about potential impacts to the shortno. e sturgeon, and re'er s to

' * . the NHFS threshold detetisination, which "s evealed a probable
4
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I. THE ALTrRNAflVE S,lTE _ANALYSIMPESENTED IN THE DR AFT
SUPPiFMENT IS [MADFOUATE AND INCOMPLETE.. . , . <

g

$

analysis for Pilgrim Unit 2 le an unfortunate departure froe -
ff

The Staff's Draft Supplement (DS) alternative site

i
*UNITED STATES Or AMERICA |

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION the reasoned criteria for site selection and comparison which
,

I

!
has evolved in recent years within the NRC. The Staff's

analysis of the Boston Edison 18Lco) site selection process
h aIn the Matter of ) e

does not confoga to NRC standard review practices nor to theI
)

} BOSTON EDISON COMPANY, et al. *

) Docke t No. 50-471 approach reconsended by the Staf f in the recent NRC Workshop on,

| iPilgr ia Nuclear Generating ) Alternative Site Rdlemaking and applied by the NRC Staff in itsi Station, Unit 2) )
-;

. ) Seabrook Alternative $1ts Study (NUkEG-0501). The major defect--

)

in the Staff *e artlysis is its conclusion that sites 1, 2, 2A,
f, ,. the 10 comples,19, and 20 plus Montague constitute an '

+

' " ' '

| COMMENTS Or THE CDMNONWEALTU Or MASSACHUSETTS acceptable state of candidate sites (DS pp. 26-27). Had theON THE DRAFT SUPPLEMENT TO THE FINAL
i ENVIkONMEKTAL STATEMENT FOR PILGRIM UNIT 2
| criteria outlined in the standard review plan and used in the

f!
iSeabrook study been properly applied, the Staf f conclueton I

Pursuant to 10 CFR Par t $1, the Cn==anwealth of would have been that BBCo's state of candidate altes is

g Massachusetts, through the Department of the Attorney General, inadequate because it does not provide gensine enetronmental
alternatives to Pilgrim 2.hereby submits the following comments on the Draf t Supplement

to the Final Environmental Statement, related to the proposed The ' Evaluation * por tlon of the Alternative Sites sectioni

Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, Onit 2. of the Environmental Standard Review Plan states that the'

*
g reviewer will do the followings

. determine if the applicant has employed a. .

practicable site-selection process having as its
principal objective the identification of candidate
sites that would be among the best that couldi reasonably have been found (within the region of,

interest) for the proposed plant. This standard ,

implies that all such candidate sites should be,

i licensable.* (ESRP p. 9.2-158
.

%
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I pursuant to these guidelines and le. response to decision
serve the energy needs of one particular utility's load

of the commission and the Appeal Board, the NRC Staff has congeg,M
developed a comprehensive and practical set of environmental

While other environmental resource factors are relevant,
criteria for the evaluation of alternative sites for nuclear the most significant resource factor is usually water
gewer plants under NEP A. The methodology is designed to two are

availability. In New England, resource areas are defined
the selection of a state of diverse and genuine environmental

initially by major watershed and toastal_ areas. The selection
alternative sites for further detailed analysis and comparison

of appropriate resource areas also involves consideration of d
with the proposed site. See. seabrook Alternative Site

terrestrial factors associated with a particular water source.
MaMM, NUREG 0501. December,1970; and " Considerations for Fa example, a river system might have distinct

terrestrial I
Rulemaking on Alternative Sites," NRC Staf f Study Document,

Characteristics, including an estuarine' region, an eatended

* 1,
Workshop on Alternative Site Rulemaking (McLean VA., March

river vally with floodplains, and a state park. Because the
14-16, 19798 thereinafter " Study Document").

environmental impacts of siting in these areas would be
First, the applicant must identify a * region of different,

k the watershed might be divided into three resource
interest *, or speciftee geographic area to be searched for areas.
candidate altes. A region of interest might be defined by

The concept of resource areas is premised on the
: several resource considerations, including, for example, state

assweption that sites with common water and land
or service territory boundaries, water availability and other

characteristics are usually so stellar to one another that they
j

'

environmentathy defined criteria. The geographic scope of the do not offer genuine alternatives. The Staff's Criteris
region of interest, however, should be defined primarily by attempt

to avoid this environmental redundancy by requiring a
;'{ environmental considerations, and not arbitrary boundaries of

diversity of resource areas. The region of interest, thus,! 8
, state and service territories. This is especially true in New ,

must be sufficiently broad so as to include geographically i' -* England, where utilities participate in a regional power pool distinct resource areas.
In which new electrical facilities are needed primarily to

augment the overall Power grid requirements rather than to
',.'

b in the Study Document and the Seabrook alternative siteanalysis, the Staff maintained that environmental
considerations should be the primary criteria for defining asufficient region of Interest,
of NEPA would not be compromised.so that the environmental goals

' O .'
!

..*
..>! 4
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Within each resource area, the applicant should identify sites are the best that could reasonably have been found, while
at least two potentially " licensable * sites. The term at the same time assaring that the state includes genuine
* licensable * in this contest means that a site must satisfy environmental altesnatives.

! certain threshold siting criteria in order to qualify for The Staff's responsibility, in the first lastance, is to '

i candidate site status. If this initial screening, based on conduct an ladependent review of the applicant's state of
reconnaissance level information, discloses an obvious and candidate alternative sites and the methodology by which these
serious environmental defect, the site should be rejected and sites were selected. If the state does not represent .!a

| another site from the resource group brought forward. If the realistic range of diverse and potentially licensable sites,
.

!
8

discovered defect is not site specific, but rather is common to * the Staff should reject the selection as inadequate. In other '

the resource area (i.e., suffacient water supplyl, the resource words, it is not the Staff's task to find new resource areas
1

area should t,e rejected. In this situation, the region of and candidate sites, and to study them for the applicant. To
i interest then should be espanded to pick up another resource assume such a role would at once make the Staff a proponent of

,
8 '

group for consideration. This screening process thus ensures the applicant's preferred site, and would undermine the
that candidate sites will have an acceptably low magnitude of independence of the Staff's obligations under NEP&. See,

environmental impacts. * '" *** * ""# "** ""E" "*.

From the two or more slallar sites representative of a ISeabrook, Units 1 and 2), CL1-78-8, 5 NRC 501, 525 (19771.
! resource area, only the best site is brought forward for in the Study Document, the Staff recognised th need to

detailed analysis as a candidate site. There is an escellent separate the tasks of the NRC and the Applicant in the
rational behind this redundancy criteries alternative site selection proceses

'M It for any reason later detailed analysis "Under NEPA, as lead agency for the evaluation of I
- *

. . .
6 .1 - revealed a site specific factor which would cause nuclear generating facilities, the NRC has theI8 ** I rejection of a site chosen by ithis redundancy ultimate responsibility for decielonmaking on. i' ; ", criterial the Staff planned to analyse the nest best alternative sites. That ultimate decielon regarding.L in the group rather than terminate the analysis of alternative sites is to be based on independent

the group.* Seabrook study, 11-2. analysis. NRC eiews its joint requirements for i
independence and decisionmaking as psohibiting itsA slate of candidate a'lternative site is then brought participation is the applicant's selection of
resource areas for candidate sites or in thef 8- forward for a detailed environmental analysis, based on uniform applicant's gattering of substantial amounts of

j Informatloa to t,e used in the assessment of sites-

evaluation factors, and compared with the applicant's proposed If the NRC becoces too involved in the artplicant*
process t cou!d ensalv be placed in ene role o enf

'

site. These site selection criteria ensure that candidate advocat or a yte wnich woula T=eatr.the agency'ssandepen M t ane M Ts_." (esphasis addel Study
i

) Document, p. 9.
,

4
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This is not to say Phat the Staff should be solely * " * "" 1
Do war n*E m 'for Cand'*f8' * *J 7* ad 8 a* 8 8 aded !aLLD *KiterneHves idare Site Selectionreliant on infosmation provided by the applicant. Indeed, its

! .

obligation to conduct an independent assessment of the 1
1. peqion of Interest

i
applicant's candidate sites requ!'*1 the Staff to consult

The Applicant's region of interest, presented in the 1974
Information from other sources. Such independent information

study, was limited to eastern Massactiusetts. The Staff's
collection and analysis is performed, however, as a part of the

initial conclusion was that this limitation was arbitrary. and
Staf f's validation responsibilities. It should not be used to t

that the region of interest did not include a sufficient number ' I, {cure the deficiences in the applicant's site selection processa
of resource areas from which to select candidate alternative

rather, it should form the basis of validating the accuracy and I
sites IDS $$2 and 48. Pres. usably, the St af f's conclusion was '

thoroughness of the applicant's information, or requiring the
reached after finding that the candidate state of sites from

applicant to espand its site selection. See, Study Document,

| the three resource areas identified by the Applicant did not '
pages S-113 and " General Considerations and Issues of

$ represent a reasonable range of diverse and genuine
)Significance on the Evaluation of Alternative Sites for Nuclear

alternatives to Pilgria 2.
Generating Stations Under NEPA*, NUREG-0499, Supp. I ! December *

At this point, what the Staff should have done is to
1978) PP. 20-28.

require the Applicant to consider additional resource areas in
Unfortunately, the Staff involved with the Pilgrim DS didi its site search. Instead, the Staff accepted a litany of i

.
* not apply the NRC's evaluation criteria vigorously or

* institutional barriers * presented by the Applicant in defense '!
-

consistently to BECo's state of candidate sites. Having found
of its restricted region of interest. Conspicuously at,sent

the app 1tcant's state not wholly acceptable, the staff then
f rom the Staf f's assessment is any mention of environmentally'

seriously overstepped its NEPA duties, and undertook to., $' j defined criteria for determining the appropriate scope of
{

.

.,, supplanent the deficiencies in the applicant's study with its
.h |

3Eco's region of interest. i

own analysis of three additional attes, none of which represent
For esemple, Sectica 3.1 of the DS discusses the

genuine alternative to pilgrim Unit 2. The Commonwealth Applicant's justificatioe for limiting its region of interest
j t.elieves the Staf f's analysis is inadequate and inappropriate

to eastern Massachusetts. Sin * key issues" are identified forj for the following reasonse
restricting the scope of the site search, os.Ay three of which

;
are environmentally defined idemography, land requirements, anJ

I 1

-i; i
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.. . , . ._
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this utility presently has as application before the NAC to |

I
cooling water availabilityl. The other three factors were

build two nuclear units in Rhode Island scharlestown).>

based on state and service territory toundaries and general If the history of Seabroot has taught us anything, it is
regional power objectives.

that joint ownership agreements between utstitles for nuclear
f The only one of these sis factors discussed t,y the staff powes plants in flew England are not fised in stone. To the

in more than a summary fashion is the institutional barrier of e

contrary, Pubtle Service Company's recent offering of 304
siting a nuclear facility in neighboring New England states. ownership in the Seabroch facility indicates such agreements' 4
The staf f's review of these *1egal regulatory, and political are more !!ke the drifting sand. Certainly, the ownership
constraints *, appearing on pages 9-11, consists of one basic agreement alone does not support the Staff's conclusion with !
generic assuoptions a foreign utility always w!!! encounter

respect to legal and political constraints on the site
~' 1 insurmountable * difficulty * in siting a fact!!ty in another selection process. See, Study Ducument, pp. 18-22.

.!
The one piece of factual information referenced by thestate.

The Staf f's ultimate concluelon that it would be[ [d' staff which even arguably support 1 this general proposition is * difficult * for the Applicant to locate a facility outside
; that " Maine law requires Maine electric companies to own a Massachusetts is not supported by an adequate itscussion of f'

majority interest in any generating facilities constructed in,

relevant evidence. The conclusion of " difficult * relative to 5*

that state * IDS, p.10).
I Out-of-state siting is equivalent to the ' hassle factor *,'
- The Staff assumes, without any aupporting documentation, rejected by the Appeal Board in Seabrook. See, Al.AB-4 71, 7 NRCt

"

that the estating joint ownership agreement is a permanent
477, 490-19119788, modified on other grounds. C1.1 - 78 -14, 7 NRC

treaty which dictates the degree of legal barriers to be
952 819788. In deploring the lack of evidence in the record on .

encountered in siting a facility in a sister state. For,

i
'O, f. , southern New England sites, the Appeal Board concluded that..

d
. , Ts . - example, the state of abode Island is ellainated from the

* surely, it takes more than [hassteal to rule out all<

i b| region of interest because state law requires part ownership bY,

out-of-state sites without regard to any environmental or other+.

a domestic utility. The staff concludes "because there are no
constJerations.* id, . 7 NaC at 375-96.

Rhods Island utt18ttes in the joint ownership of Pilgr'in 2, the
The Staff makes no attempt to discuse environmental and

attempt to locate and construct a facility in Rhode Island
other considerations relevant to defining the appropriate

would be difficult.* This conclusion is simply wrong. Ne"
region of interest. All that is revealed in tt:e DS is that the

England Power Coopany, which presently owns 11.16% of Pilgrim

2, includes phode Island within its service territory. Indeed,

. t .?
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staff *has reviewed the other f actos s dictating the applica'nt's a ya e range ru mcesuasw t at a rqim of

" " * * * ***** * """" "'"
, region of interest and concurs that tasse key issues were *

5 ' " " ' ** "" " " ' " " * " " * ' * * * * " " " " * "appropriate for consideration by SECO.* IDS, p.11-12). "his

ces ne these a oths rumce arus.is not a " detailed statement of reasone's it is a vague and man (I
* " " * '""'#* "'"*incomplete juJgment. We out.mit that hEPA requires more. The

g
* * """ "'**I"* E "*""I* ' " " ' ' ' ''****; Appeal Board has indicated clearly in this case that the Staff

i not only has the obligation under NEPA to conduct an e MPresentd W MPs state M caWate .

* *"* I* "* 9"*** *" "I""" " N'"III***I*"* "*'I"8Independent analysis of alternatives, but also to disclose, in ;.
the FES, the reasons for its conclusions. ALAS-479, 7 MitC 74 4 c epted the Applicant's conclusion that out-of-state siting i

gggygg, . would be just too " difficult *, the Staf f throws in Seabrook and
** ** ** # * "The Commonwealth does not mean to imply that utilities

can never initiate their site searches within seretce areaa ora * ** ""Y

sa na c as Het n suurce anos. The Staff appears toi state toundaries. In some cases, this approach may lead to'

identification of a em1ficient number of diverse resource areas review these sites for no other reason than to state that it f
# " "* " * * * * * " * * " * " " "****** I* I*for selection of candidate sites. In New England, however,

* I*"""* "" "** * * EE** ** * ' " * " " * I"1- where states and service territories are small, and power neede

are dictated primarily by regional grid requirements, the * * * * * " * " ""*9* *
i

region of interest shoJ14 be governed principally by Connecticut are appropriate for consideration in this case, the'

'* ' " " " * * * * **** *##"*I"I * " * I " * " I *'*environmental resources and not arbitrary political

ft t. m
- *I boundaries. See., Staf f Study Document, su21.5 at 18-21. criteria as other resource areas. This procedure sould er.sure

f, j
Using New Engtsnd as a region of interest, the Staff in that the best resourcs areas would be considered for candidate

IU-
site selection.* **

Seabrook was able to generate a state of environnestally

diverse alternatives which were potentially licensable. In Even given 3Eco's limited region of interest to the
"" " " " ** * * *"" " *contrast to the Pilgria DS, * ins *ttutional barriers * in,

i
Seabrook were esplicitly escluded as a primary screening available resource areas within the Commonwealth. For esample,

I
factor. As a conseguence, the Staff in Seabroot was able to the S taf f does not even mention the northern Connecticut River {

region in Massachusetts as a potential resource area. Nor does,

i

"t,
b 9 |
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it consider the Eeerff id River system. The Bear $wamp ette is
evaluated and found suitable. The Staff does not even considerone location withis th. resource area which at least one New .

these alternative Connecticut Alver sites. I 1
1

{England utility considers a promising candidate for nuclear
Baving determined that the Connecticut River was an

f plant t$se, FES for NEP 1 and 2). The Commonwealth subalts ,

appropriate resource area within RECo's region of interest, the f; that further evaluation of these alternative resource areas is
Staff should have instructed the Applicant to consider

warranted, particularly in light of the environmental defects
alternative sites within this water resource area. It was not

associated with the resource areas analysed by the Staff.
appropriate for the staff to become an advocate of the *

*
3, The connecticut alver pesource Area.

Applicant by selecting and analysing a new candidate site t$ee!

The inclusion of a connecticut River ette within the page 6 supra, citing Study Document, at 0-10. The results ofregion of interest was imperative, but the selection of
this misa:Sventure are clearly inadequate and unreasoned.<-

Montague as the site to represent that sesource area was in
4. Merrimack Resource Ares

h. error. Of several previously-identified sites on the
I The Merrimack sites should have been rejected as

Connecticut River isee FES's for NEP 1 6 2 and Montague 1 & 21 *
realistic resource areas by Staff on the basis of two

, Nontague is the only one which has received prellainarY
fundamental screening factors: water availability and

negative assessments from EPA and Mational Marine Fisheries
demography. Both factors were cite 3 by the Staff as criterie

Service with respect to intake impacts on a rare and endangered
f or deteralning the applicant's region of interest. iD$. p.

, species. While that potantial defect has yet to be determined
9.1 Regarding water availability, the Staff concluded *we do

conclus!,ely, the choice of Montague to represent the
not consider the Merrimack River to be a depenJable year-round

, a

connecticut River resource area is contrary to the criteria of
water sJpply* Sp. 541. Staff was uncertain wnether sites 1, 2.

eliminating candidate sites which appear to have serious, e-
and 24 could ever h stable sites. The DS indicates thatg' environmental defects.,

without
i some flow ausceitation, the viability of these sites is

other potential candidate sites within this resource
uilikely . Staff did not know the estent or feastbtlity of agroup have been identified and reviewed in environmental lapact ifi w segre .*ation :etJiref ts prennt anacceptsaly Mgt e: a;

[
' -

statements. For example, the Matamos site, located south of
gnp;g g;.3g ,o., ; :w nc: d!d staf* kncw f* s;c a;;rentatin'

Montague on the Connecticut, has been assessed by both the NRC .do;;d te cost tene*1cial.
and the Massachusetts Energy Fec!!!ttes Siting Council. Sites

'

'

just north of Montague and the Holyoke Pool have also been

;' | r.
'

*;
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! med the applicant supplied reconnaissance-level data
brought forward as candidate sites when, in fact, they should

; which answered those uncertainties, and which suggested
|

have t.een deferred on the grounds of being poor choices in i

s'feasible solutions to the problem, the Staff could have
I terms of licensability and certainly not a genuine alternative

fconcluded on the basis of concrete information whether the to Pilgrim 2. At a minimum, the fact that a!! thsee sites i
Ii

j Merrimack sites were "potentially licensable" in terms of water edceeded the trip levels should have prompted the staff to
availability. In the absense of such information it is,

f
bring forward another site with acceptable population levels

impossible to determine whether the Merrimack River is a within this resource group.
f legitimate resource area within Massachusetts. See, Seat, rook In summary, the Staff was obligated to eliminate sites 1.
j Alternative Site Study (Dec., 1978), 11-1-2. Bowever, based on

2, and 2h because of the water availability and demographic
) , t he information presented, the Staf f should lieve eliminated defects of the sites. The staff's findings that (Il in the
3 *f sites 1, 2 and 2A on the basis of not meeting the "potentially absence of some definite flow augmentation scheme, the.

l
[,. licensable * standard.

'
i

Merrimack is not a reliable year-round water suFPly, and 121
j In terms of demography, Tables 2, 3, and 4 of the DS
,

[
all three sites nave densities well in escess of both trip

indicate that all three sites substantial'.y escoed Reg. Guide levels constitute sufilcient uncertain'ty as to potentially
,

4.7 population density trip levels at'atmost all radial ;

licensability to cause the elimination of the Merrimack sites. k
i
'

distances from the plant both at times of initial operation and 5. Burrards may pesource aree. I
i

,at end of plant life. While the trip levels are not absolute
i The Susaards Bay sites, 19 and 20, according to the DS,

measures of acceptability, they do serve as a guideline for
share a common serious environmental defects the use of

screening candidate sites. See Ataa-471, 7 NaC 4 77, 500-10. Bussards Day for cooling is likely to result in significanty) The fact that sites 1, 2, and 2A eaceed the seg. Guide adverse impacts on fishery. On p. 90 of the DS, staff
g

4.7 levels by factors of two or more at some distances should f fI1-[, coccluded thats
8. * have caused BEco to deler them. Howe =M , the sites were not

Although the proposed use of closed-cycle cooling at
deferred in the 1974 Siting Study because it as completed both Site 19 and 20 would substantially reduce

mortality related to the entrainment and impingment
IFebruary,19748 before Reg. Guide 4.7 was pub!!shed e._ la | that would be associated with once-through cooling,

the high apparent (sict by high biologicat' ,

draft form ISeptember, 1974). BEco's 1974 siting study used importance of the northern portions of Suzaards Bay
may result in the determination that even

the 5/20/40 mile population standard, not the Staff's current closed-cyctra cooling in this segion would st!!!
result in significant adverse impacts to the fishery.'

,

meg. Guide 4.7. As a conseguence, sites 1, 2, and 2A were

.

4.

,

# '

i
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la terms of discharge impacts, staf f concluded on p. 91
candidate alte for detailed analysis. The presence of the

thats
g endangered a;ecies shortnose sturgeon in the Holyoke Pool at ,

. . . the shallow water, poor circulation and the * '

high density of aquatic organisms in northern Montague is not an environmental defect at other Connecticut *
t

. bussards Bay indicate that a potential does esist j

| for adverse ef fects to occur during plant operation. River sites,

seconnaissance-level data indicated that even with 2. Estes 1, 2. and 24 are all from the same resource

I closed-cycle cooling towers, a plant the stae of Pilgrim gg area and ea:h is clearly redundant with sospect to the.other

, would preduce significant adverse impacts on the aquatic blots two. If any sites from that resource area were to be allowed
,

{ 6 ,

in tussards Day. Clearly that is a serious environmental at all, only one of the three should have been elevated to 4; {
l
! def ect of the resource area which should have triggered the candidate site status. ,'

3
-

ellaination of sites 19 and 20 as candidate sites. 1. 55tes 19 and 20 are also redundant for the same
. . . coastal area. The two are not distinct from each other in anyI', B. The Slate of Candidate Sites Do Not Depresent Cenuine '

', ] Alternatives to Pilgris 2 significant way. Only the better of the two, probably site 20,,

I. The Staf f *e review of BEco's candidate site state, should have been brought forward if any Susaards Bay sites were
-

did not attempt to apply the " serious defect * and * redundancy * going to be considered at all. .

criteria used la the Seabrook alternatise site analysis or the 4. The It comptes of sites is an estreme example of
,

1
Staff Study Document. As a result, the state of candidate redundancy. Not only are the sites all face the same resource 4

sitse accepted by the Staf f in the DS does not of fer licensable area, but ttey are also f ace the same resource area as the I

and genuine alternatives to Pilgrim 2. The most obvious Preferred s;te. Four sites plus the preferred sits all located

,, ,. example of the Staff's failure to employ the concept of in one town do rut constitute gecuine environmental

. , Ip ,,' .) ;; en .
redundancy in its initial screening of sites is Montague. See, alternatives to Pilgris 2, abaent a more reasoned esplanation..

f.1 DS 55 2, 3, and 4.12. Montague was the only Connecticut alver for their 1:clusion in the state of candidate sites.
. .

i site considered to represent that resource ares. Bad the Stafg In conclusion, the draft supplement evidences a lack of
!

included at least two redundant sites for this resource area, any reasonet criteria used t,y the Staf f to evaluate alternative
it undoubtedly would not have broJght Huntague forward as a sites. The f ailure to apply a more logical procedure for I

{ screening sites results, unfortunately, in an unacceptable
state of ca-dadate sites for dotatted ananysts and comparisona

<

'Ni
)
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with the Rocky Point site. The Commonwealth subelts that the
( .

f Staff's acceptance of this poor elate of candidate sites and.
II. BECAUSE OF THE DENSELY POPULATED AREA SURROUNDING

THE PROPOSED ROCKY POINT FACILITY AND ITS UNIQUE
. 1. the method by which they were selected does not conform with SITE CHARACTERISTIC 3, A CLASS 9 ACCIDENT RISE

ANALYSIS SHOULD RAVE sEEN UNDERTAKEN AS PART OF THE
the high standards of NEPA for alternative site analyses. NEPA REVIEW PROCESS.

I

For the reasons set forth in Appendia A of its Draft

Supplement to the Pilgrim Dmit Il Pinal Environmental

! Statement, the Staff has concluded that neither NEPA nor the

NRC's own regulations and procedures require an evaluation of

the consequences of Class 9 accidents in comparing Rocky Point

* ;g with its alternative sites. This judgment is presumably based

b\t upon the Annes to Appendia D of 10 CFR Part 50, and the fact

6, tf that the demographic figures submitted by SEco indicate thatN,

g the weighted population density of the area surrounding Rocky *

| Point is not sufficiently high to talgger the special site

comparison procedures required under Regulatory Guide 4.7. It

!is the Commonealth's contention that the Staf f's f a!!ure to
I

analyse the relative consequences of Class 9 accidents at the'
I
i

various candidate sites is its clear contravention of the

, _ emerging regulatory trend with respect to the treatment of such

accidents under NEP A, is based upon population figures that are.,

5
.

'*4 i inaccurate and outdated, and demonstrates a wt11 tut '

i d.
p. Indifference to a number of unique circumstances associated

. with the Rocky Point site.,

f.

a., .:-,;

p'} .
e. .'
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A. The Od3|nal Assertion of the Proposed Annes to 19621. Indeed, in 1971 the IJRC Staf f rejected a proposed a lte.,

|.y - ADPendi a D o f to CFR Part 50 that the Likelihood of on Newbold Island specifically because an alternative site was! .f I.
I t n
I Class 9 Accidents is too Remote to darrant found to be significantly less populous and thus less|od Consideration of Their Consequences in the f3 EPA vulnerable to the catastrophlc consequences of a serious!

! Review Process. Mas Been substantially Repudiated By radiological accident.

Recent NRC Decisions and Changes in Regulatory Pollev Shortly ther eaf ter, the NRC lasued Regulatory Guide 4.7,
I

which contained specific guidelines with respect to population - g
Any analysis of the current regulatory approach to Class density surrounding the sites of proposed nuclear reactors.

9 accidents must start with the "proposeJ* Annes to Appendia D Without explicitly referring to the Annes and the AEC's earlier
,

of 10 CFR Part 50. This document was issued by the AEC for judgment concerning Cl**e 9 accident probabilities, Reg. Guide '

public comment over seven years ago, has since been treated as 4.7 proposed that if , seted population densities within a

an " interim * statement of policy, and will presumably disappear thirty-mile radiu-s of a potential site esceeded 500 persons per.

* ~ - altogether some day, the victim of a ever-increasing number of square mile at the time of initial operation and 1,000 persons

exceptions to its cavalier dismissal of Class 9 accidents. The per square mile at its retirement, then " species attention j
Annes divided a!! radiological accidents into nine classes, and should be given to the consideration of alternative sites with,

with respect to accidents of the ninth class (breach of lower population densities.*
-

containment or core melt) held that the probability of their What remained unclear, however, was just what was meant,

. occurrence was "so small that their environmental risk is by *special consideration *, and the estent to which this
.

6

entremely low." Accordingly, the Annes concluded that the directive qualified the Annes's earlier proscription against
'

,

j : I alternative sites analysis mandated by NEPA need not address consideration of Class 9 accidents. Clearly, if preoccupation ;
e 1-' ' the environmental consequences of such events. with population density signalled an intention to minimise the |

Wbatever the Annes's assessment of Class 9 accident public safety and environmental hazards flowing from a serious
'

-

orobability, the NitC has never been un.1tindful of the f rightf J' reactor accident, then among other things *special
, consequences such events could have in areas of high population consideration" surely must have meant an in-depth analysis,

'

density, and it has always been a matter of policy to 'ocate under NEPA, of the consequences of such acc1Jents, espscially
.

s', nuclear reactors away from population centers. See Statement those estreme accidents denominated Class 9.
.

'
!* cf Considerations, 10 CFR Port 100, 27 TR 3539 (Apell 12,

.

.s -

\ *&:
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| Because Reg. Calde 4.7 was silent as to its effect on the 2. March, 1970s Commission Action Paper. SECT 7e-137
,

i *e Annes's treatment of Class 9 accidents, however, the matter Shortly after rejection of the Perryman site, the Stafff

.

.

j, remained clouded unt ti 1978, when a number of MRC proceedings formalised the policy that had evolved in the course of that

and decisions provided considerable refinement of the issue. proceeding. After reviewing NRC policy concerning reactor
For the light that they now shed on the Pilgrim II alternative sites in high population areas, discussing the Newbold and

{ sites analysis, these events will be briefly summarized Perryman situations and detailing the analytical tools

j 1. December. 1977: the Perrvaan Aceptication available to it in dealing with such applications, the Staff
,

~'

4

i
-

',8 In 1977, the Baltimore Gas and Electric Ccapany sought Proposed disregarding the Annem's ban on Class 9 accident .

fearly site review for its proposed Perryman reactor. Because assessments under NEPA whenever the area surrounding a proposed [
population densitites surrounding the site esceeded the site demonstrated a relatively high polulation density.5,

! guidelines set forth in Reg. Guide 4.3, the Staff concluded Rather, * assessment of the relative differences in Class 9
i

)
g' g that a quantitative evaluation of accident consequences was accident risks should t,e included as one element of the s'te

. a as
called for, and included in that study those catastrophic comparisons *. SECY 18-137, page 1. As with the Perryman

.events that had previously been dismissed, pursuant to the review, the Staff's concern *was not based on a uniquely high
|
, proposed Annen, as so unlikely as to not warrang probability of accident but rather on unique circumstances
,

{ consideration. Based on the methodology developed in s he 1972 which increase the pctential consequences and thus the overall I

,

,

. I
I

Reactor Safety Study, the Staff' concluded that Perryman would risk.* Id., page 4. Whatever prior case law I'ad to say about ;

have to be rejected in favor of an alternative site that the necessity under NEPA to per *ste such an evaluation in the
demonstrated a significantly reduced threat to the surrounding 'sce of the Staff's refasal to do so, *tils does not prec1 Joe.

I*3 h population la the event of a serious radiological accident, the Staff from going beyond the strict requirements of the laweih
i ;7) The precedent, therefore, was unmistakeably establisheds whom 1 will assist in performirs its NEPA review.* Id., page

--M. whenever the trip levels ccatained in Reg. Guide 4.7 were 5.

exceeded, an analysis of Clase 9 accidents would have to be 3. A $ st, !976: Dectslo- of t'e Air-:e $sfet sad..I 5 : ens: e boea'. Boa d , T- t e ar er cfw 'Iperformed, notwithstanding the 'arlier pronouncement of the 8Y?i ore ' Power Svstews. A'_ AUia 9, ede .

,,1 ,

!6;
' 5ctsecueat Certifirst:c cf - e Olss: 9 !ssae 1Annes to the contrarys in short, whatever the probabilities of ic t e Co"M s tio". ;

blsuch accidents, their potential consequences for highly 11 h .e of 1973 tre *;aC received t. e 'trat applicacica 1

'' - populated ar eas could no longer be ignored. f ar a ;1cer.se to :ar.J!actere cer. eret s; *;catir.g r. clear power

.
6 *

# *
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*
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the event of an accident, to more severe consequences that.. plants (FNP ) . Because floating plants involved such a unique
might otherwise be anticipa*ed.2/ ror the Staff, the conceptdeparture from land-based atting, the Staff concluded that the4

{~ .

proscription contained in the Annen against evaluation of the # * " * * " ' " "" " "" " E * I"Y
t |consequences of Class 9 accidents was inapplicable, undertook *" "* "*"' "" ""' "I * "**9"*"***

an ester.sive stuJy of the problem (the Liquid Pathway Generic * *""" " * **"''

Study, NUREC-044G (LPCS}), and in the FNP Final Environmental Common sense dictates that there must be a point
beyond which the consequences of a Class 9 accident

Statement found that become susceptible to candid evaluation in an
environmental impact statement. AndJ t should not*

* the unlikely but possible occurrence of a core melt matter whether the reactor in cuestion is a
_

accident at estuarine and riverine areas could T H3-nased 7 ant or an rRP. Scle Q the $taff,
result in a direct release of radioactive material, pa W 37 (empha'is ad3id Cs

'
t such that the consequences to the environment would

..c< -
be unacceptable. FES !!Ie P. IIV. 4. Septembe M 978: The Risk Assessment Rev h

Cgoup Report.
j .' ) . In other words, although there was no appreciable difference

According to the " proposed * Annes, the probability of ajk between land-based and floating nuclear plants with sospect to
** # Class 9 accident ever occurring *is so small (ital

kthe likelihood of a serious radiological accident, the
environment 41 risk is entremely lou." The Annes, huwever, was

consequences of such an event'at en FNP were found to be so
no more than a summary classification of accident categociosa

} potentially disasterous as to warrant a Class evaluation in the
i

! to the estent that any scientifically-derived support for the
I coat-benefit analysis mandated by NEPA, as well as estensive-

.

Annes's characterization of Class 9 accident probab111ttes has
design .odifications to mitigate the effects of any such

been developed, it can be found only in the Reactor Safety
accidents.

Study, WASE-1400. From its very promulgation, however, the
i. . . The question of the oropriety of the Staff's decielon to

data base, methodology and conclusions of EASH 1400 became theg ,, undertake such an evaluation has t,een certified to the
sJbject of suc'u debate sRd peer Crit 1Cisra that an independentk I.! N' Commission by the Appeal Board, and is addressed in an

i pg n
i bli 4
i estensive brief filed by the Staff, a brief that vigorously
'''

defends its authority (and indeed obligation) to evaluate the&3 . : J/g. deed, it was t'le Staf * * & position be f ore the'i
.

v

impact of Class 9 accidents whenever it appears that unique Appos! Boarf that it was already establisted po!!cy, as !'TF i revealed in the 3RC's Standard Review Plan, M reject
C*j.& design and siting mode characteristics would tend to lead, in pot,csed sites in highly pop 21sted areas becaJae cf theprop 4

, , .. | t
'* 3;ge; consequer:ces of Class 9 ace!Jents. See ALAS.,

489, at 213-224.+. ,it.i
,.4*

;% .y,
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panet of scientists was commissioned to review the entire 2) Regardless of population density levels, the unique,

subject. The recently released final report of the Risk characteristics of a reactor design or site may engender such.

s Assessment Review Group, NUREG/CR-0400, found WASH-1400 to f all threshold concern with the consequences of a Class 9 acc!Jent
.! ,

far short of its intended purpose, that of providing a valid as to justify a complete study of the matter as part of the
;

NEPA review process (In the matter of Offshore Power Systems),scientific assessment of the probabilities and sequences of

accidea*' in water cooled nuclear power reactors. For purposes 3) Whatever the operative ef f ect of the proposed Annes
i

an its, it suffices to note that among other and its treatment of Class 9 accidents after Perryman, SECY .

shortcomings the quantitative risk assessment methodology 78-137 and the CPS case, it scientific foundation (i.e., the

developed in WASH-1400 was i. eld to be metentifically Reactor Safety Study) has been thoroughly discredited by the

! Andefensible, thus undermining whatever documentation it might Risk Assessment Review Group Report.

have been said to provide the Annes's otherwise unsupported 9 Both the Nigh Population Levels Surrounding the

j assertion that Class 9 accidents are so unlikely as to not Proposed Rockv Point Fac[lity and its Onique $lte
''"

warrant consideration during the NEPA review process. Characteristics Should Cause a Class 9 Accident
In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn from consequence Evaluation to be Done as Part of the

the 1978 proceedingas Pilarle II NEPA Review Process.

1) Where population density figures for a proposed

nuclear reactor site escoed the trip levels contained in Reg. Seen in light of the above-described shift in regulatory
Guide 4.7, then the Staff has committed itself to *special policy, the Staff's treatment of the Class 9 issue in the

consideration" of other sites, including a quantitative Pilgrim It DS is a matter of grave concern to the
'

analysis of the impact of a Class 9 acc!Jent on each of the Comusonwe alt h. We start with the lesson seemingly to be learned

fhIl }" alternative sites (Perryman Application and SECY 74-137).1/ from the proceedings of 1978: far from being the bogeyman of i

j . .$ .
}/ ndee , the Staff has not unreasonably taken the positionI

4 that even a site whose population density figures fall somewhat
*. ' , below the Reg. Guide's trip levels should not be sammarilya

disulased as ineligible for further Class 9 consideration. In !
a November 28, 1973 letter from John F. O' Leary, Director of.

, Licensing (attached to SECY 79-137 as Enclosure B) it is noted
that for cases which just esceed or fall below |the population

I' density guidelines ultimately incorporated in Reg. GJide 4.7] (
an estsination of the particular population distribution may be

i required in determining whether to implement |tte *special
j cons t *e r at ion") procedures.

,

{E *J :
-
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| p die-hard nuclear opponents, Class 9 accidents are increasingly more severe than design-basis events are mitigated as much as

viewed as so potentially castastrophic that the NRC itself, in possible, including the siting of the proposed reactor in aI.=
i ; . all the above-mentioned instances, has gradually moved towards less populous area. If population density is to serve as the

; a policy of including wuch matters in the NEPA review process, threshold indicator of residual risk and the potential
at least in those instances where ill the trip levels of Reg. consequences of a Class 9 accident, however, then it obviously
cuide 4.7 are encoeded or 121 other unique characteristics of should not be determined in a grudging and mechanical manner.

|
the proposed site indicate that a Class 9 accident could have In Pilgrim II, unfortunately, this appeas to be precisely what
far more disasterous consequences than otherwise might be happeneds the Staf f has utilized both a restrictive methodology
anticipated. If this is indeed the trend of nuclear regulatory and a faulty data tase that can't help but bury any indication
policy, it is welcomed by the Commonwealth, it does, houever, that a Class 9 evaluation of Rocky Point and its alternative, ,,

!
, g make the Staff's approach to the Pilgrim Il alternative sites sites is warranted. ,

' !N analysis all the more perplesing. a. P pulation evaluation Technioues
' ..; 11 J<

1. In Detera hn LWhether the Pooulation Dens hy Trip As a prelicinary matter, the Comsaonwealth objects to the
! ! fcP at h 3 t ods Staf f's entire evaluation of BEco's demographic analysis. The

SS a re *'*1uation is found in Section 3.3.3 of the Ds and for the most !nT a k Po ou,

Our first concern lies with the data base and methodology part is confusing and inconclusive, providing the reader with,

used by the Staff in concluding that the population density no basis for assessing the accuracy of the population values
surrounding the Rocky Point site was not sufficiently heavy to presented. In short, Section 3.3.3 obscures far more than it
trigger a Class 9 accident analysis as part of the Pilgris. II r m als, and leaves the Commonwealth with no real assurance'

k.skdi NEPA review. It seems obvious by now that the trip levels that any veild demographic analysis of Rocky Point and its
3=. I

contained in Peg. Guide 4.7 serve a very significant function alternative sites has been performed.
i

}" ' ** * } with respect to reactor safety. Because some residual risk First, the Staf f's discut alon f alls to reveal precisely
"

will remain even after all reasonably attainable safety what " population guidelines * were used by BEco. He are told at*

i
a measures are built into the design of a proposed nuclear power page 17 of the DS that BECo's,1974 Study employed two types ofg

a'
T i; reactor, careful evaluation of the size and distribution of the guidelines, one of which is described as * cumulative population
J

population surrounding that reactor has emerged as the NRC's values as a function of distance *, and the other as an'

|

primary means of ensuring that the consequences of any accident.
a ,

$ } |0

ea
N.M,, . .L
* . .Y ! (, . ;r .
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* envelope of population distributione of sites * developed in 18 8 p Pulation indes used to compare population distributions,

the Indian Point and Newt,old Island proceedings, without around sites by weighing the population within each one mile,

'

further esplanation of the actual population figures developed ring fr a t site h reasing functim s with distance m e to
<

"* '
in those other cases. As to the * cumulative population 30 miles. In contrast, the weighted cumulative population
guidelines *, the only reference provided is to a " trade met use in the IH4 study and the uNate considers
newsletter" published in 1973. Furthermore, there is no cumulative populations out to 40 miles. Because of the spatial
disclo'sure of the values derived by BECo in employing either of difference between these techniques and the assumptions with
these guidelines, or the relative significance attributed to respect to transients, t h results can differ substantially.

4 these different values by the Staff. The Staff indicates at page 17 of the DS that it

~

Further complicating the saiter,,the Staff's discussion a dified* the cumulative population values from the 1974
fr*ts to disclose that between the 1974 study and the 1978 Siting Study, witha t further ela ktation. Reference is made

e

$ update no less than four different guidelines were used. In to Appendia A, which discusses NRC Regulatory Guide 4.7, but
"

the 1974 study, as noted above, BECo used the envelope approach which does not even mention the cumulative population values.

and the cumulative population method to calculate population derived by BEco nor the Staf f's modifications thereto. Indeed,
I

densities out to 40 miles no consideration esa given to seg. Guide 4.7 differs substantially as a population lades from
transient populations or to growth trends and rates. In the the cumulative population method. The latter method considers
1978 update of that study, on the other hand, the applicant whether cumulative population projections for the li*e of the
calculated population out to 30 m!!es uaing three different plant * ,11 esceed 30,000 within 5 alles, 500,000 within 20
methods: weighted cumulative population, weighted average m!!es or 2,000,000 within 40 miles. The average population1

,, density and a statistical method called the " site population densities (per sqaare allel deriveJ from this method are I

k h. { l factor." The update considers seasonal residents in some approsisately 330 at 5 miles, 197 at 20 miles and 400 at to
h towns, but ignores other transients. 211ess population projections which esteed these guidelines

It is impossible to discern from the information provided : equi es 2 detailed st;dy of ecor.omic sad ;c;ulation growth '.

Iin the DS which population estimates are credible, if any. Nog patterns. In Contrast, Be?. Guife 4.7 conside:s average
t.'

j does section 3.3.3 provide any esplanation of how the popJ!stion densities out to 30 :lles, based on a *t:1p leve;*. ,

.) ,
d, assumptions behind and results of these statistics can be 3* 500 persons'sc!. mile at the tire of inittel plant ops:stica. '

,i * tested and compared. For essaple, the site population factor ont 1,30J pusons 'sq mile at the es.d o* p!n : lia,. Alttc g
;

,. . i. .
6 * : ,e *.* ji
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I

which population estimates the Staf f is comparing, i.e., thethe threshold average population densities for the teno methods

*-~ I
PSAR used for Table 1, the 1974 study or the 1978 update. Thethus differ substantially, the Staf f gives no indication as to,

- how the two might be correlated or the significance of retving
on one as opposed to the other. of the statistics reviewed by the Commonwealth indicates there

The staff's consideration of population trends and future are substantial variations between available population

growth patterns is similarly obscure. The accuracy of
i Staff's conclusions neither the Staf f nor BECo disclose thepopulation growth projections made in 1979 for 1985 and 2010,
j i

underlying basis for or the results of their population
! when based on 1970 census data, requires at a minimum a current

projections, therefore making an inJependent evaluation ofrevised estimate of the growth rate for each site. In the DS,

these population estimates impossible.,,, the Staff discloses only that these growth factors were not

It is significant to note that the Staf f does notquantified in the Applicant's 1974 study, but apparently were assertjs
* , that it conducted an independent or new assessment of theg considered in the 1978 update. We are told at page 20 of the >..g

population at Rocky Point. In fact, sections 4.1 and 4.2 of., DS that the updated population growth projections ranged frees
the Draft Supplement indicate quite the opposite. In section

|
i

9 10% per decade at one site to 174 at another, but the actual'i
I

population growth estimates for Rocky Point and its alternative 4.1, the Staff's discussion of population at the Pilgrim 2 site g
<

is con.'ined to a description of Table 1, which is derivedsites are neither deta!!ad nor discussed. In particular, the
Staff falls to reveal the criteria used to estimate growth solely from the Applicant's PSAR. Section 4.2 purports to,

e
3 *

rates for the Pilgria 2 site, a si nificant oilssion in light the Staff's own analysis of Rocky Point, and in tworepresent

| of the Staf f's previous attention to the rapid population brief paragraphs the Staff asserts that it evaluated "new
3
,- growth rates in the Plymouth area. See FES 5 2.2.1 and SER information* relating to the site and concluded 'the previousi

f j f; ) , ,

52.1. At the very least, the Staff should state its reasons Staf f docueents and testimony were still valld" IDS p. 36).ikl i

The source of this new information is neither revealed nor
*'

for acceptance of the growth rates used. *

;

discussed. The Commonwealth autilts that t'ais analysis isThe Staff states on page 19 of the DS that it conducted
|

perfanctory at test, and does not comply with the maaJate of , ;q an " independent evaluation" of the population surrounding the '

3 NEPt.
sie alternative sites, and compared its results to those<,

' '

presented in BEco's 1978 update. Sie are told that the two 1
,

|
population estimates coopared favoratly, but we are not told

J i |.

i
, '

'e ' b
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Finally, the Staf f's assessment of transient populations 2. What is the accpe of the study area? Why is 30 |

| !s thoroughly inadequate. Regulatory Guide 4.7 provides that sites used rather than 40 miles? A 40 mile radial stuJy
I significant transient popd ation must be included in the area would han included a Mut all of Cape Cod, while the

i-~

calculation of average population densities. Significant 30 mile radius actually used only a portion of the Cape
transient lopulations presumably include workers, tourists and p putation.

I -

f seasonal residents, since the lieg. Culde esplicitly discounts 3. How were the different types of transient

! only persons passing through the area. For the area populations weighted? Here transients weighted
1

| surrounding Rocky Point, particularly Cape Cod and the Plymouth according to the fraction of time they are in the study
historical district, one would assume that the transient area, or were scoe additional factors used? Does the,

population would be substantial and serve to significantly weight accorded to transient population depend on which

, affect population density figures. Section 3.3.3, however, of the population guidelines is employed?
h prowtJes no inforestion upon which to assess the significance 4. What is the criteria used to determine whether a,

'

'' of transients. transient population is a significant factor in making
g

i For esample, the staff states on page 19 of the DS that population projections? I
t

,
seasonal transient population was included in the Applicant's 5. Why are worker and tourists not conaldered as

f
| 1978 update, and was deemed to be a "significant factor * at significant transient populations? !

three of the candfdate coastal sites. The staff concludes that 6. How were transient populations calcusated in Table 1
while the update failed to account for daily recreational of the Draft Supplement? The table indicates that the

i vis! tors and tourists, the inclusion of these traastents woulu only source for the population values presenteJ was the

{ ~1e
* not siter the ultimate population distributions. The draft Applicant's PSAR. The PSAR considered transient I

f. .j i supplement discloses no basis for this conclusion, which population within a radius of five miles from the site. -

, <
certainty could not have been founded on the staff's however, and the Staff provides no esplanation of how

a *i. dependent eialuation*, since that analysis incladed o *y tranalent poplation was entrapolated from 5 to 30
'

* cum;;ative resident popatatfor.s.* In addi tion, t,..e .,31;cw, .e. miles. Table 1 suggests that the population values !.. .

1 -

pertinent gaestions are r.ot addressed include " seasonal population," but the t 1- N this
'

,,

i|'
;. c.a is the :ssesten: pcpa!a:1on ,or workers, assertion is riot shown. Does a " seasonal population" !.

!
] ::;rists, and sesscna; resider.:s f:r Pocsy Po, : ar, .,e include all classes of transients, such as workers,. . . . .

:sadidate sites?

'l i

? 1. g
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I

| tourists and seasonal residents *? It is imposs ble to
radial ring used by the simC in determining population densityj evaluate the accuracy of Table 1 in the absence of such

, pursuant to seg. Guide 4.7, with Provincetown itself lying justinformation.1.L
I The answers to the above questions would se se as the

basis for a rational discussion of tr.e ccmparr , ave population '

weightinct scheme that so undervalued the true impact of this
{ densitites, we submit that NEPA requires .o less.

b. The Updated Rocky Point Poca!ation F M r.e.s. *

Indicator with respect to the need to undertake a Class 9.

It also appears that the staf f has chosen to ignore the
most recent population figures complied by BEco, figures that

residents, 0.25 for seasonal residents.and 0.001 for tourists
at the very least call into question those contained in the

'1 -

and bathers visiting the area for the day, and while such anDraft Supplement. Because of an outstanJing confidentiality ,
'

e }approach may provide some indication of the probabilities ofjgo . agreement concerning BEco's latest desojraphic study, the ,

g. . . , , a
esposure to offsite radiological doses in the event of a

fCor.monwealth can go no further in discussing it. It will,
|

. serious reactor accident, it thcroughly compromises the utility |t hcwever, t4e moving shortly to make this study or at least '

;of population density as a triggering device for the -portions thereof part of the record, so that its impact on the
Class 9 issue can be raised during the forthcoming evidentiary *

;
.

weighting method employed by the staff represents nothing morehearings.
| j

than a gamble that a Class 9 accident will not occur at a time ic. The Seasonal variations in Poculation Levels.
|

As will be more fully discussed below with reference to when the beaches, roads and tourist attractions of the Plymouth
*

, ,
area and Cape Cod are inundated with summer visitors. This; ,gj the unique site characteristics associated with Rocky Point,

. r*

the area immediately surrounding BEco's proposed site is approach, the Commonwealth submits, is hardly the conservativei 3! *

-a deluged with both summer residents and transient tourists '

** " # * *visiting the many historical sites in the Town of Plymouth,
just 4.5 miles f rom the propr zed site.Sf d. The Imoac tor pocky Point's Coastal t.ocation on

Average Densitv rigures.,

. y;
Just as the Staff's treatment of transients represents a

h'' gamble with respect to the time of year that a serious
1/ n 1972, according to the Pilgrim II Safety

,

t . I
4 Evaluation Report, there were approstaately 7,000 summer

residents living within five miles of the Rocky Point
Site. In addition, the reprt estimates that

} %;j, 7 '
approntaately 300,000 tourssta per year visit the e

*

}} immediate Plymouth area alone. Pilgrim II SER, pp. 2-5.
-
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raJ1ological accident might occur, its inclusion of the waters
identify those circumstances where such an evaluation would be

q of f accky Point in calculating average population density
necessary, to the great detriment of the citizens of

figuses amounts to another highly questionable probabilistic
Massachusetts.

assumption. That assumption, roughly stated, is that in the
e. The * Factor of Two*

| event of a serious accident, t he radioactive plume from the
rinally, although its impact on the trip levels containedj reactor will travel in any direction with an equal probabt!!tYe in Reg. Calde 4.7 is somewhat problematic, mention should be

including out to sea. By including water area in the density made of the Staff's increasing and troublesome use of the
formula, the average density figures reflect that probabilisticI so-called "f actor of two.* Baving made a commitment to
assumption,

consider the residual sist to the public posed by Class 9
While we recognise that probabill,tles are the cornerstone

accidents whenever tne trip levels contained in Reg. Guide 4.7' "9
of NhC 11 Censing logic, we are also aware that probability is

are tacteded, the staff then adopts a totally arbitrary
only one part of a risk analysis. The other element is

threshold for determining the significance of that risk for the
i , consequence. By including the water area, the density pelaary and alternative sites. This threshold test is called I

,
calculations roughly reflect the land versus water

! the 'f actor of two," and operates as follows: - in order for the
probabilities but grossly understate the consequence of a land

! dif ference in population denalties between two sites to be
j route in terms of actual population densities at risk. In
; *significant", the alternative site must have a population'

other words, if a radioactive plume traveled inland, the fact density which is at least a f actor of two lower than the
f that the water area in the region has a zero density would mean
I primary site at each radial distance out to 30 miles IDS, ii nothing in terms of the actual consequences of the accident.'

| App,ndi s A, at 1881.

) Notting out water area, the actual population densities around1.,
. there is absolutely no discernable rationale for this

t .f the plant at most radial distances are now well in excese of
I method of comparison. First, it is 13portant to understand

,, 500 persons per square mile,i ,,

what population va!Jes do and do not Indicate in terms of the
in light of the Staf f's similar downplaying of transient

potential conseqJences of a Class 9 accident. The actual
populations, it can hardly be said that the Rocky Point e

conJequences of a major accident depend Jpon many factors,
; population density figures retain any validity as an indicator j

.acludicg populstion density and distribution, meteorologica.i

of the need for a Class 9 accident evaluation. The truth of.

corditions, the rate at which persons can te eJacJatef f t:c the'
the satter is that the Staff has misused the very deetce it

srea Of (TPact, ac:ess 13 trave! routes, acd other site
j proposed relying on t2

*$ 4 ^ d
I

, ~V !
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characteristics. As noted above, the Staff has come to use The Staff in Perryman stressed that the results of its
I

population density as a surrogate for consideration of all site specific risk analysis, because based on the RSS
| these factors, although recognizing population, by itself, is * "'*9"*"#' 'I' ' 'I'" "I" #'""I ** 'I

at t.e st an imprecise ocasure of the actual risks involved IDS was developed to estimate total societal risks, and the
p. 1s7). applicability of the model to a specific site had not yet t,e e n

pc,pulation density is thus only a crude measure of the I "**** * '" "*""#" ' " " " ' " "II'II*"** "*
residual risk associated with the accidental release of taH Med that % shnU kance skuM W drawn from smah

.

radioactivity. That does not mean, however, that population calculated differences (e.g., factors of two or sol between j

a surezents thesselves are crude. Indeed, population is a sites". Commissioner Action Paper, SECY-78-137 iMarch 7, 19738, |
,

t
| factor which can be assessed fairly objectively. The Staff P. 6. The Staff concluded, however, that the hsS consequence

* * 4 -

appears to t4 blurring the elementary distinction between the W a nuuuM si watu myluu

accuracy of population estimates and the leprecision inherent than the usual rules of thumb, such a population density or
*g j in using population figures as the sole indicator or the many p putati n density times wind direction frequency. g.

other variables associated with Class 9 accident consequences. Enclosure F.
,

! The Staff's use of factor of two indicates a clear The Staff's use of a significance factor of two in
| sisinterpretation of what was done in the Perryman alternative Perryman thus prescinds from the uncertainties associated with

j

sites review. In Perryman, the population density of the t * U88 Of i * R3 81 IOC L * purpose of specific site
| primary site was found to exceed the trip levels of Reg. Guide comparisons; tr use it in analysing the Pilgrim !! population

,

{ 4.7., and led the Staff team in that case to use of the Iteactor density figures is clearly an overestension and misapplication
. Safety Study Consequence Model (WAS8-14001 to evaluate of the Perryman process.

! i.' L differences in accident risks between sites. Although subject The Staff attempted to suplain its rationale for the
* ' i''

d tj y to considerable criticism, the RSS model, or CRAC code, at f actor of tm in the Se.orook alternettve site hearings, held
I least provides a more comprehensive assessment of risk than in January of this year. During Cross examination by the '

population density values can. For sites escoeding seg. Guide Appeal Board, the Staff claimed that the factor of two was in
4.7's guidelines, of course, this higher degree of precision fact a substitute for cost, in terms of either dollars per

!
and accusacy is essential. " * " ' ' " # "* "' "" # #* ** *"E"'" " *

,

gene pool. iSeabrook, Tr. 402). In order for significant
,

; -)
; 4!

5. ' l.
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differences in cost to occur, the Staff determined that
,

to thirty alles. While Montague falls to meet the factor of
.

ditterences in population of at least a factor of two were

two requirement in the 0-5 mile range, over the entire thirty '

! required, but it simply cannot be justified on this basts. As

f,
a

mile radial area that would be subjected to the consequences of
the Ferry:.an results clearly show, cost in terms of dollars per

'

man-res is but one aspect of the residual risk to the public
of Montague. The differences in total population are highly

, and is only one of three general types of ef fects resulting
significant, therefore, but because of fortuitous differences

frora a major accident considered by the RSS model, the other

in population dens.ty at each one mile radial ring, the factor *

two being acute injuries and property damage. To adequately
determine the residual risk to population and the site

two sites are deemed insignificant.
environs, all of these consequences must be cons!Jered.

76 a Staff itself has recognised that the factor of two9" Having fashioned a threshold test which it cannot
a

.

I justify, the Staff imposes the additional seguirement that an
i'

k alternative site must have a population density which is a.

esplicitly rejected its own method of population comparison.
factor of two lower than the primary sita . -- it one mile-*

f
At page 21, the Staf f acknowledges that it *was not able to#

radial d m ance out to thirty miles. To require the factor of
,

two to be satisfied at all distances is absurd, and undermines

any meaningful comparison of site populations. The Appeal
accidents.* Indeed, the Staff's proposed conclusion is that '

Board in 5mm also encountered great dif ficulty in,

,

f comprehending the logic behind this requirement (Seabrook, Tr.

414-201. When asked to esplain why population densities at all
'

, .
,

h, thirty sadial distances were more important than at specific

* mileage points, the Staff was unable to provide an esplanation,

''
,

and admitted that such ar. approval was 'a step beyond what we

The Corzonwealth notes that the significance factor !have done* 15esbrook, Tr. 411).

applied in the Seabrook Alternative Site Study, NURIG-0101, is*

A comparison of the Pilgrim site with the Montague site i
,

j
simost identical 13 that appeart,9 in Appendis A of piggris ggdemonstrates the problems arising from the Staff's insistence
Desit supp'ement. T*:e Staf f's rejection of tr.is test of

on looking at population densities within each raJial ring out

pcyclation silnificance in Seat :ok dictates that it sust be
also standsned is. the analysis of population for Pilgria II. ;

>

*>. ,

1
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2. The unique jetr ntrlJbnd Democr achic
b.Cheracteristics of the pockv Point Site Peoulre that Trans:criation Characteristles and Evacumbi M

R Fss~ Q 3 Rent An W eis be 6ndertamen as Part ofthe PI{gry y NEPA Review Process Cape Cod is linked to the mainland by two bridges which,
i

under normal susaer weekend conditions, are sorely inadequate! l In its Draft Supplement, the Staff relied esclusively on
the trip levels contained in Reg. Guide 4.7 as a thresho1J

** * " ' * ** "# " "indicator of Class 9 accident risk, thus avoiding any '

highways. One highway iRte. 25) guns west tcward uarehaa,consideration of the unique population distribution and land

| use characteristics found within a thirty-mile radius of the + s nan ry ec n tractly
i toward Plymouth. !Rocky Point site, circumstances which by themselves should have'

t

* **# " " * *" "# "I I " " " ' IIserved to trigger a thorough study of the consequences of a
* * * * * * * "* " " * * ID*M Class 3 accident at Rocky Point and its alternative sites.

{ a. Unlaue Pooulation Distribution Characteristics
would be

The Rocay Point site is located on the fringe of two of forced to travel in closer to the plant in order to '

'

jreach +be bridges to the mair. land. Once over a bridge, allNew England's favorite summer playgrounds: the Plymouth Rock

area and Cape Cod. The most densely populated sections of the * *

i
only funnel traffic toward the site. Rte. 25, of course, is1[ Cape lie within ten to thirty alles c* the site, and the Cape's

i

incapable of handling such a volume of traf fic, and would cause'

samer nopulation is asw roughly triple that of its 150,000
i

traffic to back up closer and closer to the site.I winter residents (not counting numer day trippers). By 1995,
| . Initial checking with the Massachusetts Department of ,
j 4 the smaaer population should reach 570,000, escluding day
,

Public Works on the capacity of the two bridges to handle atrippers. 11 practic.c teras, if a radioactive plame drifted

major evacuation flow yielded pessisistic results. Assuming! [ towarJ 'he Cape betsee s Memorial Day ard I. abor Day in any yest,
four persons per car (c. 400,000) and escluding day visitors,well over 430,000 disorgantred people would risk exposare --',

evacuation from the Cape was conservatively estimated to take 'not the probabt!!stic 100,000 (.25 m !00,0C3) pecple et the

over sisteen hours.
. 3e;. G;1de calculatices sa; gest.
{

The Ccarnonwealth believes that the potential of havinge

nearly half a million disorganized people, including thousands
of children and retired elderly, bottlenecked within ten tol'

?
tStety miles of the site constitutes a unique site

characteristic. That characteristic should have been.

1
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Fros RAl beEfeGy REGULATORY COMMIStaCaeconstJered by the Staff, but was evolded as a result of the
I w. . o c. asaa.

1 Staff's esclusive rettance on the population density criteria , aon .

f ound in peg. CuiJe 4.7.

tierch 14. 1979

FRANCl$ E. B E LtHTTI
4
' A*TORNEY CE:.ERAL

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Mr. Wjlliam H. Regan
Otutston of Site Safety
and Envirorsental Analysis

i 3 '

Nuclear Regulatory Cosetssion
,

,

Bys _ _ ''"'_ . g. N I

%_unIE BUAT Washington D. C. 20555 ,

Assistant Attorney Gener e! Dear Mr. Regan

[ / I am replytrg to your request of fet,ruary 28. 1979 to the Federal.-
/f Energy Regulatory Cornission for connents on the Draf t Envirotwental

FRANCIfCt.RIGitT Impact 5tatement for the Pilgrim huclear Power Station. Unit 2. This
Assistant Attorney Genera Oraf t EIS has been reviewed by appropriate FERC staf f componeets
Environmental Protectton Divisine upon whose evaluation this response is based.

| Public Protection Bureau f
,

| One Ashburton Place. 19th Floor lhe staff ccatentrates its review of other agencies' envirotunental ;

Boston. Massachusetts 02108 Impact statements Nsically on those areas of the electric power.j 8617 727-2265 natural gas, and oil pipeline industries for which the Commission has
Jurisdiction by law, or where staf f has speClal empertise in evaluating

f'
| enviro.unental impacts involved with the proposed action. It s es not

appear that there would be any significant 1spects in these areas of
i
' concern nor serious confilcts with this agency's eesponsibilities should

I this action be undertaken.
-

t ,

Please note that on page I of the OEI5. the unit (Fahrenhett or |'
1

!
Centigrade) of the cooling water to be raised by 12 degrees af ter I

passtag through the condenser was not given. Also, it is desirable |
,

i to include a plan and location map of the selected site (Rxk Potat '

7 | 4 or Pilgrim) in tne DEIS.

I! ( ], Thank you for the opportunity to restew this statement.
, ,

i
Sincerely.**

'
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h.Lt i W

hackM.Heinemann
*'
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A1 visor on Environmental 4ality'
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.. r.. on ,.ge u it 4. etated. Co n shac6 induced .e taist, to fi.he.( g'
'

Of flCE OF THE $1CRETARY ***ld Psobably met,be a psebles et present due to the tem quality ?_~

,M/ W ASHIWTON. D C 2u240 of the Merrieask Raver fishery." We receemend that this be shaaged ,
t. re gion th. feu r..a fi.h at t eued to a w... the,asi ,lume j,
i. winter .am h.c... .et.beni..ii, es iin. sed to the highe, sis se,i, Befer T.: apa t s isis iesper.tur.a. ..d thus .u..a,tseie E. death .r .evere .trese if

-

ga 79/225 the poweg plaat sea.sg se discharge heat due te a malfunctica es, '
I

re fuelies ahea down. Migrant fishes anse ces he aftected by rapid
eeeling of watere; migratory behavier (resposeal is attaulated by
water temperatuse change, thus e sapid eenlies could effect move =ent

Mr. Willies M. Bessa. Jr. et fishes streugh pseject area watera. Finally, the quality ofChief, tavironmental Projects the fisher, in the Merrimesh River is espected to &eprove withtreach 2 the impseeement in water quality which should result from engeing IDivision of site safety and polluties abatement progrees.
taoisenaestal Amelysis
Nuclear segulatory Commissies The distinction should be made en page 133 that while the lobster
Weekinstes. D.C. 20155

fishery is primarsty a c on=e rs ial fishery, the soft-shell clan
fishery la New Esopshire is solely a secrearlesal fishery. The*9 Deas Ms. Regent soft-shell glas populaties in New Eanpebfre la set large emeugh
to meetain a seenercial fishery. Besvestias is costrelled byThank you for yees letter of February 28 1979 assesnitting setting daily harvest quotas, and by permitting the taking of cleas

'

e=PP ement to the final envissementallcopies of the drafti only em screale days of the week,
asetement for Pilgrim Neclear rever Stattoa. Unit 2. Plymouth

|*
Cemety. Nesseshusetta. Our conneate are presented according to We hope these comeesta will be helpful to you in the preparation $the format of the draft supplement er by subject. og a ggael e.,plemeeg,

7.cesfsriteri. f.r .it. . .lu. ties

3
L bA-

,,. ... .ta,,.. ...ly..e .f .it.ra.te .it.. .. ..t inu.at.
that the .eeee u. ace. of ..jer .u oset. .ere .se.idered in
any other centest than population demeities esowed the alte. u ,,, c . me ,m,, w

Neelssent $1CitTARTla assidente involving sero melt into the grened, hydrelegIC
and geologie condittees et the site are likely to Play major

i reie. in th. . ..tu.i .ut.o.e .f th. .u oest. These f euere
ebeeld be considered in the final supplement.

l (
Fish and Wildlife tesources,

. t
The imp!!Satie* le sede se Page 38 that Massachusette la werking*

walleterally to establish emedsomous fisheries se the uterimack*

tiver. The progree to sestere amedreneus fisheries to the river
joint effest of the fish and wildlif* esencies ofacto !!y is a

neeeschusette and New uomp. hire. the untiemal marine fisheries
Service and the FieL and Wildlife Service. and should be meted
es such. (The ease implicaties le seted en p. 49 par. l.) ;

-

' We resemeemd that recessition be gives to the fact that the
i cumulative imposts of alting two nuclear power weite adjacent to
i each other may be greater thee the impacts from a single unit

in a diessete lesetiaa. This could be especially importset
where someen seeling-water intake and dietherge facilities are
used for multi mais installatione es noted on pages 70-72.

'

790504ut73
'
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APPENDIX 3 .

POPULATION CONSIDERATIONS

'The Commission's criteria for determining the suitacility of proposed sites for nuclear power
plants are contained in 10 CFR Part 100. Proposed sites are required to meet certain tests
related to the surrounding population. The objective is to assure that the potential conse-
cuences of postulated accidents do not pose an undue risk to the health and safety of thei

public. Although there are no specific regulations limiting population density in the vicinity
of nuclear power plants, the Ccamission has had a long-standing policy of encouraging acclicants
to locate nuclear power plants away from densely populated areas.

As one means of assuring that this policy will be implemented, the staff has taken the position
that sites with surrounding populations greater than the populations at Zion and Indian Point ,

are not presently suitable for the location of nuclear power plants. With the passage of i

NEPA, the staff has included population as an important factor to be considered in the evalua-
tion of alternative sites. Criteria on population density have been puclished in USNRC !
Regulatory Guide 4.7 (Revision 1, November 1975), " General Site Suitability criteria for :

Nuclear Power Stations," for use in identifying suitable candidate sites. These criteria, !
wnich are not part of the Commission's regulations but which do offer guidance *cn staff review r

practices, state with respect to population considerations the following:
,

" Areas of low population density are preferred for nuclear power station sites. Hiyh
population densities projected for any time during the lifetime of a station are considered
during both the NRC staff review and the puolic hearing phases of the Itcensing process. ,
If the population density at the proposed site is not acceptacly low, then the acclicant t
will be required to give special attention to alternative sites with lower population
densities.

"If the population density, including weighted transient population, projected at the
time of initial operation of a nuclear power station exceeds 310 persons per square
kiloreter averaged over any radial distance out to 48 km (cumulative population at a i

distance divided by the area at that distance), or the projected population density over |
the lifetime of the facility exceeds 620 persons per square kilometer averaged over any I

radial distance out to 48 ius, special attention should be given to the consideration of
alternative sites with lower population densities.

" Transient population should be included for those sites where a significant numcer of J
ceople (other than those just passing through the area work, reside part time, or engage
in recreational activities and are not permanent residents of the area. The transient
occulation should be taken into account by weighing the transient population according to i
the fraction of time the transients are in the area." |i

s1

As indicated by the staff criteria, a site that excreds these peculation density guidelines .|
can nevertheless be selected and approved if, on balsnce, it offers advantages compared with
available alternative sites when all of the environmental, safety, and economic aspects of the ' |,
proposed site and the alternative sites are considere1. ,.

In comoaring the population in the area surrounding the Rocky Point site with that of the t
alternative sites and in determining when there is a sijnificant difference in population
density, the staff recognizes that the population density of a site is a relatively crude
seasure of the residual risk associated with the accidental releases of radioactivity. The
residual risk from any accidental releases would depend n1t only upon the peculation density
of the site but also uoan many other factors that would erter into the determination of the
actual consequences of an accident. In addition, the resf Gal risk is not uniform for all
memcers of the population regardless of distance f aos the ite, but would be higner for those
persons relatively close to the site, and generally decreases with distance away frem the
site. |

|Based acon limited studies performed to date, the staff concludes that population density, by -

itself, is a sufficiently crude indicator that relatively large differences in the population
densities between two sites would be reouired to exist before significant differences in
residual risks at these sites could reasonaoly be expected. These sttoies indicate that
pooulation density differences by a f actor of at least two or more would be required before
significant differences in residual risk could reliaoly De expecteo.

S-L
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|
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Based upon the acove considerations, the staff has adopted the following position for this
q study:

. In order to be regarded as naving a "significantly lower" population density, an alterna-
i tive site should nave a pooulation density that in general is at least a f actor of two
I lower than a primary site at distances out to 48 km. Differences in close-in peculation

j density snould be given greater weignt than corresponding differences in population
eensity at greater distances.,

The staff has used this as a guide in the present study in comparing the pcQulatien censity
Chat seteristics of the alternative sites with the Rocky point site.
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APPENDIX C

METECROLOGICAL EVALUAT!0N OF
PILGRIM ALTERNATE SITES

The meteorological phenomena affecting a site in New England will vary as a function of the
site proximity to the coast. Sites located away from coastal influences may be affected by
their location in valleys or in areas of open or nilly terrain.

A description of typical phenomena at New England coastal locations is provided in
Section 2.3 of the Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for the Pilgrim Nuclear Generating
Station, Unit No. 2 NUREG 75/054, and the SER for the Seabrook Nuclear Power Station, Units
1 and 2, USAEC Directorate of Licensing, August 1974 These two sites are subject to
typical meteorological phenomena that can be expected along the northeast coast of the

,

United States.
,
,

Oispersion of slant gaseous effluents at coastal sites is aided by the action of onsnore
isea breezes which can be expected in spring and summer during the daytime. In spring and

summer at night, a return air flow (land breeze) acts to carry effluent offshore, while
during winter daytime periods, a land breeze may also exist.

At inland sites, beyond 20 km from the coast, a sea breeze is unlikely to be oeserved. In
a valley and on hillsides a diurnal wind pattern is possible although usually of lesser iintensity than the sea breeze.

This valley or slope wind is very localized and say be over-shadowed by larger scale wind
flows resulting from passing weather systems. The SER for Montague Nuclear Power Station,
Units 1 and 2, NUREG 0091 provides information regarding representative meteorological
information for an inland New England site. -

In addition to different wind phenomena between inland and coastal sites, coastal area air
,

temperatures tend to be more moderate and show a smaller annual range than do inland sites !where greater extremes are likely and thus a larger range of temperatures. '

In fall and winter, greater restrictions to atmospheric dispersion might be expected at
inland and valley sites due to greater atmoscheric stability Oich limits the vertical

,

extent to which effluent may travel. The above comments would a 'oly to any appropriate t

site in eastern Massachusetts.
:\.

Although detailed meteorological information is not available at each alternate site, the .)following conclusions can be drawn about diffusion in this portion of New England:
,,

(1) Diffusion at coastal and inland sites is expected to be better than in most other
i

parts of the United States. I

(2) Good diffusion results from the convergence of storm tracks over the northeast
with their generally strong winds, in addition to the action of local wind
circulations described earlier.

(3) Inland valleys are of a rolling nature, which does not restrict lateral air motion
and thus aids in effluent diffusion.

Thus, ne conclude that based upon meteorological considerations, any of the alternate sites
identified in the Boston Edison Comoany of 1974 would be suitaole for siting an
appropriately designed nuclear plant.
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APPENDIX 0 *

RELATED CORRESPCNCENCE
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acnald :. 3allard, Chief
Enviren= ental ;;c!ects 3:anch 1 !
0171sion of Site safety anci

]Eaviren= ental Analysis
U.S. Nuclear Requia:: 7 00~ ission
Washisiten, 0.0.*20155

1 Nove=:e 1973

Re: Oceket Ncs. S N 50-56J and $69

Mr. 3allard:
~

* hank ycu f : your letter of 27 Septa ==e :squestisy
infor=ation a= cut he th:ee sites in Massa:::setts being
considered as alte.~4:ives for NEP 1 and 2. O.e Sitist
Council Staff appreciates the c;;cet=127 to assist NRC
s.aff La its review of acwe, Gill and Irving at tais
early stage is ycur ;;: cess.

At.4=ned is a brief re;crt cutlining sc=e of .he
sa!cr resc=:e enaracteristics of the :::ee sites.
!!1grtlighted are severai ;cssible envi.-:::en.41 impacts
was:s your staff =ay wish to focus on is you review.

As ycu will = cts is our :eport. -est of o u eff::t
was directed : ward the C111 and Irving sitas rather

|taas Rcwe. Given the limited :1:e pera:d wi- ' which
we were working and our judge =ent .34: R we a;; ears to
be a far less viable site f :s a wa:e availability per-

* spective, we f acaded to devote =cre rescur:es : ward
review q Gill and I: ring.

* O.e research for this re;c - was ec=;1sted is tvc
weeks and is, theref::e, caly a cursery reytav. We
wculd aisc cauti:n that t.he =pinicas ex;;sssed here
are .hese of the 3iting 0:un:11 Staff and de ac = aces-
sart'y :sfla t the -M-king of the 3iting 0:= 11..

: we :aa :s f a .y further assis:an=e, please
::::a: . :tary 3e:n 04.: leman :f ::: staff.
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